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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) has been investigating wildlife connectivity
opportunities along the I-70 Mountain Corridor for more than a decade as part of the I-70
Mountain Corridor Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).
In 2006, CDOT received an
earmark directing them to look at
a vegetated wildlife overpass on
West Vail Pass. That effort was
put on hold in 2009, as the
proposed site on West Vail Pass
was used for the ARC
(International Wildlife Crossing
Infrastructure Design)
Competition. Following the ARC
competition, the supporters of the
earmark endorsed expanding the
study area for a wildlife overpass
to all of the I-70 Mountain
Corridor.
The following outlines the twostep approach that was used to
identify a viable site for a
potential first wildlife overpass of
I-70 along the Mountain Corridor.
Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger
This methodology is consistent
with the site selection process
identified in the statewide site selection criteria for wildlife overpasses developed in
February 2012 and is based on biological, safety, and engineering factors. Resource agencies
and stakeholders that participated in the ALIVE committee for the I-70 Mountain Corridor PEIS
provided input on the screening criteria and factors used, which was incorporated into the site
selection criteria, as appropriate. This effort did not attempt to identify any locations for a wildlife
overpass outside the Linkage Interference Zones (LIZs).
The objective of the Level 1 Screening was to identify three to five sites within the I-70 Mountain
Corridor that would benefit from a wildlife overpass based on the statewide criteria. The Level 1
Screening process consisted of analyzing the following site selection criteria for each LIZ:






Frequency and severity of animal/vehicle collisions (AVCs)
Habitat and movement area for a diversity of species likely to use a wildlife overpass
Average Annual Daily Traffic Count (AADT) Range
Natural and protected habitat on both sides of the highway
Relationship with existing and proposed wildlife crossing structures

The four LIZs that passed Level 1 Screening were:





LIZ B—Wolcott West
LIZ I—East Vail Pass
LIZ C—Wolcott
LIZ M—Bakerville
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These LIZs were advanced into Level 2 Screening because a wildlife overpass in any of these
LIZs could increase safety and increase habitat connectivity for a variety of wildlife species. Also,
all four of these locations are sufficiently surrounded by land that is primarily undeveloped and is
likely to remain as wildlife habitat in the foreseeable future.
Although the two LIZs located in the easternmost portion of the project study area (LIZ P–Beaver
Brook and LIZ Q–Mt. Vernon Creek) had the highest level of AVCs in the entire corridor by an
order of magnitude, these two LIZs were not recommended to be carried forward into Level 2
Screening because of the lack of protected lands on either side of I-70, which is an important
consideration when determining the location for a large and an expensive structure such as a
vegetated wildlife overpass. Not carrying these LIZs to the next level of screening does not
discredit the importance of addressing the AVC issues in these areas. As a potential solution, it is
recommended that the local conservation community initiate discussions with private landowners
to inquire about the possibility of conservation easements or land swaps in the area that could
create a situation where the expenditure of public funds for wildlife mitigation is appropriate. This
type of investigation and negotiation is beyond the scope of this project but should be considered
in the future.
The goal of Level 2 Screening was to analyze the areas selected in Level 1 Screening in more
detail and identify a specific location where a first wildlife overpass is most favorable. A more
favorable location balance increased safety and habitat connectivity with factors like topographic,
engineering, and economics. The Level 2 criteria are, therefore, intended to measure and weigh
these conditions.
Within the LIZs passing Level 1 Screening, the project team identified nine sites within the
selected LIZs suitable for a wildlife overpass based on biological, engineering, and fiscal
considerations. The Level 2 Screening considered more site-specific information based on the
established statewide criteria. The following criteria were evaluated through 27 specific measures:









Location Within/Near Known Lynx Migration
Location Specific Engineering & Constructability Considerations
Location Specific Structure Cost Considerations
Site Does Not Preclude Other Planned Improvements
Location Conducive To Getting Timely Clearance & Construction
Location & Character Conducive To Public – Private – Partnership (3p)
Location Appropriate For Innovative Design & Delivery
Local Landowner, Community & Regional Stakeholder Support
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Recommendation
The site that appears to achieve the best balance between all the criteria and factors is at I-70
Mile post 192.3 in the westbound direction on East Vail Pass. This site consistently ranked in the
Most Favorable range during the site-specific considerations of the Level 2 screening. It lies within
known lynx migration area, is within a large protected diverse habitat area, and overall has the
most favorable engineering considerations.
The segment between mile posts 192.3 and 192.4 serves as a prime location to construct a
vegetated wildlife overpass because it will only have to cross the westbound lanes of I-70, is in
alignment with a large span bridge over eastbound I-70, and has an expansive median with high
quality wetlands that serves as a habitat draw. Additionally, this section of I-70 is not currently
designated for future widening. A proposed Advanced Guideway System intended to serve the
I-70 corridor in lieu of lane widening should not be impacted by the construction of a wildlife
crossing at this site. Several alignment options for the AGS will be available with the crossing in
place.
By spanning just the westbound lanes, the overall cost associated with the structure is reduced
dramatically when compared to the Wolcott and Bakerville LIZs.
Figure ES-1 provides perspective of the location of the proposed vegetated wildlife overpass. The
expansive median, wetlands, and span bridge on the eastbound lanes are visible. The photo is
taken from the north side of I-70 and is looking south.
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Figure ES-1 Recommended Wildlife Overpass Site on East Vail Pass (Between Mile Posts 192.3 and 192.4)
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) has been involved with wildlife mitigation
planning efforts along the Interstate 70 (I-70) Mountain Corridor (Mountain Corridor) for more than
a decade as part of the I-70 Mountain Corridor Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(PEIS) (CDOT, 2011). The Mountain Corridor extends from the foothills on the western edge of
the Denver metropolitan area (C-470) to Glenwood Springs (Figure 1-1).
The Mountain Corridor traverses five bioregions within Colorado and bisects many historically
important movement and migration routes for wildlife species, including mule deer and elk. Other
species of interest in the Mountain Corridor include the federally threatened Canada lynx,
mountain lion, bighorn sheep, and black bear. I-70 impedes wildlife movement within the
Mountain Corridor and causes safety issues due to animal-vehicle collisions (AVCs).
The I-70 PEIS analyzed and documented
the current and future impacts that I-70
would have on wildlife species. As part of
the I-70 PEIS process, CDOT formed a
working group/committee (A Landscape
Level of Integrated Valued Ecosystem
Components [ALIVE]) consisting of
resource agencies and various stakeholders
to address wildlife issues and mitigation
options within the Mountain Corridor
(Section 1.2.1).
Incorporating wildlife mitigation measures
into transportation projects can affect
motorist safety, as well as have ecological,
social, and economic benefits. Reducing
impacts from roads on wildlife can
substantially lessen wildlife mortality, habitat
fragmentation, habitat loss, and other
factors. The effects on wildlife often include
Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger
increasing productivity and survival and
improving or restoring ecological functions, such as seasonal movements or dispersal.
Implementing mitigation measures often substantially reduces AVCs. The result can be fewer
vehicle accidents and more healthy wildlife populations, both of which benefit recreation and
economic opportunities such as wildlife viewing and hunting.
Worldwide, highway mitigation measures (such as underpasses, overpasses, and wildlife
detection systems) have increasingly been implemented to facilitate natural wildlife movements,
reduce wildlife mortalities, and increase the safety of road and highway corridors by helping to
reduce AVCs. Over the past several years, CDOT has implemented wildlife mitigation measures
in the form of wildlife underpasses (for example, concrete box culverts on Berthoud Pass for
Canada Lynx, as well as corrugated steel pipes on US 285 for multiple species) and has actively
researched wildlife mitigation. In 2006, CDOT also initiated a preliminary study (West Vail Pass
Habitat Linkage Project) funded through the federal Public Lands Discretionary Funds, to analyze
the feasibility of constructing a wildlife overpass over I-70 on the west side of Vail Pass
(Section 1.2.3). This project (I-70 Wildlife Bridge project) not only expands on the work done on
West Vail Pass, but extends the project study area to include the entire Mountain Corridor
(Figure 1-1).
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1.1

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

CDOT initiated the I-70 Wildlife Bridge project to identify a suitable location(s) for a vegetated
wildlife overpass in the project study area (Figure 1-1) as a way to address habitat connectivity
and safety issues in the I-70 Mountain Corridor. As previously mentioned, the I-70 Wildlife Bridge
project expands on the work previously conducted on West Vail Pass as part of the West Vail
Pass Habitat Linkage Project (Section 1.2.3). However, the project study area has been
expanded to include the Mountain Corridor from Morrison, Colorado, to Glenwood Springs,
Colorado, consistent with the I-70 PEIS.
The methodology used to identify a potential location(s) for a wildlife overpass along I-70 is based
on a two-step site selection process that was identified in the statewide site selection criteria for
wildlife overpasses (Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project) (Section 2.1 and
Appendix A). CDOT and an interdisciplinary Technical Working Group developed the statewide
criteria, which were finalized in February 2012. The identification of the recommended site(s)
relied heavily upon previous data that had been collected in the Mountain Corridor. Therefore, due
to the heavily studied nature of the project study area, the I-70 Wildlife Bridge project did not
attempt to identify any locations for a wildlife overpass outside the Linkage Interference Zones
(LIZs) (Section 1.2.2) previously identified within the project study area.

1.2

BACKGROUND ON WILDLIFE MITIGATION PLANNING EFFORTS ON I-70

Robust planning efforts for wildlife mitigation along the I-70 Mountain Corridor were initiated in
2000 as part of the I-70 Mountain Corridor PEIS (CDOT, 2011). Building on the work from the
I-70 PEIS, another major wildlife mitigation planning effort in the corridor includes the Regional
Ecosystem Framework for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife along the I-70 Mountain Corridor in
Colorado: An Eco-Logical Field Test project (I-70 Eco-Logical Project), which was completed in
2011. As previously mentioned, in 2006, CDOT also initiated a focused wildlife mitigation study
(West Vail Pass Habitat Linkage Project) within the Mountain Corridor that involved the
conceptual design of a vegetated wildlife overpass on the west side of Vail Pass. The I-70 Wildlife
Bridge Project expands on the initial 2006 efforts investigating an overpass structure on West Vail
Pass; however, the project study area has been expanded to include the entire Mountain Corridor
(Figure 1-1).
The following subsections discuss the previous wildlife mitigation planning efforts in the Mountain
Corridor.
1.2.1

Interstate 70 (I-70) Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

In 2000, CDOT and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) began working on a PEIS for the
I-70 Mountain Corridor to develop and evaluate multiple transportation alternatives for the
Mountain Corridor. The project encompassed approximately 144 miles of highway between the
western edge of the Denver metropolitan area and Glenwood Springs, Colorado. The Draft PEIS
was released in 2004, with a Revised Draft released in September 2010. The Final PEIS was
completed in February 2011, with the Record of Decision (ROD) completed in June 2011.
The purpose and need for the I-70 PEIS project identified the importance of enhancing habitat
connectivity , as follows: “Alternatives must meet the transportation needs and be developed in a
manner that provides and accommodates the following: Environmental Sensitivity – Avoid and
minimize adverse impacts on and, where possible, enhance environmental resources, including,
but not limited to, stream sedimentation, water quality, wildlife crossings, and impacts on
wetlands” (CDOT, 2011, pg. ES-4). Thus, one criterion used in developing the Preferred
Alternative included preserving, restoring, or enhancing ecosystem functions.
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Figure 1-1

Project Study Area
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As part of the process, CDOT and FHWA developed a working group (ALIVE) to specifically
address these issues and identify mitigation strategies to preserve, restore, or enhance
ecosystem functions within the Mountain Corridor. The ALIVE committee comprises
representatives from the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS)
(Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest and White River National Forest), CDOT, Colorado Parks
and Wildlife (CPW), FHWA, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and United States Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS).
As part of the process, the ALIVE committee identified wildlife habitat of high ecological integrity,
wildlife habitat linkages, and barriers to wildlife crossings along the Mountain Corridor. The wildlife
habitat linkages, designated as LIZs, were determined by integrating local expert knowledge
concerning wildlife within the Mountain Corridor, habitat characteristics, and a geographic
information system (GIS) analysis of potential roadway barriers (such as retaining walls or jersey
barriers) that exist within the Mountain Corridor. An ALIVE Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
documented the lead agencies’ commitment to identify mitigation and conservation measures
during future Tier 2 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) processes as a way to reduce
AVCs and increase habitat connectivity within the Mountain Corridor. CDOT, FHWA, USFWS,
USFS, BLM, and CPW signed the MOU in April 2008.
1.2.2

A Regional Ecosystem Framework for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife along the
I-70 Mountain Corridor in Colorado: An Eco-Logical Field Test (I-70 Eco-Logical
Project)

A major wildlife assessment project in the Mountain Corridor was recently completed (2011)
entitled A Regional Ecosystem Framework for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife along the I-70
Mountain Corridor in Colorado: An Eco-Logical Field Test (I-70 Eco-Logical Project)
(Appendix B). FHWA funded this project in 2007 as one of 15 grants focused on demonstrating
concepts in an ecosystem approach, as described in the FHWA report entitled, Eco-Logical – An
Ecosystem Approach to Developing Infrastructure Projects (Brown, 2006).
The I-70 Eco-Logical Project was initiated to “…develop solutions for mitigating transportation
impacts on wildlife habitat connectivity along the I-70 Mountain Corridor from Golden (MP 258,
west of Denver) to west of Dotsero (MP 130) that will help restore connectivity for wildlife, reduce
AVC rates, and lessen impacts to protected status species…” (Kintsch et al., 2011, pg. 8). Rocky
Mountain Wild (formerly Center for Native Ecosystems) and ECO-resolutions, LLC, completed the
I-70 Eco-Logical Project in collaboration with CDOT, the Colorado Watershed Assembly, and the
Western Transportation Institute (that is, I-70 Eco-Logical Study Team).
The project consisted of:


Compiling baseline information on the presence and use of existing structures (such as
span bridges or culverts) by wildlife along I-70



Developing recommendations for mitigating the impacts of roads and traffic on wildlife,
specifically road mortality and habitat fragmentation



Facilitating the environmental review process and providing an enhanced forum for
stakeholder involvement
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Part of this project involved refining and validating the LIZs that were initially identified in the
I-70 PEIS (LIZs – 2004) and agreed upon by the ALIVE committee. This report refers to the
refined and validated LIZs as LIZs – 2011. Table 1-1 identifies 17 LIZs, which are described in
detail in Appendix D of the I-70 Eco-Logical Project report (Appendix B). As part of the I-70
Eco-Logical Project, the ALIVE committee reviewed and agreed on LIZs – 2011 before they were
finalized.
The LIZs – 2011 identified in the I-70 Eco-Logical Project form the basis of the I-70 Wildlife Bridge
project analysis and provide the starting point for identifying a location(s) for a wildlife overpass in
the project study area. All references to LIZs in this report from this point on refer to the refined
LIZs – 2011 identified in the I-70 Eco-Logical Project.
1.2.3

Public Lands Discretionary Funds – West Vail Pass Habitat Linkage Project

In 2006, CDOT received a federal grant from the Public Lands Discretionary Funds to analyze the
feasibility of constructing a vegetated wildlife overpass over I-70 on the west side of Vail Pass
(West Vail Pass Habitat Linkage Project). The overall purpose of the project was to understand
wildlife movement and associated wildlife/vehicle conflicts on West Vail Pass to identify a suitable
location for a wildlife overpass in the area. Thus, the federal grant monies were to be used to
identify an appropriate location for a wildlife overpass on the west side of Vail Pass, develop
design criteria, and proceed through a preliminary design process. The outcome of the project
was the identification of a location for a vegetated wildlife overpass on West Vail Pass at
milepost187.4. Preliminary design for the overpass structure was initiated and included a
geotechnical investigation of the proposed location.
The preliminary design process was delayed in 2010 due to the initiation of the International
Design Competition for Wildlife Crossing Infrastructure (ARC Competition), which is a design
competition focused on innovation in wildlife mitigation design. A multidisciplinary team of
non-governmental organizations, transportation agencies, and US and Canadian universities
initiated the competition. The West Vail Pass site was selected for the design competition. CDOT
participated in the project and made the previous design and study information from the West Vail
Pass Habitat Linkage Project available to the teams involved.
The competition resulted in the incorporation of many elements from the preliminary design,
including the landscaping concept, drainage features, fencing layout, and general structural
dimensions. The conceptual overpass bridge design used pairs of precast concrete elements with
v-shaped cross sections buttressed against each other longitudinally, creating a long-span arch
over I-70. Several pairs of the elements would be set side by side as needed to develop the
required structure width. This concept eliminated the need for a center bridge pier and
conventional bridge abutments.
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Table 1-1

Linkage Interference Zones - 2011

LIZ Identifier
and Name

Milepost Range

Primary Target
Species

Secondary Target Species

A – Dotsero

130.9–131.3

Elk, Mule Deer

Elk, Mule Deer

B – Wolcott West

151.2–154. 1

Canada Lynx, Elk,
Mule Deer

Canada Lynx, Elk, Mule Deer

C – Wolcott

155.3–156.3

Elk, Mule Deer

Black Bear, Canada Lynx, Moose,
Mountain Lion, Northern Leopard Frog

D – Wolcott East

157.1–159.6

Elk, Mule Deer

Black Bear, Canada Lynx, Moose,
Mountain Lion, Northern Leopard
Frog, River Otter

E – Dowds Junction

169.4–172.8

Canada Lynx, Elk,
Mule Deer

Black Bear, Moose, Mountain Lion,
Northern Leopard Frog, River Otter

F – Vail (East)

176.8–180.1

Canada Lynx

Black Bear, Boreal Toad, Elk, Moose,
Mountain Lion, Northern Leopard Frog

G – Gore Creek

180.9–182.1

Canada Lynx

Black Bear, Elk, Moose, Mountain
Lion, Mule Deer, Northern Leopard
Frog, River Otter

H – West Vail Pass

182.9–188.1

Canada Lynx

Elk, Moose, Mountain Lion, Mule
Deer, Northern Leopard Frog

I – East Vail Pass

191.8–194.2

Canada Lynx, Elk,
Mule Deer

Elk, Moose, Mountain Lion, Mule
Deer, Northern Leopard Frog

J – Wheeler Junction

195.2–195.8

Canada Lynx

Moose, Northern Leopard Frog, River
Otter

K – Laskey Gulch

207.3–209.0

Canada Lynx, Elk

Black Bear, Moose, Mule Deer,
Northern Leopard Frog

L – Hamilton Gulch

211.6–212.4

Canada Lynx

Black Bear, Moose, Northern Leopard
Frog

M – Bakerville

216.4–227.1

Canada Lynx

Bighorn Sheep, Black Bear, Boreal
Toad, Elk, Mountain Lion, Northern
Leopard Frog

N – Empire Junction

231.6–232.9

Canada Lynx

Bighorn Sheep, Black Bear, Elk, Mule
Deer, Northern Leopard Frog

O – Clear Creek
Junction

243.0–244.9

Elk, Mule Deer

Bighorn Sheep, Canada Lynx,
Mountain Lion, Preble’s Meadow
Jumping Mouse

P – Beaver Brook

245.5–250.2

Elk, Mule Deer

Black Bear, Canada Lynx, Mountain
Lion, Northern Leopard Frog, Preble’s
Meadow Jumping Mouse

Q – Mt. Vernon
Canyon

252.8–257.6

Elk, Mule Deer

Black Bear, Canada Lynx, Mountain
Lion, Preble’s Meadow Jumping
Mouse

Source: I-70 Ecological Project Report (Kintsch et al., 2011)
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2.0

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS USED TO IDENTIFY POTENTIAL
LOCATIONS FOR A WILDLIFE OVERPASS – DATA AND
ANALYSIS

CDOT and a Technical Working Group developed a two-step site selection process to identify a
suitable location for a wildlife overpass within the I-70 Wildlife Bridge project study area
(Figure 1-1). The process was based on statewide site selection criteria from the Colorado
Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project (2012) (Appendix A). Section 2.1 provides information
on the wildlife overpass site selection criteria.

2.1

SITE SCREENING METHODOLOGY

In fall 2011, CDOT assembled a Technical Working Group to guide the development of site
selection criteria for wildlife overpass structures in Colorado (that is, Colorado Wildlife Overpass
Demonstration Project). This group consisted of individuals experienced with wildlife mitigation for
transportation projects, CDOT engineering and environmental staff, FHWA, and representatives
from the non-profit conservation community. While the criteria were developed to be applicable
statewide, the criteria were initially
developed for the I-70 Mountain
Corridor.
CDOT and the Technical Working
Group developed a two-step site
selection screening process that
included biological, safety, and
engineering factors to be
considered when identifying
potential locations for wildlife
overpass structures. As part of the
process, the resource agencies
and stakeholders that participated
in the ALIVE committee for the
I-70 PEIS (Section 1.2.1) provided
input on the screening criteria,
which was incorporated into the
site selection criteria, as
appropriate.

Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger

The following groups were given the opportunity to provide input on the screening criteria:










Clear Creek County
Clear Creek Watershed Foundation
Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Colorado Watershed Assembly
Eagle River Watershed Council
Private Companies
Private Consultants
Town of Georgetown
FHWA
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Town of Vail
Upper Clear Creek Watershed Association
US Bureau of Land Management
US Army Corps of Engineers
US Department of Agriculture
US Environmental Protection Agency
US Fish and Wildlife Service
USDA Forest Service
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs)

The criteria were finalized in February 2012 (Appendix A). These criteria were used as the basis
for analysis for the I-70 Wildlife Bridge Project, as described in the following sections.
2.1.1

Level 1 Screening – Site Selection Criteria and Screening Measures

The objective of the Level 1 Screening process was to identify three to five sites within the project
study area that would be suitable for a wildlife overpass based on the statewide criteria developed
for the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project (2012) (Appendix A). The LIZs – 2011
refined in the I-70 Eco-Logical Project served as the starting point for the screening process
because these areas have been identified as connectivity areas within the project study area
based on existing habitat, movement areas, and roadway features.
The Level 1 Screening process consisted of analyzing the following site selection criteria for each
LIZ:






Frequency and severity of animal/vehicle collisions (AVCs)
Habitat and movement area for a diversity of species likely to use a wildlife overpass
Average Annual Daily Traffic Count (AADT) Range
Natural and protected habitat on both sides of the highway
Relationship with existing and proposed wildlife crossing structures

LIZs were evaluated for each criterion and given a high ranking based on individual factors for
each criterion. Figure 2-1 shows the priority sites identified during Level 1 Screening. Section 4.0
describes the basis for determining a high ranking for each criterion. Priority LIZs for further
consideration in Level 2 Screening were then selected from the high-ranked LIZs based on a
combined evaluation of all the Level 1 site selection criteria. Section 4.0 also includes a summary
of the Level 1 Screening results and a detailed description of each criterion and the evaluation
process.
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2.1.2

Level 2 Screening – Site Selection Criteria and Screening Measures

The objective of the Level 2 Screening process was to analyze the LIZs that were identified during
the Level 1 Screening process in more detail and identify a specific location within one of the
selected LIZs where the construction of a wildlife overpass would be feasible. Similar to the
Level 1 screening process, the Level 2 Screening process criteria were based on the statewide
criteria developed for the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project (February 2012)
(Appendix A). Level 2 Screening criteria will be measured based on factors such as topography,
engineering constraints, cost, environmental clearances, species-specific biological needs, and
stakeholder support for the project.
The Level 2 Screening process consisted of analyzing the following site selection criteria for the
LIZs identified during the Level 1 Screening process:









Criterion 1: Location Specific Engineering and Constructability Constraints
Criterion 2: Location Specific Structure Construction Costs
Criterion 3: Site does not Preclude other Planning Improvements
Criterion 4: Location Conducive to Getting Timely Clearance and Construction
Criterion 5: Location and Character Conducive to Public-Private-Partnership (3P)
Criterion 6: Location Identified for Lynx Mitigation
Criterion 7: Location Appropriate for Innovative Design and Delivery
Criterion 8: Local Landowner, Community, and Regional Stakeholder Support

Section 5.0 presents the results of the Level 2 Screening process in detail.
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Figure 2-1

Priority Sites Identified During Level 1 Screening
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3.0

DATA COLLECTION

Data and information about wildlife habitat, wildlife movement, land use, and existing roadway
characteristics (such as locations of median barriers or retaining walls) along I-70 were compiled
to support the Level 1 and Level 2 Screening processes. The analyses relied heavily on
previously collected data in the project study area and the professional opinion of local wildlife
experts from land management agencies through the ALIVE committee process that occurred as
part of the I-70 PEIS. Field visits during both Level 1 and Level 2 Screening processes
supplemented data collection efforts (Section 4.6 and Section 5.10). The primary source of
information for the I-70 Wildlife Bridge Project was the I-70 Eco-Logical Project, in addition to
supplemental data, as discussed in the following sections.

3.1

A REGIONAL ECOSYSTEM FRAMEWORK FOR TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC
WILDLIFE ALONG THE I-70 MOUNTAIN CORRIDOR IN COLORADO: AN
ECO-LOGICAL FIELD TEST (I-70 ECO-LOGICAL PROJECT)

The I-70 Wildlife Bridge Project relied heavily on the data collection efforts of the I-70 Eco-Logical
Project. Section 1.2.2 includes background information on the I-70 Eco-Logical Project. Table 3-1
describes the specific GIS data collected from the I-70 Eco-Logical Project and used for the
analysis.

Table 3-1

Description of Primary Data Sources used in Level 1 and Level 2 Screening
Type of Data

Description

LIZs-2011 Boundaries

Boundary files that identify the extents of each individual finalized
LIZ based on grouped tenth mile segments along I-70 and
extending out 0.5 mile to either side of I-70. These boundaries are
the direct results of modeling from the I-70 Eco-Logical Project.

Wildlife Inventory
Recommendations

Point files identifying locations of recommended structures or
structure enhancements along the I-70 corridor. The
recommendations include both terrestrial and aquatic species.
Provided by the I-70 Eco-Logical Project.

Wildlife Barriers

Line files identifying areas where barriers exist along I-70 that could
prevent wildlife from crossing the highway. These barriers included
natural and man-made features. Provided by the I-70 Eco-Logical
Project.

Wildlife Fencing

Contains wildlife fencing information that was collected as part of
the I-70 Eco-Logical Project.

Colorado State Patrol (CSP)
Animal/Vehicle Collisions
spreadsheet (1993–2006)

The CSP data included information on AVCs within the project
study area from 1993 to June 2006. Some species-specific
information was included as part of this dataset.

Colorado Parks and Wildlife
(CPW) Animal-Vehicle Collisions
spreadsheet (1994–2010)

The CPW data included species-specific information for AVCs
within the project study area, for only AVCs involving Black Bear
(09/1994 – 01/2010), Mountain Lion (09/1994 – 01/2010), and Lynx
(07/1999 to 07/2008).

Tenth Mile Grid with Rankings

Provided by the I-70 Eco-Logical Project. A tenth mile grid of I-70
extended out on either side of the highway by 0.5 mile. Habitat,
AVCs, and other data were ranked, then added up in the tenth mile
grid, and then used to identify the LIZs-2011.
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Type of Data

Description

Microsoft Access Database

As part of the I-70 Eco-Logical Project, the authors collected
information about the roadway, drainages, and the surrounding
terrain to assist in the analysis and identification of LIZs-2011.

Average Annual Daily Traffic
(AADT)

Traffic volumes obtained from CDOT for the I-70 corridor for each
of the LIZs-2011.

3.2

OTHER DATA SOURCES

In addition to the data collected from the I-70 Eco-Logical Project, counties within the project
study area provided existing land use and ownership information for the areas adjacent to I-70.
Where gaps in the county-level data existed, federal land information was collected and/or
information was collected from county assessor maps available online. Table 3-2 includes the
additional data sources.

Table 3-2

Description of Other Data Sources Used in Level 1 Screening

Type of Data

Description
Clear Creek County Zoning (by parcel, 02/2012)

Zoning

Eagle County Zoning (by parcel, 12/2006)
Garfield County Zoning (by parcel, 02/2012)
Jefferson County Zoning (by parcel, 2005)

Land Use and
Comprehensive Plans
Federal Lands
Other

Eagle County Land Use Plans (12/2009)
Jefferson County Comprehensive Master Plan (3/2011)
Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest Management Areas (obtained 04/2012)
White River National Forest Management Areas (obtained 04/2012)
Summit County Protect Lands mapping – downloaded 3/2012
COMaP Version 9: Landscape Scale Ownership Map (10/2011)

The project team was unable to obtain zoning data from Summit County for the project.
The project team used various other background data from CDOT for mapping purposes,
including: streams, lakes, highways, mile posts, city boundaries, and county boundaries.
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4.0

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL 1 SCREENING ANALYSIS

Section 4.0 presents the detailed description of the Level 1 screening analysis, including the
importance of considering each specific criterion, the evaluation process specific for this project,
and the results of the evaluation. Section 2.0 summarizes the results of the Level 1 Screening,
while this section presents more detail about the evaluation process and results.

4.1

CRITERION 1: FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY OF AVC

Measuring animal/vehicle collisions
(AVCs) indicates areas of animal and
vehicle conflict. The project team
used total AVCs and AVC rates
(AVC/mile/year) to provide additional
insight to relative frequency and
distribution of accidents. Identifying
these areas provides insight into
where wildlife are naturally but
unsuccessfully trying to cross
roadways, thereby helping identify an
appropriate site for a wildlife crossing
structure. It should be noted that
because AVC data have been shown
to be dramatically under-reported,
values should be used on a relative
basis. Additionally, AVCs are typically
weighted toward larger animals, such
as deer and elk, that typically cause
property damage when hit (CDOT,
2012).
4.1.1

Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger

Criterion 1—Evaluation Process

Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project site selection criteria
(2012), the project team used total AVCs and AVC rates (AVC/mile/year) to identify the relative
frequency and distribution of accidents within the project study area. The team also reviewed
species-specific AVC data. The analysis used AVC data collected from the I-70 Eco-Logical
Project (data from the Colorado State Patrol [CSP] and CPW) (Table 3-1). It is important to note
that the CSP data includes only collisions that were severe enough to warrant action (that is, an
insurance claim, an injury-related medical response, or a damaged vehicle removal from
roadway).
The project team analyzed AVC information for each LIZ (Figure 1-1). LIZs were given a high
ranking for AVCs based on a combined examination of AVC rate and species-specific information.
For each LIZ, the total number of AVCs (1993–2006) was divided by the total length of each LIZ
to provide a standardized AVC rate (AVC/mile/year) for purposes of comparison. Based on the
CSP data from 1993 to 2006, the total AVCs for each LIZ ranged from 4 to 261, demonstrating a
large variation in AVCs throughout the project study area. Given that each LIZ ranges in length
from 0.5 mile to 10.6 miles, the AVC rate was considered a better indicator of the conditions within
each LIZ. AVC rates (based on CSP data) ranged from 0.38 to 4.18.
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LIZs with an AVC rate of 1.0 or above were considered high-ranked LIZs. It is important to note
that LIZs were not screened out solely if they did not meet the threshold of 1.0 or above. Areas
with lower AVC rates were still considered based on other factors. LIZs with low AVCs may still
indicate: (1) areas where animals are naturally moving and successfully crossing I-70 or
(2) historically important movement areas where a barrier effect is occurring (that is, animals not
as readily attempting to cross I-70).
The second factor also considered for this criterion included species-specific AVC information. For
each LIZ, CSP and CPW data were reviewed to identify the LIZs that had (1) accidents involving
larger animals (such as, elk and moose) that result in more severe accidents; (2) accidents with
animals that have been shown to prefer wildlife overpass structures (such as elk and bighorn
sheep) and would benefit the most from the construction of a wildlife overpass; and (3) accidents
with wide-ranging carnivore species.
LIZs were considered high-ranked if there were three or more accidents involving elk, one or more
accidents involving bighorn sheep, or one or more accidents involving moose. LIZs with two or
more accidents involving carnivores were also considered high-ranked.
4.1.2

Criterion 1—Results

Overall, 14 of the LIZs were identified as high-ranked sites for this criterion, including:








LIZ B—Wolcott West
LIZ C—Wolcott
LIZ D—Wolcott East
LIZ E—Dowds Junction
LIZ F—Vail East
LIZ G—Gore Creek
LIZ H—West Vail Pass
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LIZ I—East Vail Pass
LIZ J—Wheeler Junction
LIZ M—Bakerville
LIZ N—Empire Junction
LIZ O—Clear Creek Junction
LIZ P—Beaver Brook
LIZ Q—Mt. Vernon Canyon

Priority Sites
Table 4-1 includes the four high-ranked LIZs selected to be evaluated in Level 2.

Table 4-1

Criterion 1 - Summary of Results for Priority High-Ranked Sites
LIZ

AVC Rate
(AVC/Mile/Year)

SpeciesSpecific
Information

Rationale for Advancing to
Level 2



LIZ B—Wolcott West

LIZ C—Wolcott

LIZ I—East Vail Pass

LIZ M—Bakerville

1.28

19 Deer
19 Elk

1.69

15 Deer
3 Elk
1 Black Bear
1 Mountain Lion

1.05

15 Deer
3 Elk

0.49

19 Deer
7 Elk
1 Black Bear
2 Canada Lynx
2 Mountain Lion







AVC rate over 1.0
High number of accidents
involving elk
Compatible surrounding
land uses (See
Section 4.4)–
AVC rate over 1.0
Accidents involving elk and
carnivores
Compatible surrounding
land uses (See Section 4.4)





AVC rate over 1.0
Accidents involving elk
Compatible surrounding
land uses (See Section 4.4)



High number of accidents
involving carnivores
Accidents involving elk
Compatible surrounding
land uses (See Section 4.4)




Three of the four LIZs had AVC rates over 1.0 (LIZ B, LIZ C, and LIZ I). LIZ M was also selected
as a priority site primarily due to the number of recorded AVCs with carnivores (1 black bear,
2 lynx, 2 mountain lion).
Appendix C includes the Level 1 Screening criteria matrix with the final results of the Level 1
Screening process for all of the LIZs.
Other High-Ranked Sites
Table 4-2 includes the other 10 LIZs that were also high-ranked based on AVC criteria during the
Level 1 screening process. The high-ranked LIZs identified in Table 4-2 were not selected as
priority sites for a wildlife overpass primarily because surrounding land uses (that is, mostly
private lands) are not compatible with the construction of a wildlife overpass. Section 4.4 provides
more information on Criterion 4: Natural and Protected Habitat on both sides of highway. Other
sites were screened out based on other factors, such as existing permeability and
species-specific factors. Section 4.5 provides more information on Criterion 5: Relationship
Between Existing and Proposed Structures.
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Table 4-2

Criterion 1 – Summary of Results for other High-Ranked Sites
AVC Rate
(AVC/Mile/Year)

SpeciesSpecific
Information

2.34

27 Deer
21 Elk



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)



LIZ E—Dowds Junction

1.05

19 Deer
2 Elk
1 Black Bear
1 Mountain Lion

Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)

LIZ F—Vail East

1.15

10 Deer
1 Elk



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)

LIZ G—Gore Creek

1.07

4 Deer
1 Elk
1 Black Bear



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)



Existing permeability within
LIZ due to large span bridges.
While an overpass would
enhance the permeability
within the LIZ, the need for an
additional crossing is not
immediate (see Section 4.5)
Lowest AVC rate of all LIZs
Other LIZs had more large
mammal AVCs

LIZ
LIZ D—Wolcott East

LIZ H—West Vail Pass

0.38

Primary Rationale for not
including in Level 2
Screening

8 Deer
4 Elk
1 Moose
2 Lynx




Species-specific information
does not indicate that
accidents are occurring with
species that prefer overpass
structures, large mammals, or
carnivores

LIZ J—Wheeler Junction

1.1

1 Coyote
3 Deer

LIZ N—Empire Junction

1.43

6 Deer
6 Bighorn Sheep
1 Black Bear



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)

LIZ O—Clear Creek
Junction

0.58

3 Deer
1 Bighorn Sheep



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)

53 Deer
57 Elk
2 Black Bear
2 Mountain Lion
88 Deer
73 Elk
1 Black Bear
3 Mountain Lion



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)



Incompatible surrounding
land use (see Section 4.4)

LIZ P—Beaver Brook

LIZ Q— Mt. Vernon
Canyon

3.53

4.18

Although these sites did not advance to the Level 2 Screening process, they should not be
discounted from future opportunities for wildlife mitigation. In most of these locations, securing
conservation easements on private lands, in conjunction with the construction of crossing
structures, is recommended to provide the best solution to enhance connectivity and reduce
AVCs in the area.
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4.2

CRITERION 2: HABITAT AND MOVEMENT AREA FOR A DIVERSITY OF SPECIES
LIKELY TO USE A WILDLIFE OVERPASS

Habitat and movement areas for multiple
species within the project study area were
assessed based on the information gathered
from the I-70 Eco-Logical Project. Consistent
with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass
Demonstration Project site selection criteria
(2012), the project study area was assessed
to identify areas of habitat that are currently
or were historically used as movement areas
for a large number of wildlife species.
The primary and secondary target species
identified in the I-70 Eco-Logical Project
were reviewed for each LIZ. The I-70 EcoLogical Study Team determined the primary
and secondary target species within the
project study area by evaluating several
habitat factors, including migration corridors,
Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger
production areas, severe winter range,
summer concentration areas, breeding sites, and AVC hotspots. The I-70 Eco-Logical Project
analysis also incorporated various linkage models.
4.2.1

Criterion 2—Evaluation Process

Based on the I-70 Eco-Logical Project analysis, the Level 1 Screening process included an
analysis of the overall species diversity within each LIZ, species protected under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), and species that have been shown to prefer wildlife overpass structures (such
as elk and bighorn sheep) and would benefit the most from the construction of a wildlife overpass.
Bighorn sheep and elk are the two species within the project study area that would benefit the
most from an overpass based on their preferred crossing structure characteristics as identified in
the I-70 Eco-Logical Project Species Movement Guilds (Kintsch et al., 2011). Per the Species
Movement Guilds, bighorn sheep and elk are considered “Very High Openness Fauna” and prefer
large culvert or bridge underpasses, extensive bridges, or overpass structures (Kintsch et al.,
2011). A LIZ was given a high ranking if elk were identified as a primary target species and/or if
bighorn sheep were identified as a primary or secondary target species.
It was determined that the Canada lynx, considered one of the most important target species for
mitigation within the project study area due to its status as federally threatened and state
endangered, was not a differentiating factor among the LIZs because they were identified as
either a primary or a secondary target species in 16 of 17 LIZs (94 percent of all LIZs). Therefore,
Canada lynx were not included as a screening measure.
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4.2.2

Criterion 2—Results

Criterion 2 results identified 12 of the LIZs as high-ranked sites, including:







LIZ A—Dotsero
LIZ B —Wolcott West
LIZ C—Wolcott
LIZ D—Wolcott East
LIZ E—Dowds Junction
LIZ I—East Vail Pass








LIZ K— Laskey Gulch
LIZ M—Bakerville
LIZ N—Empire Junction
LIZ O—Clear Creek Junction
LIZ P—Beaver Brook
LIZ Q —Mt. Vernon Canyon

Appendix C includes the Level 1 Screening criteria matrix with the final results of the Level 1
Screening process for all of the LIZs.
Priority Sites
The four high-ranked LIZs selected to be evaluated in Level 2 included LIZ B—Wolcott West,
LIZ C—Wolcott, LIZ I—East Vail Pass, and LIZ M—Bakerville. All four LIZs contain favorable
habitats for species most likely to benefit from an overpass structure. Elk were identified as the
primary target species for LIZ B—Wolcott West, LIZ C—Wolcott, and LIZ I—East Vail Pass, and
bighorn sheep were identified as a secondary target species for LIZ M—Bakerville.
In general, neither habitat nor species diversity was a differentiating factor among the LIZs.
However, when species that would benefit the most from an overpass structure (such as elk and
bighorn sheep) were considered, elk were identified as either a primary or a secondary target
species in 15 of the 17 LIZs (88 percent). Elk were identified in the LIZs as a primary target
species in 10 of the 17 LIZs (59 percent).
The presence of bighorn sheep in the LIZs provided one of the most discrete variables for this
criterion as they were limited to three of the 17 LIZs (18 percent), including LIZ M—Bakerville,
LIZ N—Empire Junction, and LIZ O—Clear Creek Junction. The LIZs that included bighorn sheep
as target species are located on the eastern end of the project study area.
Other High-Ranked Sites
LIZ A—Dotsero, LIZ D—Wolcott East, LIZ E—Dowds Junction, LIZ N—Empire Junction,
LIZ O—Clear Creek Junction, LIZ P—Beaver Brook, and LIZ Q—Mt. Vernon Canyon were
identified as high-ranked sites during the Level 1 Screening process for Criterion 2. However,
these sites were not selected as priority sites for a wildlife overpass due to relatively low AVC
rates (LIZ A—Dotsero) or incompatible surrounding land uses (that is, primarily private)
(LIZ D—Wolcott; LIZ E—Dowds Junction; LIZ N—Empire Junction; LIZ O—Clear Creek Junction;
LIZ P—Beaver Brook; LIZ Q—Mt. Vernon Creek) (Table 4-2).
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4.3

CRITERION 3: AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC COUNT (AADT) RANGE

The project team assessed average annual daily traffic count (AADT) for the project study area
based on data collected from CDOT. Based on the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration
Project site selection criteria (2012), the following ranges of AADT represent thresholds of traffic
volumes that are assumed to affect wildlife behaviors when attempting to cross roadways.
Specifically, the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project site selection Criterion 3
assumes the following about AADT:




It is expected that traffic volumes less than 2,500 AADT result in low wildlife mortality and
the roadway does not act as a deterrent to wildlife movement.
Between 2,500 and 10,000 AADT, wildlife mortalities are expected to increase and the
roadway is viewed as a deterrent to wildlife.
Areas above 10,000 AADT are assumed to be a barrier to wildlife movement.

This measure is expected to identify areas that are serving as a barrier to wildlife movement,
which could be a potential area for a wildlife overpass.
Information concerning the effects of traffic volume on wildlife comes from various sources. In
Europe, traffic volumes as low as 2,000 vehicles per day can result in 50 percent mortality for
some species, while traffic volumes of 10,000 AADT are considered complete barriers for many
species of wildlife (Bank et al., 2002).
4.3.1

Criterion 3—Evaluation Process

The project team reviewed AADT for each LIZ identified as part of the I-70 Eco-Logical Project
(Figure 1-1). The LIZs were given a high-priority ranking if AADT was above 10,000.
4.3.2

Criterion 3—Results

The project team determined that AADT was not a differentiating factor among the LIZs because
all of the LIZs have more than 10,000 AADT. Because traffic volumes throughout the project study
area exceed 10,000 AADT, this criterion did not help to identify a priority site for a wildlife
overpass.

4.4

CRITERION 4: NATURAL AND PROTECTED HABITAT ON BOTH SIDES OF THE
HIGHWAY

Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project site selection criteria
(2012), the project study area was assessed for existing and future protected areas, such as
designated wilderness areas and forested/range areas that are managed as wildlife habitat. The
purpose of assessing the project study area for protected lands is to assure that any site
recommended for a wildlife overpass will connect habitat on a regional scale in an area that is not
expected to be developed into land uses that do not support such a structure, such as commercial
or high-density residential developments. Large areas of protected lands are also favorable
because they will likely be sustained over long periods of time as habitats and vegetation respond
to changes in the environment, like global temperature changes and pest infestations.
As identified in Section 3.2, the project team collected county parcel data with existing land use
information throughout the project study area. Where specific GIS information was not provided,
the project team collected data from other sources and checked for accuracy against each
county’s planning documents. The purpose of this analysis was to identify publicly protected lands
that would facilitate the construction of a wildlife overpass structure. The goal for the placement of
any wildlife overpass structure is to identify an area of the landscape where wildlife can move
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unhindered by dwellings, fencing, and other obstacles, which typically occur on lands that are not
identified as parks, open space, or federal public lands.
4.4.1

Criterion 4—Evaluation Process

The project team analyzed natural and protected habitat on either side of I-70 within and outside
each LIZ identified as part of the I-70 Eco-Logical Project (Figure 1-1). The LIZs were given a
high ranking for this criterion if protected lands were identified at both the landscape and
parcel-level on both sides of I-70 within an entire LIZ or a portion of a LIZ.
The presence of natural and protected land was considered on two scales to ensure full
evaluation for the location of an overpass structure. The first analysis, conducted at a landscape
scale, considered very large areas of land surrounding I-70 for regional connectivity for species
with wide-ranging and migratory movements. The second analysis, conducted at a parcel-level
scale, identified areas of privately owned or managed areas closer to I-70 that may not be suitable
for the location of a large wildlife mitigation structure. Appendix D presents mapping for the LIZs
at both the landscape scale and parcel-level scale.
4.4.2

Criterion 4—Results

Overall, the evaluation identified eight LIZs as high-ranked sites for the protected lands criterion,
including:










LIZ A—Dotsero
LIZ B—Wolcott West
LIZ H—West Vail Pass
LIZ I— East Vail Pass

LIZ J—Wheeler Junction
LIZ K—Laskey Gulch
LIZ L—Hamilton Gulch
LIZ M—Bakerville

Appendix C includes the Level 1 Screening criteria matrix with the final results of the Level 1
Screening process for all of the LIZs.
Priority Sites
Three of the high-ranked LIZs were selected as priority sites to be evaluated in the Level 2
Screening process. All three of these LIZs contain a high percentage of protected federal lands on
both sides of I-70 based on both the landscape-level and parcel-level analyses, as summarized
below:


LIZ B—Wolcott West contains large swaths of BLM lands. Some private land is present
closer to I-70.



LIZ I—East Vail Pass includes part of the Copper Mountain Ski Resort development in the
eastern third of the LIZ; however, there is a high percentage of federally protected lands
(USFS) in the rest of this LIZ.



LIZ M—Bakerville is 10.6 miles long and primarily contains USFS lands. The recreational
management prescriptions for the USFS lands within this LIZ will be further analyzed
during the Level 2 Screening process.

Appendix C includes the Level 1 Screening criteria matrix with the final results of the Level 1
Screening process for all of the LIZs.
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Other High-Ranked Sites
The Level 1 Screening process also identified LIZ A—Dotsero, LIZ H—West Vail Pass, LIZ J—
Wheeler Junction, LIZ K—Laskey Gulch, and LIZ L—Hamilton Gulch as high-ranked sites for
Criterion 4. However, these sites were not selected as priority sites for a wildlife overpass due to
land use issues and/or relatively low AVCs when compared to the AVCs within the other LIZs, as
summarized below:









4.5

LIZ A—Dotsero contains broad swaths of BLM lands on both sides of I-70; however,
based on the CSP data (1993–2006), this LIZ does not have a large number of AVCs.
LIZ H—West Vail Pass does not have a large number of AVCs based on the CSP data
(1993–2006) and several large span bridges within the LIZ provide existing crossing
opportunities within the LIZ.
LIZ J—Wheeler Junction contains USFS lands on both sides of I-70; however, some
private land is present in the area closer to I-70. Based on the CSP data (1993–2006), this
LIZ does not have a large number of AVCs. The AVCs that have been reported did not
involve carnivores, elk, bighorn sheep, or moose. Additionally, the I-70 Eco-Logical Study
Team did not recommend a wildlife overpass structure for LIZ J.
LIZ K—Laskey Gulch does not have a large number of AVCs based on the CSP data
(1993–2006). Additionally, the I-70 Eco-Logical Project did not recommend a wildlife
overpass structure for LIZ K.
LIZ L—Hamilton Gulch does not have a large number of AVCs based on the CSP data
(1993–2006). Additionally, the I-70 Eco-Logical Study Team did not recommend a wildlife
overpass structure for LIZ L.

CRITERION 5: RELATIONSHIP WITH EXISTING AND PROPOSED WILDLIFE
CROSSING STRUCTURES

The project team assessed the project study area for the presence of existing and proposed
structures (such as span bridges and culverts) that may already facilitate wildlife movement. At
this stage, existing fencing within the project study area was not assessed. However, this
measure will be considered during the Level 2 Screening process. The analysis was based on the
data presented in the I-70 Eco-Logical Project. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass
Demonstration Project site selection criteria (2012), this criterion seeks to understand how a
wildlife overpass along I-70 would complement a larger system of existing or proposed wildlife
crossing structures within an area.
4.5.1

Criterion 5—Evaluation Process

The primary consideration for this evaluation was based on the existing structures within each LIZ
and the recommendations for proposed structures within each LIZ made by the I-70 Eco-Logical
Study Team. Both proposed structure upgrades and structure enhancements were considered.
Overall, the LIZs were high-ranked if the I-70 Eco-Logical Study Team recommended a wildlife
overpass and if any structures were present or proposed within the LIZ.
4.5.2

Criterion 5—Results

Overall, the evaluation identified four LIZs as high-ranked sites for this criterion, including LIZ H—
West Vail Pass, LIZ I—East Vail Pass, LIZ M—Bakerville, and LIZ P—Beaver Brook. Appendix C
includes the Level 1 Screening criteria matrix with the final results of the Level 1 Screening
process for all of the LIZs.
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Priority Sites
Of these four high-ranked LIZs, two were identified as priority sites for this criterion, including
LIZ I—East Vail Pass and LIZ M—Bakerville. Both of these LIZs were recommended as locations
that would benefit from a wildlife overpass. Both also have existing structures in place and/or
proposed structure upgrades or enhancements that would create a larger system of crossing
opportunities within each LIZ (Kintsch et al., 2011).
Other High-Ranked Sites
LIZ H—West Vail Pass and LIZ P—Beaver Brook were also identified as high-ranked sites during
the Level 1 Screening process for Criterion 5. However, these sites were not selected as priority
sites for a wildlife overpass due to land use issues and/or relatively low AVCs when compared to
the AVCs within the other LIZs.

4.6

FIELD VERIFICATION OF SITES SELECTED FOR LEVEL 2 SCREENING

The project team conducted a field verification of the sites selected for more detailed Level 2
Screening on May 31, 2012.
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5.0

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL 2 SCREENING – SITE
SELECTION CRITERIA AND SCREENING MEASURES

The goal of Level 2 Screening was to analyze
the four LIZs selected in Level 1 Screening in
detail to identify a specific location that is most
suitable to construct a wildlife overpass.
Topographic, engineering, and economic
factors were used to determine the suitability
for a wildlife overpass. The Level 2 criteria
measured and weighed these conditions.
Half-mile long segments within the LIZ’s were
identified for screening, each of which would
be evaluated for engineering and construction
related issues. The half-mile segments
approximate the effective lengths the
overpass structure and fencing used to guide
wildlife to the structure.
A total of nine half-mile-long site segments
Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger
within the four LIZ’s were identified for
additional screening. The initial site segment selection included some of the Level 1 Screening
criteria used in the tenth-mile data provided by the I-70 Eco-Logical Project. Areas with higher
reported AVCs, as well as locations with higher habitat and species diversity were targeted.
In many cases, the higher AVC counts occurred in the vicinities of drainages from north and south
of I-70, which are natural corridors for many species. The locations of existing bridges and
culverts spanning the drainages thus influenced the initial site segment locations, particularly
along eastbound I-70 through LIZ I–East Vail Pass. The project team also considered locations of
other natural features that would attract wildlife, such as adjacent forested areas, ponds, and
wetlands.
The initial site segments, generally located away from current or future human activity or access,
included highway interchanges, residential and resort development, and roadside chain-up
stations that would encourage wildlife use. The project team also identified roadway infrastructure
obstacles and other topographical barriers that could hinder or prevent the overpass construction,
including extreme roadside slopes, additional roads paralleling I-70, railroad tracks, wide river
crossings, future roadway lanes, and other similar items. In general, the initial site segments are
those where overpass construction was initially observed to be beneficial for wildlife and also
appeared to be potentially viable from an engineering and a constructability standpoint.

5.1

LEVEL 2 SCREENING SITES

The follow section describes the nine sites that were analyzed in more detail in Level 2 Screening.
For Level 2 Screening, LIZ B—Wolcott West and LIZ C—Wolcott were combined due to their
close proximity. See Table 5-1, which identifies the Level 2 priority screening site segments.
Figure 5-1, Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3, and Figure 5-4 illustrate the nine Level 2 Screening sites.
These figures also present geologic hazards present in these areas, which is one of the
considerations in Level 2 Screening.
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The Priority Segments presented on the figures in one-tenth-mile segments are the consolidated
prioritization resulting from the I-70 Eco-Logical Project. The prioritization included information on
AVCs, habitats, and adjacent landscapes. The project team then used this information in the
selection of the half-mile segments analyzed in Level 2.

Table 5-1

Level 2 Priority Screening Site Segments
LIZ

B—Wolcott and
C—Wolcott West

Sites





I—East Vail Pass





M—Bakerville




5.1.1

Milepost

Site 1
Site 2
Site 3



Site 4
Site 5
Site 6



Site 7
Site 8
Site 9










151.4 – 151.8
153.4 – 153.8
155.7 – 156.1
191.8 – 192.2
192.3 – 192.7
193.0 – 193.4
219.5 – 219.9
220.7 – 221.1
222.6 – 223.0

LIZ B (Wolcott)—Overview

Most of the west half of LIZ B has similar topography along I-70, with a consistent number of
paralleling obstacles [I-70, Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), US6, and Eagle River]. The east half
of LIZ B has a few more roadside drainages, along with more severe and varying slopes adjacent
to the highway.
Site 1—Milepost 151.4 – 151.8
Site 1 had the most favorable slopes for construction in the west half of the LIZ. The AVCs in the
western half of LIZ B were generally lower than those in the eastern half, with no segments having
distinctly higher occurrences. Site 1 was chosen for further evaluation based primarily on the
constructability and access advantages it provides for a potential overpass structure.
Site 2—Milepost 153.4 – 153.8
The number of AVCs recorded in the east half of LIZ B was much higher than those for the west
half, which warranted further consideration for a potential overpass in this half of the site. As
previously noted, the east half of LIZ B has more severe slopes, mostly along the south side of
I-70. A similar number of obstacles remain in this zone but begin crossing each other instead of
remaining parallel. Because existing bridges along I-70 and US6 resolve several of the issues
with wildlife barriers and obstacles, the site was set in proximity to this existing infrastructure. The
final site boundaries were set to try to avoid established residential and commercial development
in the area.
Site 3—Milepost 155.7 – 156.1
The number of obstacles and the relatively low number of AVCs complicated choosing a site
location within the 1.1-mile-long LIZ C. After considering safety and topographical features, the
relatively straight portion of I-70 through the center of the LIZ became the focus of a potential
crossing. The slopes south of the roadway appeared feasible for construction of an overpass.
Areas near the existing CDOT maintenance facility along US6 north of I-70 was assumed to be a
good target for a crossing, avoiding private properties to the east and west. The UPRR tracks
north of I-70 would have hindered the west end of the LIZ. The east end of the LIZ approaches
the Wolcott interchange, which would result in disturbances to wildlife.
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Figure 5-1

LIZ B – Wolcott West with Level 2 Screening Overpass Sites and Geologic Hazards
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Figure 5-2

LIZ C – Wolcott with Level 2 Screening Overpass Sites and Geologic Hazards
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Figure 5-3

LIZ I – East Vail Pass with Level 2 Screening Overpass Sites and Geologic Hazards
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Figure 5-4

LIZ M – Bakerville with Level 2 Screening Overpass Sites and Geologic Hazards
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5.1.2

LIZ I (East Vail Pass)—Overview

The project team identified several potential crossing sites throughout LIZ I, along East Vail Pass.
This LIZ features several existing bridges along eastbound I-70, which could be fenced with
wildlife fencing to provide a wildlife crossing under the south side of the I-70 corridor. This will
allow for consideration of an overpass structure spanning the westbound I-70 lanes. Currently,
there is no wildlife crossing on the eastbound I-70 lanes within the LIZ.
Site 4—Milepost 191.8 – 192.2
The first of three sites within the LIZ was considered at the west end in the area furthest from the
development at Copper Mountain Resort to the east. The slopes north and south of westbound
I-70 were considered to be favorable for an overpass structure. This site also lies directly across
from one of the eastbound I-70 bridges, under which two drainages flow into Tenmile Creek. The
number of recorded AVCs through this site was slightly lower than those through the rest of the
LIZ, but the topography made it suitable for further evaluation.
Site 5—Milepost 192.3 – 192.7
The second site considered in LIZ I also has an existing bridge along eastbound I-70, spanning
Stafford Creek. The slopes here are favorable for an overpass spanning westbound I-70. This
stretch of westbound I-70 is also relatively straight, offering good sight distance for travelers, for
both safety and project visibility. A significant amount of wildlife activity (tracks, scat, etc.) was
evident at this site. The AVCs through this site were among the highest recorded in the LIZ. The
existing Tenmile Canyon Recreational Trail traverses the valley bottom between the westbound
and eastbound lanes and would provide some human disturbances. However, the topography in
this area appeared favorable for potential re-alignment of the trail, if needed.
Site 6—Milepost 193.0 – 193.4
A relatively high number of AVCs, as well as the proximity of the bridge along I-70 over Guller
Creek, prompted consideration of this site. The north side of I-70 has slopes feasible for
construction of an overpass. The south side of westbound I-70 is quite steep and is located well
above Tenmile Creek below, but opportunities for construction of the south landing for the
overpass initially appeared possible.
Site 6 is located adjacent to the western extents of the Copper Mountain Resort. Sites for
consideration east of this location were not considered practical, due to the existing and
anticipated future development along the south side of I-70.
5.1.3

LIZ M (Bakerville)—Overview

LIZ M is more than 10 miles long, and several suitable overpass crossing sites were considered.
The criteria for choosing the initial sites focused on areas with higher numbers of recorded AVCs
and potentially suitable topography. Also considered was the proximity to existing development
and recreational activity. Locations along the west end of LIZ M were considered less favorable
due to impacts from the Loveland Ski Area and the busy Herman Gulch interchange and
trailhead. The AVC count at the west end of the LIZ was relatively low. Lastly, Clear Creek is
generally directly adjacent to I-70 between the west end of the LIZ and Herman Gulch, thus
creating a natural obstacle for an overpass structure.
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Site 7—Milepost 219.5 – 219.9
The first site in LIZ M identified for further evaluation is just east of Watrous Gulch, where a
relatively high number of AVCs were recorded. This location also is one of the few locations
throughout the length of LIZ M where Clear Creek meanders away from I-70, leaving room for an
overpass landing south of I-70. Site 7 is just east of existing chain-up areas along each direction
of I-70, which were perceived to be logical construction staging areas and potential bases for
maintenance access to a new overpass structure.
Site 8—Milepost 220.7 – 221.1
The second site in LIZ M is centered at one of the documented locations where a Canada lynx
was hit, at milepost 220.9. Above average AVCs were recorded in this location. This section of
I-70 has several drainages from both the north and south sides of the highway that serve as
natural paths for the wildlife movement. The slopes north of I-70 appear favorable for
construction. Clear Creek is directly adjacent to I-70 to the south, which could make Site 8 more
difficult. Spanning Clear Creek, in addition to I-70, would add to the expense of building an
overpass at this location; however, the site was maintained for further evaluation.
Site 9—Milepost 222.6 – 223.0
This site is located at the western end of fairly continuous development, obstacles, and private
property to the east. The segment of LIZ M from MP 224 to 227.1 was not considered practical for
additional site screening due to an abundance of private residential and commercial properties,
old mine infrastructure, the entire town of Silver Plume, the popular Georgetown Loop Railroad,
and the western edge of the Town of Georgetown. Thus, this is the easternmost site felt to be
worth considering for additional screening in LIZ M.
Site 9 has had average recorded AVCs relative to the rest of LIZ M. The topography along the
north side of I-70 appears to be suitable for an overpass construction. A few locations within this
half-mile-long site could accommodate a crossing, though several residences are located along
the south side of I-70 that will have to be considered. Clear Creek meanders such that a structure
could land without spanning it in a couple of locations, though, like in Site 8, spanning the creek
may be a feasible solution.

5.2

LEVEL 2 SCREENING SUMMARY

Table 5-2 summarizes the results of Level 2 Screening. Appendix E contains the detailed
analysis of each of the nine Level 2 Screening sites. The following section explains the notable
site characteristics of each Level 2 Screening criterion.
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Table 5-2

Level 2 Screening Summary Matrix

Insert PDF of Summary tab of screening matrix.
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5.3

CRITERION 1: LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTABILITY
CONSTRAINTS

The project team assessed location specific engineering and constructability constraints for each
priority site. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project site selection
criteria, the assessment included an in-depth consideration of the engineering factors (such as
driver safety and construction access) specific to each priority site. These factors can critically
influence the exact placement of an overpass structure (CDOT, 2012).
5.3.1

Criterion 1—Evaluation Process

The project team evaluated the nine priority sites on the following factors for Criterion 1:


Topography – Are slopes suitable for an overpass construction? Does the site allow for
proper sight lines for species? Does the site allow for construction of escape mechanisms
in conjunction with fencing?



Obstacles present – Does the site include grade breaks, median barriers, rivers, railroad
tracks, frontage roads, and chaining stations?



Geology/geography – Does the site include landslide, avalanche, and rockslide zones?



Maintenance – Is there available access, room along the roadside, and the ability to
construct access ramps to the bridge?



Safety – Is the site conducive to maintaining safety on I-70, using southern exposure to
minimize icing and snow drifting potential? Is sight distance along I-70 affected (is the
bridge visible from distance and does it create a tunneling effect)?



Flood hazard zone – Are there any flood hazard zones in proximity to the site that could
adversely affect the structure?



Utilities – Are there overhead electrical transmission lines or other utilities that require
relocation?

5.3.2

Criterion 1—Results

Topography
Topography is one important factor that assists with identifying an appropriate location to
accommodate the construction of a wildlife overpass. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife
Overpass Demonstration project site selection criteria, the project team assessed the topography
of the landscape surrounding I-70 for each priority site.
Topography can be a limiting factor when considering the placement of a wildlife overpass. For
instance, the topography of certain sites may be suitable for only a wildlife overpass (for example,
relatively flat topography), while other sites may be conducive to either an overpass or an
underpass structure to cross I-70. The expenditure of public funds is best justified if structure
options are limited to an overpass based on the topography of a given location (CDOT, 2012).
The project team assessed the topography of the nine priority sites based on information gathered
from available grade contour data, topographical maps, and aerial photography. The evaluation
looked at the suitability of slopes for construction, proper sight lines for species, and the capability
to construct escape mechanisms. Appendix E fully describes all site rankings.


Site 4, Site 5, and Site 7 all ranked in the Most Favorable range from a topographic
standpoint across all three of the topographic criteria. Site 4 and Site 5 rank slightly higher
than Site 7 because in these locations, only the westbound lanes of I-70 need to be
spanned. Site 7 requires crossing both westbound and eastbound lanes, but slopes are
generally favorable.
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Site 1 and Site 2 ranked in the Most Favorable range from a sight line and a wildlife
escape structure standpoint but less so from the actual construction of the overpass.



Site 8 ranked in the Most Favorable range only from a sight line perspective.



Other sites did not rank in the Most Favorable range.

Obstacles Present
While Appendix E fully describes all site rankings, the following summarize the sites that ranked
in the Highly Favorable range from the aspect of the presence of obstacles present at the sites:


No site ranked in the Most Favorable range.



For Site 4 and Site 5, the Tenmile Canyon Recreation Trail may be considered an obstacle
but not an insurmountable obstacle. Future elevated Advanced Guideway System (AGS)
rail alignment is currently assumed along the north side of the roadway. If the AGS
remains elevated, then it would not present a future obstacle. Sites 4 and 5 ranked in the
Favorable range.



Site 6 presents no obstacles immediately adjacent to westbound I-70. However, Tenmile
Creek Trail is in the highway median and cannot be spanned with the structure. Site 6
ranked in the Favorable range.



For Site 7, eastbound and westbound I-70 are generally aligned vertically at the same
elevation through this area. For Site 7, Clear Creek is more than 400 feet away from the
roadway in the western half of the site and less than 20 feet away in the eastern half.
Spanning the creek with the structure may be considered here but would result in a
structure almost twice as long, thus more expensive as one spanning only the interstate.
Site 7 was ranked as Favorable.

Geology/Geography
The following summarizes the sites that ranked in the Highly Favorable range from the aspect of
geological/geographical concerns (see Appendix E for full descriptions of all site rankings):
Landslide Zones


Site1, Site 4, Site 7, Site 8, and Site 9 have no landslide issues; therefore, they were
ranked in the Most Favorable range.



Most of Site 3 and Site 5 are considered a landslide zone.



All of Site 6 is in a landslide zone.

Avalanche Zones


None of the sites have avalanche issues.

Rockslide/Mudslide:


Site 3, Site 5, Site 6, and Site 7 do not have any known rockslide or mudslide issues;
therefore, they were ranked in the Highly Favorable range.



On Site 2, rockfall areas lie above the entire stretch of the site, and a portion extends onto
the westbound I-70 lanes. Thus, Site 2 was ranked in the Moderately Favorable range.



The entire north side of the interstate is in a rockfall zone in Site 8 and was ranked in the
Less Favorable range.



In Site 9, a large area along the north side of the interstate is in a debris fall zone, and thus
ranked in the Moderately Favorable range.
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Maintenance
While Appendix E fully describes all site rankings, the following summarizes the sites that ranked
in the Highly Favorable range from the aspect of the presence of maintenance access and access
ramps at the sites:


Site 1, Site 2, and Site 5 have areas available adjacent to the roadway that would be
considered suitable for maintenance access. Site 1 and Site 2 were ranked in the Highly
Favorable range.

Safety
The following summarize the sites that ranked in the Highly Favorable range from the aspect of
maintaining the safety on I-70 or do not introduce safety issues. Appendix E provides full
descriptions of all site rankings.


Site 1 and Site 2 ranked in the Highly Favorable range for minimizing icing and snow
drifting issues, while all other sites ranked in the Favorable range. This is primarily due to
the fact that Site 1 and Site 2 are both at lower elevations and maximize the southern
exposure of the site.



Site 1 and Site 2 provide good roadway sight distance in both directions.



Site 5, Site 6, Site 7, Site 8, and Site 9 have at least one-quarter mile of visibility from each
direction throughout the sites. Sites 5 and 6 also offer very good visibility for westbound
traffic.

Flood Hazard Zones
All sites—except Site 8 and Site 9—do not have any issues with flood hazard zones; therefore,
they ranked in the Highly Favorable Range. See Appendix E for all site rankings.


Sites 1, 2, and 3, the Eagle River floodplain, are relatively far away from I-70.



Sites 4, 5, and 6 have a relatively small drainage that is well away from the roadway.



Site 7 has no issues along the west half of the site, where Clear Creek is more than
400 feet away from the roadway.

Utilities
All sites—except Site 7—do not have any issues with flood hazard zones; therefore, they ranked
in the Highly Favorable Range. Overhead lines are present along the south side of I-70 in Zone 7.
These lines appear to be within reach of the potential south overpass approach and may be
impacted. Appendix E fully describes all site rankings.
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5.4

CRITERION 2: LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The project team qualitatively assessed location-specific construction costs for each Level 2
Screening site. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project site
selection criteria, the project team considered the design and construction costs associated with
each priority site as part of this assessment. Consideration of the location-specific costs is a
necessary part of the decision-making process to be consistent with the CDOT and FHWA
mandates to use public funds both cost-effectively and prudently (CDOT, 2012).
5.4.1

Criterion 2—Evaluation Process

The project team evaluated the nine priority sites on the following factors for Criterion 2:


Topography – Does the site require minimal off-structure grading or have no need for
extreme structures slopes or skew?



Obstacles – Is the site away from obstacles that will require structure length or special
supports to clear, grade breaks, median barriers, railroad tracks, rivers, and frontage
roads?
Right-of-way – Are there any right-of-way (ROW) or easement requirements and land use
fees?
Fencing – Does the location require minimal fencing (no more than half-mile) to provide an
effective structure and escape mechanism?
Construction access – Is a construction staging area present that will provide an area for
material storage and room to work, in addition to allowing deliveries to be scheduled
without expensive lane closures?





5.4.2

Criterion 2—Results

Topography
The following sites ranked in the Highly Favorable range for the cost considerations associated
with topography and how it affects the structural design and overall construction costs from an
earthwork standpoint. See Appendix E for all site rankings.


Site 5 and Site 7 have favorable slopes both north and south of the roadway, minimizing
the amount of grading needed off a potential structure.

Obstacles
The following sites ranked in the Highly Favorable range for the cost considerations associated
with obstacles that would require additional structure length or special supports to clear grade
breaks, median barriers, railroad tracks, rivers, frontage roads. See Appendix E for all site
rankings.



In Site 5, the Tenmile Canyon Recreation Trail may be considered an obstacle along the
east side of Site 5; however, it is not an obstacle that requires structural adjustments.
For Site 6, no obstacles are immediately adjacent to westbound I-70.
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Right-of-Way
The following sites ranked in the Highly Favorable range for the cost considerations associated
with the purchasing of ROW or land use fees. See Appendix E for all site rankings.


ROW for Site 4, Site 5, and Site 6 is very wide. The White River National Forest (WRNF)
designates the ROW for these sites a Utility Corridor. Depending on where the structure
ties in, coordination with the WRNF would need to occur to make sure no additional
easements are necessary. These three sites were ranked as Most Favorable.

Fencing
The project team considered the placement and length of wildlife fencing on a conceptual basis
for Level 2 Screening. Full design will provide a more detailed analysis of the exact location of
fencing, such as divided travel lanes, sides of the travel lanes, and adjacent slopes. The following
sites ranked in the Highly Favorable range for having characteristics that require less than
one-half mile of wildlife fencing to allow the wildlife structure to effectively function with escape
mechanisms. See Appendix E for full descriptions of all site rankings.


Site 1, Site 2, and Site 3 ranked in the Highly Favorable range because fencing already
exists along the highway and it would only require tying-in with the structure, based on the
Eco-Logical Report and Google Earth. Fencing already exists for Site 2 along the highway
and is available along the north side of the interstate.

Construction Access
The following sites ranked in the Highly Favorable range for having characteristics that allow
construction staging areas, provide material storage area, provide room to work, and allow
deliveries to be scheduled without expensive lane closures. See Appendix E for full descriptions
of all site rankings.




5.5

Sites 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9 ranked in the Highly Favorable range because they have suitable
areas for construction staging. These areas are in the form of wide, broad areas adjacent
to the roadway or current CDOT facilities (maintenance yards or truck chain-up stations).
Site 5 ranked as Favorable, while Site 4 and Site 6 have limited opportunities for
construction staging.

CRITERION 3: SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNING IMPROVEMENTS

As identified by the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project, this criterion includes the
full consideration of other planned projects to ensure that all proposed improvements can be
accommodated (CDOT, 2012).
5.5.1

Criterion 3—Evaluation Process

The primary elements evaluated for Criterion 3 were the main elements identified as
improvements along I-70 from the I-70 PEIS. While this is not a comprehensive list of all activities
that may take place along I-70, these represent the most substantial elements that could affect
the direct design features of the wildlife overpass. Elements considered in Level 2 Screening
include:




Six-lane widening on mainline I-70
Advanced Guideway System/rail
Land use/zoning
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5.5.2

Criterion 3—Results

Six-Lanes on I-70
All sites were ranked in the Most Favorable range for six-lane widening because either widening
is not planned for the area or the wildlife overpass could span six lanes.
Advanced Guideway System/Rail
Site 4, Site 5, and Site 6 ranked in the Most Favorable range for the consideration of an Advanced
Guideway System or Rail because of the large median and adjacent land use on either side of
I-70. In other areas, the median presents a more difficult alignment and challenging design to
accommodate an Advance Guideway System.
Land Use/Zoning
Based on county zoning/county future land use/COMaP, Site 1 ranked in the Most Favorable
range because it has available tracts of BLM land. While there is no existing development
surrounding this site, the area is identified for future residential development surrounding the BLM
lands.
Site 4, Site 5, and Site 6 ranked in the Most Favorable range because they are located on the
WRNF within an area of dispersed recreation management. Based on WRNF ownership and
management classifications, this area is protected public lands. However, for Site 6, this area
overlaps with the Copper Mountain ski resort/ski area and any future expansions could affect this
area
See Appendix E for full descriptions of all site rankings.

5.6

CRITERION 4: LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO TIMELY CLEARANCE AND
CONSTRUCTION

The project team assessed the potential environmental and construction clearances that may be
required for the project for each priority site. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass
Demonstration project, this evaluation parameter included the identification of critical issues (such
as geotechnical conditions) and clearances associated with environmental resources (such as
presence of fens or historic resources) that could affect the project (CDOT, 2012).
5.6.1

Criterion 4—Evaluation Process

The project team evaluated the nine priority sites on the following factors for Criterion 4:



5.6.2

Environmental Resources – Does the location affect critical social or environmental
resources whose impacts would require time intensive regulatory approval, such as
historical resources, wetlands/fens, or historic mining?
Construction – Is the site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval?
Criterion 4—Results

Environmental Resources
None of the Level 2 Screening sites ranked in the Most Favorable range for the environmental
resources category. The primary reason is that the I-70 corridor is a resource rich corridor that
contains multiple environmental resources that are considered sensitive or require special
consideration, such as avoidance. While this corridor contains many resources, the resources that
are present can be evaluated and documented during subsequent National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) documentation.
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While no site completely avoids potential impacts of environmental resources, some sites pose a
lesser degree of complexity and impacts. The following two sites ranked in the Favorable range:
Site 4 includes the following environmental resources:


Section 4(f) properties include the Vail Pass-Tenmile Trail, which is more than 200 feet
south of the westbound I-70 lanes and outside the conceptual footprint of a wildlife bridge
in this area. The trail alignment is located along the West Tenmile Creek channel and
includes the median area and the eastbound I-70 bridge area.



There are no fens in Site 4, and the wetlands along West Tenmile Creek are
approximately 150 to 200 feet from the south edge of the I-70 westbound lanes, out of the
conceptual footprint of the wildlife bridge. The closest fens to Site 4 are located to the
south of the I-70 eastbound lanes between mileposts 191.8 and 191.9, and between
mileposts 192.8 and 192.9.

Site 6 includes the following environmental resources:




Section 4(f) properties include the Vail Pass-Tenmile Trail, which ranges from
approximately 175 to more than 200 feet from the south of the westbound I-70 lanes
between mileposts 192.9 to 193.4. Wildlife fencing options and possible trail realignments
would avoid conflicts.
There are no fens in Site 6 south of the westbound lanes, and the wetlands along West
Tenmile Creek are approximately 150 to 200 feet south of the westbound lanes.
Appendix E fully describes all site rankings.

Construction
The following sites were ranked in the Most Favorable range in regard to familiar construction
techniques that would not require substantial approval times from CDOT and FHWA. See
Appendix E for all site rankings.





Site 3 ranked in the Most Favorable range because the spans for the structure over I-70
would be reasonable. Scale of construction is a bigger concern here than the construction
difficulty.
Site 4 and Site 5 ranked in the Most Favorable range because a large span would not be
required to cross westbound I-70. Several conventional structure types could be used.
Site 7 is in the Most Favorable range because a relatively conventional two-span structure
can be constructed to cross I-70. Structure approach construction appears favorable.
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5.7

CRITERION 5: LOCATION AND CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC-PRIVATEPARTNERSHIP (3P)

Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project site selection criteria, the
project team considered the potential for public-private-partnerships (3P). The project team
assessed each priority site to determine if it is conducive to the establishment of collaborative
efforts that will result in the use of both public and private funding sources (CDOT, 2012).
5.7.1

Criterion 5—Evaluation Process

The project team evaluated the nine priority sites on the following factors for Criterion 5:


Monument/Demonstration Opportunity – Location makes structure suitable for advertising
or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future research
opportunities. Research opportunities may include items such as animal dispersal
patterns, such as lynx.



Safety – Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both wildlife
and drivers; serves both conservation and driver communities.

5.7.2

Criterion 5—Results

Monument/Demonstration Opportunity
The following sites were ranked in the Most Favorable range for the opportunities for monument
and demonstration for the following reasons. Appendix E provides full descriptions of all site
rankings.



Sites 7, 8, and 9 are in a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial
traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest from the general public.
Sites 7, 8, and 9 are closest to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making
the location more logistically suitable for ongoing research.

Safety
Two of the Level 2 Screening sites were ranked in the Most Favorable range for the ability to
demonstrate to the public an increase in safety from a decrease in AVCs. Often, AVCs are heavily
weighted toward large animals (elk, deer, moose, and black bear).




Site 2 has a relatively high number of large animal (elk, moose, and black bear) AVCs
recorded in the area; therefore, Site 2 was ranked in the Most Favorable range to
potentially improve an area that has experienced collisions with a higher likelihood of
injury.
Site 3 has the highest number of large animal (elk, moose, and black bear) AVCs recorded
in the area; therefore, it ranks in the Most Favorable range in regard to improving an area
that has experienced collisions with a higher likelihood of injury.
Appendix E fully describes all site rankings.

5.8

CRITERION 6: LOCATION IDENTIFIED FOR LYNX MITIGATION

The project team considered the potential for coordination with ongoing lynx mitigation efforts for
each priority site. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project site
selection criteria, the project team assessed and reviewed each priority site with ongoing lynx
mitigation activities along the I-70 corridor. The goal of coordinating with ongoing lynx mitigation is
to identify a location that will provide mitigation benefits consistent with the ongoing CPW Canada
lynx recovery efforts (CDOT, 2012).
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5.8.1

Criterion 6—Evaluation Process

The project team considered each priority site’s location in relation to known lynx migration
patterns along the I-70 corridor.
5.8.2

Criterion 6—Results

Site 4 through Site 9 ranked in the Most Favorable range for known lynx migration patterns
because the latest CPW study recognized the East Vail Pass LIZ and the Bakerville LIZ as having
high levels of lynx migratory activity. See Appendix E, which fully describes all site rankings.

5.9

CRITERION 7: LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND
DELIVERY

The project team considered the potential for innovative design and project delivery methods for
each priority site. Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project site
selection criteria, the project team assessed and reviewed the nine priority sites to determine if
non-typical or relatively new methods could be used to construct a wildlife overpass. This criterion
included the consideration of time-saving and cost-saving delivery methods (CDOT, 2012).
5.9.1

Criterion 7—Evaluation Process

The project team evaluated the area available at each priority site for launching, sliding, or rolling
a pre-assembled structure in place, which are some of the current accelerated bridge construction
(ABC) options. Sites conducive for ABC activities are likely suitable for other innovative
construction methods that are not yet commonly used or that have, perhaps, not even been
developed.
5.9.2

Criterion 7—Results

None of the sites were ranked in the Most Favorable range for the opportunity for innovative
design and delivery techniques for the construction of a vegetated wildlife overpass. The highest
ranking site was Site 5. Site 5 was ranked as Favorable because grades along the south side of
the roadway between mileposts 192.3 and 192.4 appear suitable for building a temporary staging
pad for consideration of innovative, accelerated bridge alternatives. See Appendix E, which fully
describes all site rankings.

5.10

DESCRIPTION OF CRITERION 8: LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY, AND
REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT

Consistent with the Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration project site selection criteria, the
project team considered the importance of stakeholder support for the project. Garnering
stakeholder support is important to ensure that all stakeholders in the process, including
landowners, resource agencies, and municipalities understand the purpose and importance of
constructing a wildlife overpass along I-70 within the project study area. This criterion also
includes building consensus on the location and characteristics of the wildlife overpass (CDOT,
2012).
5.10.1

Criterion 8—Evaluation Process and Results

The project team did not evaluate Criterion 8 at this time because the scope of the current project
does not allow for the public outreach needed to fully evaluate this site. In the next phase of
design, the evaluation and results of this criterion will be documented and fully understood.
Appendix E fully describes all site rankings.
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6.0

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the two-step screening process that considered both biological and engineering
considerations of the entire I-70 Mountain Corridor and documented in this report, Site 5 on East
Vail Pass is recommended as the most favorable site for a vegetated wildlife overpass. This
site consistently ranked in the Most Favorable range during the site-specific considerations of
Level 2 Screening. Site 5 lies within a known lynx migration area, is within a large protected
diverse habitat area, and overall has the most favorable engineering considerations.
Within Site 5, the one-tenth-mile segment between mileposts 192.3 and 192.4 serves as a prime
location to construct a vegetated wildlife overpass because it will have to cross only the
westbound lanes of I-70, is in alignment with a large span bridge over eastbound I-70, and has an
expansive median with high-quality wetlands that serves as a habitat draw. Additionally, the
current plans for the expansion of I-70 lanes do not include this area and the Advanced Guideway
System does not appear to be a hindrance, at this point.
By spanning just the westbound lanes, the overall cost associated with the structure is reduced
dramatically when compared to the Wolcott and Bakerville LIZs.

Photo courtesy of Bill Ruediger
Figure 6-1 provides perspective of the location of the proposed vegetated wildlife overpass. The
expansive median, wetlands, and span bridge on the eastbound lanes are visible. The photo,
taken from the north side of I-70, looks south.

6.1

GENERAL DESIGN FEATURE CONSIDERATIONS

The general design features developed during the initial phase of the West Vail Pass Wildlife
Overpass project are still applicable to this site. Such factors include the structure width, soil
depth, vegetation layout, and approach features.
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Figure 6-1

Recommended Wildlife Overpass Site on East Vail Pass (Mile Post 192.3)
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Appendix A

Colorado Wildlife Overpass Demonstration Project
Site Selection Criteria – Final Feb. 2012

Technical Review, Short List

Goal: Identify criteria to generate a short list of 3-5 sites that have a very high likelihood
of success for building a wildlife overpass in a location where barriers to crossing
coincides with high animal usage and high vehicle usage. This first set of science and
traffic based criteria would be used to evaluate sites throughout the Colorado state and
interstate highway system. The work done to date by Rocky Mountain Wild (RMW) as
part of the I-70 Mountain Corridor Eco-logical Assessment and by SREP for Phase II of
Linking Colorado’s Landscapes could provide a starting list of likely sites.
In order to build consensus around the site selection, resource agencies and Stakeholders
that participated in the A Landscape Level of Integrated Valued Ecosystems (ALIVE)
committee for the I-70 Mountain Corridor Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) will provide input on the criteria and site selection process.

First level Screening Criteria
•

Frequency (total and rate) and severity of animal/vehicle collisions (AVC).
The measurement of AVCs in an indication of areas of animal and vehicle
conflict. Total AVCs and AVC rates (AVC/mile/year) will be used to provide
additional insight to relative frequency and distribution of accidents. The
identification of these areas provides an insight to where wildlife are
naturally trying to cross roadways, which helps identify an appropriate site
for a wildlife crossing structure. (Note: that AVC data have been shown to be
dramatically under-reported and therefore, values should be used on a
relative basis. Additionally, AVCs are typically weighted towards larger
animals, such as deer and elk; and AVCs tend to go down as AADT increases
and animals are being repelled instead of trying to cross the highway.)

•

Habitat and movement area for a diversity of species likely to use a wildlife
overpass.
This measurement is intended to identify areas of habitat that are currently or
could be used as movement areas for a large number of wildlife species. A
wildlife overpass typically provides opportunity for safe passage for the
widest range of species. Habitat and movement that supports a wide range of
species will typically be favored over habitat for a single species, unless
specific safety or habitat concerns exist. Selection of target species for each
potential linkage area should occur in this step.

•

Average annual daily traffic count (AADT) range (<2,500; 2,500–10,000;
>10,000).
These ranges of AADT represent thresholds of traffic volumes that affect
wildlife behaviors when attempting to cross roadways. For traffic volumes
less than 2,500 AADT there is low wildlife mortality and the roadway does not
appear to act as a deterrent to wildlife movement. Between 2,500 and 10,000
AADT, wildlife mortalities are expected to increase and the roadway is viewed
as a deterrent to wildlife. Areas above 10,000 AADT are shown to be a
barrier to wildlife movement. This measure is expected to identify areas that
are serving as a barrier to wildlife movement, which could be a potential area
for a wildlife overpass. Additional subdivision of the AADT volumes may be
needed to differentiate between sites (e.g., 2,000–4,000; 4,000–10,000;
>10,000)

•

Large blocks of natural and protected land (habitat) on both sides of the highway.
This measure is intended to identify protected areas for two main reasons. The
first is to identify areas that will be maintained as wildlife habitat for the
foreseeable future. This can include designated wilderness areas,
forested/range areas that are managed as wildlife habitat, etc. It is important
to have these types of areas on both sides of the roadway in question and that
these protected areas connect to a regional scale corridor of protected land
so that the wildlife overpass is connecting wildlife habitat and not areas that
could change to commercial or residential developments, or become islands
of protected land. The second reason is that these large areas of protected
lands will likely be sustained over long periods of time when habitats and
vegetation respond to changes in the environment.

•

Relationship with existing or proposed wildlife crossing structures.
This measure is attempting to understand the context of a wildlife overpass. It
is asking the question if there are other wildlife crossing structures or fencing
nearby that could affect the location of the overpass. This can have an effect
on decision making by determining if a location will be best served by an
overpass or if a location is such that other structures or modifications (i.e.,
fencing) could suffice in reducing AVCs or increasing connectivity or that the
overpass structure completes a wildlife movement system.

•

Topography that support financial and engineering factors.
Topography can play a critical role in the placement of a wildlife overpass. If
the topography is such that only an overpass structure is appropriate for a
given location, then the justification for the expenditure of funds for an
overpass may be warranted.

Final Site Selection
The second step in the site selection process would be to apply engineering, cost,
funding, public relations, and other stakeholder or program specific measures to the short
list of acceptable sites to determine the preferred site for the first demonstration project.
Other short listed sites could be subsequent candidates for wildlife overpasses, as needs
require and funds are available.
In order to build consensus around the final site selection, a decision will be made in
consultation with the Colorado Division of Parks and Wildlife, U.S. Forest Service and
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Second Level Screening Criteria
•

Location specific engineering and constructability constraints, i.e.: snow load,
structure width, topography, driver safety, site access, number of lanes, etc.
This measure evaluates an in-depth consideration of engineering factors that
affects the exact location of an overpass structure. There may be conditions
that exist where the construction of an overpass structure may be so difficult
that the design and construction of a wildlife overpass may be such that the
expenditure of public funds is not justified when another location may suffice.
Consideration of driving safety during the construction process and beyond,
and construction access must be considered when the decision to locate a
structure is determined.

•

Location specific structure construction costs.
Typically, a structure can be designed and constructed in any location as long
as unlimited funding is available. However, reasonable costs to design and
construct an overpass must be considered. CDOT and FHWA are mandated to
utilize public funds in a cost-effective and prudent manner. Therefore, cost
should be a consideration in decision making.

•

Location conducive to getting timely clearance and construction.
This evaluation parameter is intended to identify critical issues and difficult
clearances associated with environmental resources other than wildlife.
Examples of these could be the presence of fens or important historic features.
Additional factors could include lack of areas for construction staging or
challenging geotechnical issues.

•

Location and character conducive to Public – Private – Partnership (3P).
This measure considers the ability of a site to allow for the ability to establish
an effective collaboration that can utilize both public and private funding
sources.

•

Location identified for lynx mitigation.
Coordination with ongoing lynx mitigation along the I-70 corridor presents
the ability to design and place a structure to provide mitigation benefits for
the Canada lynx re-introduction efforts.

•

Location appropriate for innovative design and delivery.
This measure is intended to identify areas where non-typical or relatively new
methods can be utilized. This can include designs that represent innovative
ideas. Additionally, delivery methods that may save time and money should be
considered, such as design/build and/or construction manager/general
contractor (CM/GC) may be used.

•

Local landowner, community and regional stakeholder support for the site.
This measure is important to ensure that all stakeholders in the process,
including land owners, resource agencies, and municipalities understand the
importance of a wildlife overpass. This also includes their consensus on the
location and characteristics of the wildlife overpass. Stakeholder support
could include long term agreements to manage adjacent lands in a manner
compatible with wildlife movement.

•

Site does not preclude other planned improvements.
This measure is intended to ensure that the full consideration of other planned
projects are considered in the site-selection and that both sets of
improvements can be accommodated. If other planned improvements are
limited by the construction of a wildlife overpass, then the site is not likely a
suitable site. The converse is also true.

Appendix B
A Regional Ecosystem Framework for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife along the
I-70 Mountain Corridor in Colorado: An Eco-Logical Field Test
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()*%',--%/"#7*%&'%"L,"(1+%"#4%(*//*0(/1"-%+&##*+(1.1($%#**40%"(%"%71.*#%-&+"(1&#%
:M"-1'&/#1"%N*2"/(9*#(%&'%A/"#02&/("(1&#%<==F8%OPQP%<==R?@%Q&/%()*%2,/2&0*0%&'%()*%
DEF=%G+&EH&71+"-%I/&C*+(8%"L,"(1+%+&##*+(1.1($%'&+,0*0%&#%'10)%2"00"7*%"#4%4&*0%#&(%
+&#014*/%+&##*+(1.1($%#**40%'&/%&()*/%($2*0%&'%"L,"(1+%&/7"#1090@%
%
A5&%+/1(*/1"%5*/*%,0*4%(&%4*(*/91#*%5)*()*/%"%/&"4E0(/*"9%+/&001#7%10%"%2/1&/1($%
'&/%"L,"(1+%+&##*+(1.1($J%#"9*-$8%()*%2/*0*#+*%&'%"%("/7*(%02*+1*08%"#4%"#%"B0*#+*%&'%
1#(*#(1&#"-%B"//1*/0%"-&#7%()*%0(/*"9%0*79*#(@%N"("%&B("1#*4%'/&9%MNST%0(/*"9%
9&#1(&/1#7%0("(1&#0%5*/*%,0*4%(&%4*/1.*%"%-10(%&'%("/7*(%02*+1*0%"(%*"+)%/&"4E0(/*"9%
+/&001#7<@%D#%0&9*%+"0*08%"%0(/*"9%0"92-1#7%-&+"(1&#%5"0%#&(%41/*+(-$%&#%()*%0(/*"9%
1#%L,*0(1&#J%'&/%*U"92-*8%5)*/*%()*%/&"4E0(/*"9%+/&001#7%10%&#%"%(/1B,("/$%"#4%()*%
0"92-1#7%01(*%10%&#%()*%9"1#0(*9@%D#%()*0*%1#0("#+*0%()*%#*"/*0(%0"92-1#7%01(*%1#%()*%
0(/*"9%#*(5&/6%5"0%,0*4%(&%/*2/*0*#(%02*+1*0%2/*0*#+*%'&/%()*%0(/*"9%0*79*#(@%
T)*/*%()*/*%5"0%#&%0"92-1#7%01(*%51()1#%91-*0%,20(/*"9%&/%4&5#0(/*"9%&'%()*%
/&"4E0(/*"9%+/&001#7%()*%("/7*(%02*+1*0%10%-10(*4%"0%V,#6#&5#3@%%
%
D#(*#(1&#"-%B"//1*/0%1#%"%0(/*"9%#*(5&/6%2/&(*+(%2,/*8%#"(1.*%'10)%'/&9%)$B/141K1#7%
51()%0(&+6*4%&/%1#(/&4,+*4%0(/"1#08%"#4%2/&(*+(%"7"1#0(%()*%02/*"4%&'%1#."01.*%
02*+1*0%&/%410*"0*0%(&%()*0*%2,/*%2&2,-"(1&#0%:OPQP%<==R?@%D#'&/9"(1&#%&#%
1#(*#(1&#"-%9"#9"4*%"#4%#"(,/"-%B"//1*/0%(&%"L,"(1+%2"00"7*%&#%0(/*"90%51()1#%()*%
M&//14&/%5"0%&B("1#*4%'/&9%()*%1#41.14,"-%410(/1+(%B1&-&710(0%()"(%&.*/0**%*"+)%&'%
()*%5"(*/0)*40%1#%()*%2/&C*+(%"/*"8%"0%()10%1#'&/9"(1&#%10%#&(%"."1-"B-*%()/&,7)%"%
+*#(/"-1K*4%4"("B"0*@%W"//1*/0%"/*%0&9*(19*0%-&+"(*4%,20(/*"9%'/&9%()*%DEF=%/&"4E
0(/*"9%+/&001#78%1#%5)1+)%+"0*%+&##*+(1.1($%"(%()*%/&"4E0(/*"9%+/&001#7%9"$%&/%9"$%
#&(%B*%"%2/1&/1($@%P(/*"90%51()%B"//1*/0%"/*%-&+"(*4%&#%()*%9"1#0(*9%/"()*/%()"#%"(%
()*%1#.*#(&/1*4%(/1B,("/$%/*L,1/*%',/()*/%+&#0,-("(1&#%51()%MNST%"L,"(1+%B1&-&710(0%
(&%4*(*/91#*%5)*()*/%'10)%2"00"7*%10%"%2/1&/1($%"(%()"(%+/&001#7%-&+"(1&#@%P(/*"9%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
<%MNST%10%B$%0("(,(*%:M@X@P@%YYEZEZ=ZJ%YYEZEZ=>J%YYEZEZZ=:[??%()*%",()&/1("(1.*%0&,/+*%'&/%"--%"L,"(1+%
4"("%1#%()*%0("(*%"#4%()*%4"("%2/&.14*4%B$%MNST%10%()*%B*0(%"."1-"B-*%'10)%4"("%1#%M&-&/"4&@%P"92-1#7%
2/&(&+&-0%"(%*"+)%01(*%."/1*0%4*2*#41#7%&#%()*%2,/2&0*%&'%()*%+,//*#(%0"92-1#7%2/&C*+(@%P&9*(19*0%
&#-$%4"("%&#%02*+1'1+%02*+1*0%"/*%+&--*+(*4%5)1-*%&()*/%(19*0%()*%5)&-*%"00*9B-"7*%10%("/7*(*4%:\@%
]*/91--1&#8%MNST8%2*/0@%+&99@8%!"/+)%<=ZZ?@%!
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!"#$"%&!'(%)"*'+,%!-)"*.&-,%'/,*'&0"'*"!&,*.&-,%',/'+(&&0*,.&'&*,(&'$.1'0.2"'.'%"3'
4.**-"*'-%&*,)(+")'-%'&0"'/(&(*"'&,'5*"!"*2"'&0"'+,%!"*2.&-,%'5,5(6.&-,%'-%'&0.&'
!"#$"%&7''
'
8%1'!-&"'3-&0'&.*#"&'!5"+-"!'5*"!"%&',*'(%9%,3%:'.%)'3-&0,(&'.%'-%&"%&-,%.6'4.**-"*'
3.!'+,%!-)"*")'.'5*-,*-&1'6,+.&-,%'/,*'/-!0'5.!!.#":'.6&0,(#0'!-&"!'3-&0'&.*#"&'
!5"+-"!'(%9%,3%'3-66'%"")'.))-&-,%.6'+,%!(6&.&-,%'3-&0';<=>'.%)?,*'!(*2"1!'&,'
+,%/-*$'!5"+-"!'5*"!"%+"7'@,*'".+0',/'&0"!"'6,+.&-,%!:'&0"')"#*""'&,'30-+0'.%'ABCD'
*,.)B!&*".$'+*,!!-%#'.+&!'.!'.'4.**-"*',*'/.+-6-&.&"!'/-!0'5.!!.#"'3.!')"&"*$-%")'
&0*,(#0'&0"'*,.)3.1'-%2"%&,*1'EF"+&-,%'G7H7G7I7'8J(.&-+'-%2"%&,*1'J("!&-,%!'3"*"'
)"!-#%")'&,'-)"%&-/1'!5"+-/-+'/".&(*"!:'!(+0'.!'%.&(*.6'!(4!&*.&"'+,%&-%(-&1:',(&6"&'
)*,5!:'5,,6-%#:'+0.%%"6-K.&-,%:'4.//6"!'.%)'!,',%:'.66,3-%#'&0"'*"!".*+0"*!'&,'.!!"!!'
/(%+&-,%.6-&1'/,*'/-!0'5.!!.#"7'>0-6"'+,$5*"0"%!-2"'$,)"6-%#'&,,6!'E"7#7:'LF@F'
@-!0M-%#!'F,/&3.*"I'.*"'.2.-6.46"'&,'#(-)"'!&*".$'!-$(6.&-,%')"!-#%!:'&0"'5(*5,!"',/'
&0-!'.!!"!!$"%&'3.!'!-$561'&,'-%-&-.661'"2.6(.&"'.J(.&-+'+,%%"+&-2-&1'+,%)-&-,%!'.&'
5*-,*-&-K")'6,+.&-,%!7'A%/,*$.&-,%'/*,$'&0"'*,.)3.1'-%2"%&,*1'/(*&0"*'0"65")'#(-)"'
&0"')"2"6,5$"%&',/'5*"6-$-%.*1'*"+,$$"%).&-,%!'/,*'"%0.%+-%#',*'*"!&,*-%#'/-!0'
5.!!.#"'.&'".+0'5*-,*-&1'*,.)B!&*".$'+*,!!-%#7''

!"#"$ %&''()*+,+*-$.()&//('01*+&'2$

'
;,%%"+&-2-&1'*"+,$$"%).&-,%!'3"*"')"2"6,5")'3-&0'&0"'#,.6',/'5*,2-)-%#'&0"'4"!&'
$-&-#.&-,%'-%'&0"'4"!&'56.+"!:'.!'.)2-!")'41'&0"'N+,BO,#-+.6'/*.$"3,*9'EP*,3%'
GDDQI:'.%)'$.-%&.-%-%#'.'+,%!-!&"%&'2-!-,%'/,*'+,%%"+&-2-&1'.+*,!!'&0"';,**-),*7'
R"+,$$"%).&-,%!'/,*'-$5*,2-%#'5"*$".4-6-&1'/,*'&"**"!&*-.6'3-6)6-/"'.*"'/,+(!")'-%'
&0"'OAS!BGDHH:'.6&0,(#0'.))-&-,%.6'$".!(*"!'$.1'4"'3.**.%&")'.&',&0"*'6,+.&-,%!'
&0*,(#0,(&'&0"';,**-),*7'P"!&'$.%.#"$"%&'5*.+&-+"!'5*,2-)"'#(-).%+"'/,*')"!-#%-%#'
.%)'"%0.%+-%#'+*,!!-%#'!&*(+&(*"!'*"#.*)6"!!',/'30"&0"*'.'6,+.&-,%'-!'3-&0-%',*'
,(&!-)"',/'.'OAS'EF"+&-,%'G7T7HI7'''
'
F5"+-/-+'!-&"!'/,*'6,+.&-%#'*"+,$$"%)")'3-6)6-/"'+*,!!-%#'!&*(+&(*"!'3"*"'
)"&"*$-%")'41'.'%($4"*',/'/.+&,*!7'U*-$.*1'+,%!-)"*.&-,%!'-%+6()")V'
• U*"!"%+"',/'.%'"W-!&-%#'+(62"*&',*'4*-)#"'&0.&'$.1'4"'*"&*,/-&:'-/'5,!!-46":',*'
*"56.+"):'-/'%"+"!!.*1X'
• O,+.6'&,5,#*.501'&0.&'$.1'/.+-6-&.&"'E"7#7:'*-)#"6-%"!',*')*.-%.#"!I',*'-$5")"'
3-6)6-/"'$,2"$"%&'E"7#7:'!0""*'+6-//!IX'
• R"+,$$"%)")'!5.+-%#'4"&3""%'!./"'5.!!.#"',55,*&(%-&-"!'4.!")',%'&.*#"&'
!5"+-"!X'
• NW-!&-%#',*'5,&"%&-.6'6.%)'5*,&"+&-,%'.%)'6.%)'(!"'.)Y.+"%&'&,'&0"'*,.)3.1'
.%)'3-&0-%'&0"'6.*#"*'6.%)!+.5"'+,**-),*7'
'
R"+,$$"%)")'!5.+-%#'4"&3""%'+*,!!-%#'!&*(+&(*"!'3-&0-%'.'OAS')"5"%)!',%'
+,%%"+&-2-&1'#,.6!'E"7#7:'#"%"&-+'+,%%"+&-2-&1:'!".!,%.6',*').-61'$,2"$"%&!'/,*'
-%)-2-)(.6',*'$(6&-56"'!5"+-"!I:'$,2"$"%&'4"0.2-,*'.%)'+.5.+-&1',/'&0"'&.*#"&'
!5"+-"!'E"7#7:'3-)"'*.%#-%#'2!7'6,3'$,4-6-&1I7';,%%"+&-2-&1'#,.6!'/,*'&0"'ABCD'
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!"#$%&'$()"**'+"*('$,-#+.(/*"0'+'$1(*"#%.2(3"*(2.&2"$&-(4'1*&%'"$25(&--"6'$1(
6'-+-'3.(67"2.(7"4.(*&$1.2(&*.(8'2.,%.+(%"(&,,.22(7&8'%&%("$(8"%7(2'+.2("3(%7.(*"&+5(
&$+(/*"0'+'$1("//"*%#$'%'.2(3"*(+'2/.*2'$1('$+'0'+#&-29(:#';2.*(.%(&-(<=>>?@("33.*2(&(
4.%7"+(3"*(,&-,#-&%'$1(%7.("/%'4&-(2/&,'$1(8.%6..$(,*"22'$1("//"*%#$'%'.2(8&2.+("$(
%7.(+'&4.%.*("3(&(2/.,'.2(7"4.(*&$1.(2'A.29(B-%'4&%.-C5(7"6.0.*5(2/&,'$1(
*.D#'*.4.$%2(+./.$+(#/"$(67.%7.*(,*"22E*"&+6&C(4"0.4.$%2(&*.(4'1*&%"*C5(
+'2/.*2&-("*(+&'-C('$($&%#*.5(&$+(7"6(%7.(*"&+(8'2.,%2(%7.(&$'4&-F2(7"4.(*&$1.(
<%7*"#17(%7.(4'++-.(029($.&*(%7.(.+1.@9(G//*"H'4&%.(7"4.(*&$1.(2'A.2(3"*(.&,7("3(
%7.(%&*1.%(2/.,'.2(6'%7'$(%7.(IEJ>(!"#$%&'$()"**'+"*(&*.(/*"0'+.+('$(!""#$%&'(!5(
67.*.(2#,7('$3"*4&%'"$(6&2(&0&'-&8-.9((
(
G$&-C2.2("3('$+'0'+#&-(7"4.(*&$1.2(&-"$1(%7.(IEJ>(!"#$%&'$()"**'+"*(6.*.($"%(
,"$+#,%.+(3"*(%7'2(/*";.,%9(I$2%.&+5(4"*.(1.$.*&-(*#-.2("3(%7#48(6.*.(&//-'.+(8&2.+(
"$(*.2.&*,7(2%#+'.2("3(0&*'"#2(2/.,'.2(%C/.29(I$(1.$.*&-5(6'-+-'3.(,*"22'$12(2/&,.+(&%(
"$.(4'-.("*(27"*%.*('$%.*0&-2(6'--(,&/%#*.(4"2%("3(%7.(4"0.4.$%($..+2(3"*(-&*1.(
&$'4&-2('$(K"*%7(G4.*',&(<L'22"$.%%.(&$+(G+&'*(=>>?@5(&22#4'$1(%7.(/*.2.$,.("3(
2#'%&8-.(7&8'%&%9()-.0.$1.*(.%(&-(<=>>M)@($"%.(%7&%(4.+'#4E2'A.+(&$'4&-2($..+(
2%*#,%#*.2(.0.*C(N>>EM>>>(3..%9(O4&--.*(&$'4&-25(2#,7(&2(0"-.25(4',.(&$+(2D#'**.-25(
%7&%(4"0.(27"*%.*(+'2%&$,.2(*.D#'*.(.0.$(4"*.(3*.D#.$%(,*"22'$125(2/&,.+(.0.*C(
MN>EP>>(3..%(<L&%.2(=>>P@5(&-%7"#17(O4'%7(<=>>P@($"%.2(%7&%(&(4&H'4#4(+'2%&$,.("3(
M5>QQ(3..%(<>9=(4'-.2@(8.%6..$(,*"22'$12(,"**.2/"$+2(%"(JNR(#2.(8C(24&--(
4&44&-29((!.&$67'-.5(MN>EP>>(3..%('2(%7.(*.,"44.$+.+(2/&,'$1(8.%6..$(,*"22'$12(
3"*(&4/7'8'&$2(&$+(*./%'-.25(+./.$+'$1("$(%7.(%&*1.%(2/.,'.2(<S#TC(=>>P@9(G--("3(
%7.2.(2/&,'$1(1#'+.-'$.2(4#2%(8.(/-&,.+('$(%7.(&//*"/*'&%.(-&$+2,&/.(,"$%.H%5(&2(
-&$+2,&/.2(%7&%(&*.(&-*.&+C(7'17-C(3*&14.$%.+("33.*(3.6(,*"22'$1("//"*%#$'%'.2(<'9.95(
8"%%-.$.,T2@5(67.*.&2('$(&$(#$3*&14.$%.+(U-"6(,"$%*&2%F(-&$+2,&/.(4"*.(6'-+-'3.(
,*"22'$1("//"*%#$'%'.2(&*.($..+.+(<)-.0.$1.*(&$+(:#';2.*(=>MM@9(V"*(%7.(/#*/"2.2(
"3(+.%.*4'$'$1(2/&,'$1(8.%6..$(6'-+-'3.(,*"22'$1("//"*%#$'%'.2("$(IEJ>5(%7.2.(
*.,"44.$+.+(+'2%&$,.2(6.*.(,"48'$.+(6'%7(%7.(&,%#&-(-&$+2,&/.(,7&*&,%.*'2%',2(%"(
+.%.*4'$.(2/.,'3',(,*"22'$1(-",&%'"$2(&-"$1(%7.()"**'+"*9((
(
I$(&++'%'"$(%"(/-&,'$1(2%*#,%#*.2('$(%7.(*'17%(-",&%'"$5(,*"22'$1(2%*#,%#*.(+.2'1$(
*.D#'*.2(,&*.3#-(&%%.$%'"$(%"(.$2#*.(%7&%(2%*#,%#*.2(&*.(3#$,%'"$&-(3"*(%7.(%&*1.%(
2/.,'.29(I$(+.%.*4'$'$1(%7.(8.2%(,*"22'$1(2%*#,%#*.(%C/.(3"*(&(1'0.$(-",&%'"$5(WXY2(
4#2%(,"$2'+.*(%"/"1*&/7',(2#'%&8'-'%C(<.9195(#$+.*/&22(029("0.*/&22@(&$+(.$1'$..*'$1(
,"$2%*&'$%2(&$+(,"2%(.33','.$,'.25(&2(6.--(&2(%&*1.%(2/.,'.2(/*.3.*.$,.29(O"4.(2/.,'.2(
<.9195(24&--(/*.C(&$'4&-2@(*.D#'*.(2%*#,%#*.2(6'%7(&+.D#&%.(,"0.*5(67'-.("%7.*2(<.9195(
.-T@(*.D#'*.(0.*C("/.$(2%*#,%#*.2(6'%7(,-.&*(-'$.2("3(2'17%(<)*&4.*(.%(&-(=>MM*@5(&$+(
2%'--("%7.*2(<.9195(8'17"*$(27../@(4&C(*.D#'*.("0.*/&22(2%*#,%#*.2(%"(4"0.(8"%7(
4&-.2(&$+(3.4&-.2('$(&(/"/#-&%'"$(<!,Z'$$.C(&$+(O4'%7(=>>Q@9(Y"(&,,"44"+&%.(
4#-%'/-.(2/.,'.2(%C/.25(&(+'0.*2'%C("3(,*"22'$1(2%*#,%#*.(%C/.2(<"0.*/&22.25(8*'+1.25(
&*,7(,#-0.*%25(.%,@(27"#-+(8.(&0&'-&8-.(6'%7'$(&(,"$$.,%'0'%C(A"$.(<)-.0.$1.*(&$+(
[&-%7"(=>>N\()-.0.$1.*(&$+(:#';2.*(=>MM@9(
(
Y7.(3'$&-(+,-.(/0$$#12&3&24(5#1066#$%)2&0$7(<!""#$%&'(8@(6.*.(+.0.-"/.+(8C(
&//-C'$1(%7.2.(1#'+.-'$.2(3*"4(,#**.$%(*.2.&*,7(%"(2/.,'3',(2'%.2(6'%7'$(%7.(]I^2E
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!"##$%&'()*+,-%-./.%01'(%/2,%1'.-3.4%*56,5/'14%3.7%*5/,81.+%/'%/2,%
1,9'((,5-./*'57%-,6,+')(,5/%)1'9,77:%.5-%3.7%9'()+,(,5/,-%3*/2%/2,%2.;*/./%
.5-%<=&%-./.%+.4,17%/'%-,/,1(*5,%7*/,>7),9*0*9%5,,-7$%?./.%01'(%/2,%9.(,1.%
('5*/'1*58%.5-%/2,%@>A"%B*+-+*0,%B./92%3,;7*/,%3,1,%C7,-%/'%0C1/2,1%1,0*5,%/2,%
1,9'((,5-./*'57%;4%)1'6*-*58%),1/*5,5/%*50'1(./*'5%.;'C/%3*+-+*0,%)1,7,59,%.5-%
.9/*6*/4%./%7),9*0*9%+'9./*'57%.+'58%/2,%&'11*-'1$%D'1%,.92%E@F>!"##:%/2,%G),9*,7%
H'6,(,5/%IC*+-7%'0%,.92%/.18,/%7),9*,7%3*/2*5%/2./%E@F%.1,%+*7/,-:%.7%/2,7,%8C*+-7%9.5%
;,%C7,-%*5%J*,1%!%)+.55*58%/'%1,0*5,%(*/*8./*'5%7/1./,8*,7%/'%9.1,0C++4%9'57*-,1%/2,%
;,2.6*'1%.5-%)1,0,1,59,7%'0%,.92%/.18,/%7),9*,7%KL*5/792%.5-%&1.(,1%!"##M$%
%
B2,1,6,1%0,.7*;+,:%1,9'((,5-./*'57%0'1%*()1'6*58%/2,%,N*7/*58%1'.-3.4%
*501.7/1C9/C1,%/'%)1'('/,%3*+-+*0,%).77.8,%.1,%)1'6*-,-:%.5-%*59+C-,%*()1'6,(,5/7%
7C92%.7%1,/1'0*//*58%,N*7/*58%;1*-8,7%.5-%9C+6,1/7:%'1%9'5-C9/*58%(.*5/,5.59,%
.9/*6*/*,7:%7C92%.7%9+,.1*58%6,8,/./*'5%'1%1,('6*58%7,-*(,5/:%/'%1,5-,1%7/1C9/C1,7%
('1,%0C59/*'5.+%0'1%3*+-+*0,%).77.8,$%J2,7,%.1,%+'3>9'7/%.9/*6*/*,7%/2./%(.4%;,%
9'5-C9/,-%'C/7*-,%'0%)1'O,9/7$%<%0C++%+*7/%'0%/2,7,%PQ.1+4%Q52.59,(,5/%R))'1/C5*/*,7S%
*7%.6.*+.;+,%*5%G,9/*'5%T$#$%B2,1,%5'%7C92%,52.59,(,5/%'))'1/C5*/*,7%.1,%.6.*+.;+,:%
1,9'((,5-./*'57%0'1%5,3%3*+-+*0,%91'77*58%7/1C9/C1,7%.1,%)1'6*-,-$%J2,%9'()+,/,%!"
#$%&'(()*+,-,+.%/)*'00)(12+,'(3:%.6.*+.;+,%.7%;'/2%.%C/*+*/.1*.5%7)1,.-72,,/%.5-%.7%
.%1,.-.;+,%3'1-%-'9C(,5/%K455)(1,6%7M:%.1,%1,0,1,59,-%*5%/2,%E@F7>!"##%.5-%
3*+-+*0,%*56,5/'14%+'9./*'57%-./.%+.4,1%'5%/2,%&GG%(.)%7,16,1:%.5-%.1,%,.7*+4%+*5U,-%
/'%;4%C7,17%'0%/2,%&GG%3,;7*/,$%%
%
B*+-+*0,%0,59*58%*7%.5%,00,9/*6,%9'()+,(,5/%/'%91'77*58%7/1C9/C1,7:%-*1,9/*58%.5*(.+7%
C50.(*+*.1%3*/2%.%7/1C9/C1,%/'3.1-7%/2,%).77.8,3.4%K&+,6,58,1%.5-%B.+/2'%!""":%
&+,6,58,1%,/%.+%!""#8:%?'--%!""A*M$%B2*+,%3*+-+*0,%0,59*58%.+'5,%9.5%,00,9/*6,+4%
1,-C9,%<=&%1./,7%KVC*O7,1%,/%.+%!""WM:%*/%*7%5'/%1,9'((,5-,-%.7%.%7/.5->.+'5,%
(*/*8./*'5%(,.7C1,$%&'5/*5C'C7%3*+-+*0,%0,59*58%*591,.7,7%/2,%'6,1.++%;.11*,1%,00,9/%
'0%.%1'.-3.4:%+,.-*58%/'%)')C+./*'5%*7'+./*'5%*0%0,59*58%*7%5'/%*57/.++,-%*5%9'5OC59/*'5%
3*/2%7C*/.;+,%3*+-+*0,%91'77*58%7/1C9/C1,7%KVC*O7,1%,/%.+%!""X:%VC*O7,1%,/%.+%!""WM$%D'1%
/2,%@>A"%H'C5/.*5%&'11*-'1:%72'1/%7/1,/92,7%'0%3*+-+*0,%0,59*58%KY%#%(*+,M%-,7*85,-%/'%
8C*-,%3*+-+*0,%/'%91'77*58%7/1C9/C1,7%*7%1,9'((,5-,-%'6,1%9'5/*5C'C7%0,59*58:%./%
7C;7/.5/*.++4%+'3,1%9'7/:%,N9,)/%*5%.1,.7%32,1,%(C+/*)+,%7/1C9/C1,7%*5%9+'7,%
)1'N*(*/4%9.5%;,%9'55,9/,-%6*.%0,59*58$%B2,1,%+*(*/,-%91'77*58%'))'1/C5*/*,7%.1,%
.6.*+.;+,%*5%/2,%Z!>(*+,%0,59,-%7,8(,5/%*5%/2,%3,7/,15%)'1/*'5%'0%/2,%7/C-4%.1,.:%
5,3%91'77*587%72'C+-%;,%)1*'1*/*[,-%/'%1,-C9,%/2,%'6,1.++%;.11*,1%.5-%)1'6*-,%7.0,%
91'77*587$%%
%
@5%*()+,(,5/*58%/2,%9'55,9/*6*/4%1,9'((,5-./*'57%*/%*7%*()'1/.5/%0'1%J*,1%!%)1'O,9/%
/,.(7%/'%9'57*-,1%/2,%)1*(.14%.5-%7,9'5-.14%/.18,/%7),9*,7%0'1%,.92%E@F%.5-%2'3%
/2,4%*50+C,59,-%/2,%E@F%*-,5/*0*9./*'5%)1'9,77:%.7%*/%*7%)'77*;+,%/2./%'5,%/.18,/%7),9*,7%
-1'6,%1.5U*587%*5%'5,%)'1/*'5%'0%/2,%E@F%32*+,%.%-*00,1,5/%7),9*,7%-1'6,%/2,%1.5U*58%
*5%.5'/2,1%)'1/*'5%'0%/2,%E@F$%B2*+,%/2,%,5/*1,%E@F>!"##%*7%*()'1/.5/%0'1%3*+-+*0,%
9'55,9/*6*/4:%*/%*7%)'77*;+,%/2./%5'/%.++%/.18,/%7),9*,7%5,,-%/'%;,%,\C.++4%9'57*-,1,-%./%
.++%(*/*8./*'5%7*/,7%/21'C82'C/%/2,%E@F$%<--*/*'5.+%7),9*,7%/2./%(.4%5'/%2.6,%;,,5%
.-,\C./,+4%9.)/C1,-%/21'C82%/2,%E@F>!"##%.5.+47*7%)1'9,77%3*++%.+7'%3.11.5/%
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!"#$%&#'()*+,-&#.$,)*/'0,&1-'+"#2&3+'-"#,*4'5,&#'6'71.**,*4'7#)(&++&+'+%)"1-'+&&8'$)'
#&!,*&'+7&(,&+'()*+,-&#.$,)*+'.$'+7&(,!,('+,$&+'$)'(.7$"#&'$%&'9)2&9&*$'*&&-+')!'.11'
+7&(,&+'.$'$%.$'+,$&:'.+'.77#)7#,.$&/'
'
0"$"#&'-&2&1)79&*$'.1)*4'$%&';)##,-)#'<.+'*)$'()*+,-&#&-',*'$%&'-&2&1)79&*$')!'
()**&($,2,$3'#&()99&*-.$,)*+/'=*4),*4'()11.>)#.$,2&'7#)(&++&+'.#&'$%&#&!)#&'
&++&*$,.1'!)#'())#-,*.$&-'71.**,*4'<,$%'1)(.1'()99"*,$,&+'.1)*4'$%&'?@AB'C)"*$.,*'
;)##,-)#/';)97.$,>1&'1.*-'"+&'.*-'D)*,*4',*'.#&.+'.-E.(&*$'$)'$%&',*$&#+$.$&'.*-'
<,$%,*'1.*-+(.7&'9)2&9&*$'.#&.+'#&F",#&+:'!,#+$:'$%.$'()"*$3'.*-'9"*,(,7.1'
71.**&#+'.#&',*!)#9&-')!'<,1-1,!&'9,$,4.$,)*'71.*+'.$'$%&'%,4%<.3',*$&#!.(&/'G">1,('
1.*-')<*&#+%,7:'7#,2.$&'7#&+&#2&+')#'()*+&#2.$,)*'&.+&9&*$+'.#&'.11'()97.$,>1&'
<,$%'<,1-1,!&'(#)++,*4'+$#"($"#&+:'%)<&2&#:'$%&'9.*.4&9&*$')!'$%&+&'1.*-+'9"+$'.1+)'
>&'()97.$,>1&'<,$%'<,1-1,!&'.($,2,$3/'H#.D,*4:'9,*&#.1'&I$#.($,)*:'9)$)#,D&-'
#&(#&.$,)*:'-&2&1)7&-'#&(#&.$,)*:'.*-')$%&#'%,4%@-&*+,$3'#&(#&.$,)*'.($,2,$,&+'+%)"1-'
>&'.2),-&-',*'$%&'.77#).(%&+'$)'<,1-1,!&'(#)++,*4'+$#"($"#&+'$)'9,*,9,D&'%"9.*'
,*("#+,)*+'.*-',97.($+'$)'<,1-1,!&'%.>,$.$'.*-'!.(,1,$.$&'<,1-1,!&'"+&')!'$%&+&'
+$#"($"#&+/'JK",&$L'#&(#&.$,)*'"+&+:'+"(%'.+'%,8,*4:'9)"*$.,*'>,8,*4:'+*)<+%)&,*4:'
.*-'>.(8()"*$#3'+8,,*4M#,-,*4'+%)"1-'.1+)'>&'1,9,$&-',*'$%&',99&-,.$&'.77#).(%'$)'
.'-&-,(.$&-'<,1-1,!&'(#)++,*4/''
'
?*'+)9&'(.+&+:'()99"*,$,&+'.*-'N=5+'9.3'()*+,-&#',*+$.11,*4'<,1-1,!&'(#)++,*4+',*'
.#&.+'<,$%)"$'-&+,4*.$&-'7#)$&($,)*+'.+'()*$,*")"+13'7#)$&($&-'1.*-+'.#&'1,9,$&-',*'
9.*3'7)#$,)*+')!'$%&';)##,-)#/'0)#'&I.971&:'$%&'C$'O&#*)*';#&&8'P?Q'RKS'.*-'
T&.2&#'T#))8'P?Q'RGS'$#.2&#+&'.19)+$'&*$,#&13'7#,2.$&'1.*-+:'&I(&7$'!)#')*&'.#&.'
)<*&-'.*-'9.*.4&-'>3'N&*2&#'G.#8+/'5%#)"4%'9"(%')!'$%&+&'.#&.+:'%)9&+'.#&'
<,-&13'+7.(&-'.*-'&18'.*-'-&&#'%&#-+'.+'<&11'.+'(.#*,2)#&+'9)2&'#&4"1.#13'$%#)"4%'
$%&'%,11+/';)97.$,>1&'D)*,*4'$)'7#&2&*$'%,4%&#'-&*+,$3'-&2&1)79&*$'9.3'>&'
+"!!,(,&*$'$)'.(()99)-.$&'<,1-1,!&'*&&-+',*'$%,+'.#&.:'.*-'*&<'<,1-1,!&'(#)++,*4'
+$#"($"#&+'<)"1-'4)'.'1)*4'<.3'$)<.#-+'#&-"(,*4'$%&'%,4%'UO;'#.$&+'(%.#.($&#,+$,('
)!'$%&+&'P?Q+/''
'
V&()99&*-.$,)*+'!)#'#&+$)#,*4')#',97#)2,*4'()*-,$,)*+'!)#'!,+%'7.++.4&'.$'#).-@
+$#&.9'(#)++,*4+'<&#&'+,9,1.#13'-&2&1)7&-'!)#'.*3'+$#&.9'<,$%'$.#4&$'+7&(,&+'
()*!,#9&-'7#&+&*$')#'"*8*)<*/'?*'4&*&#.1:',$',+'#&()99&*-&-'$%.$'7.++.4&'>&'
7#)2,-&-'.$'.*3'+$#&.9'<,$%'.'%,+$)#3')!')#'7)$&*$,.1'!)#'+"77)#$,*4'*.$,2&'!,+%'
RWX0X'6BBYS:'"*1&++'$%&#&',+'.'-,+$,*($'#&.+)*'!)#'7#&2&*$,*4'7.++.4&'.$'(&#$.,*'
1)(.$,)*+:'!)#'&I.971&'$)'7#)$&($'*.$,2&'("$$%#).$'$#)"$'7)7"1.$,)*+')#'$)'7#&2&*$'$%&'
+7#&.-')!'<%,#1,*4'-,+&.+&:'<%,(%',+'!)"*-',*'.'*"9>&#')!'+$#&.9+')*'$%&'Z&+$&#*'
X1)7&/'5%&')>E&($,2&')!'$%&'.F".$,('()**&($,2,$3'#&()99&*-.$,)*+'.#&'$)'9,9,('$%&'
*.$"#.1'+$#&.9'7#)(&++&+'.*-'"7+$#&.9'.*-'-)<*+$#&.9'()*-,$,)*+',*+,-&'$%&'
+$#"($"#&'$)'$%&'4#&.$&+$'&I$&*$'7)++,>1&'RC.++.(%"+&$$+'N&7.#$9&*$')!'
5#.*+7)#$.$,)*'6B[BS/';)*$#)11,*4'<.$&#'2&1)(,$3'.*-'9,*,9,D,*4')"$1&$'-#)7'.#&'
9.E)#'!.($)#+',*!1"&*(,*4'+"((&++!"1'$%#)"4%@7.++.4&'R;.%))*'&$'.1'6BBAS:'.*-'<&#&'
,-&*$,!,&-'.+'()*+$#.,*$+'.$'.'*"9>&#')!'#).-@+$#&.9'(#)++,*4+',*'$%&';)##,-)#/'
G#)2,-,*4'+"!!,(,&*$'!1)<'-&7$%'.*-'.--,*4'*.$"#.1'+">+$#.$&'$)'("12&#$+'<&#&'.1+)'
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!"##"$%&'()*$+(,(*)'$**)-.'/0*1*2*1'3441"41(3+*5'+0*'1*!"##*$)3+("$-'31*'
)*-(6$*)'+"'($+*613+*'+*11*-+1(3%'3$)'3783+(!'!"$$*!+(2(+&'$**)-'3+'3'-(+*.''
'
9(*1':'!"$-()*13+("$'",'+0*-*'3783+(!'!"$$*!+(2(+&'1*!"##*$)3+("$-';(%%'1*78(1*'
3))(+("$3%'!"$-8%+3+("$';(+0'<=>/'?("%"6(-+-'+"'*$-81*'+03+'41"@*!+A%*2*%')*-(6$-'
3!!"8$+',"1'-4*!(3%'!"$-()*13+("$-',"1'-4*!(,(!'-4*!(*-'"1'%(,*'-+36*-'+03+'3,,*!+'
+01"860A43--36*'3?(%(+(*-'-8!0'3-'#3B(#8#'+"%*13?%*';3+*1'2*%"!(+&'3$)'@8#4($6'
0*(60+'CD(%6"1*'*+'3%':EFEG.'H8+81*'4%3$$($6'-0"8%)',81+0*1'!"$-()*1'*3!0'1"3)A
-+1*3#'!1"--($6'($'+0*'!"$+*B+'",'+0*'*$+(1*';3+*1-0*)'3$)'+0*'%"!3+("$'",'"+0*1'
?311(*1-'($'+0*'-+1*3#'$*+;"1I.'J'K"$+3$3'-+8)&'",'3'-+1*3#'$*+;"1I',"8$)'3'2*1&'
%";'41"?3?(%(+&'+03+'3$'($)(2()83%',(-0'!"8%)'-8!!*--,8%%&'43--'+01"860'3%%'+0*'
!8%2*1+-'($'+0*'$*+;"1I5'*2*$';0*$'*3!0'!8%2*1+'($)*4*$)*$+%&';3-'-0";$'+"'?*'
43--3?%*5'($)(!3+($6'+0*'(#4"1+3$!*'",'!8#8%3+(2*'(#43!+-'C<30""$'*+'3%':EELG.'
'
'

!"#"$"%

&'(()*+,-,+.%/0,1)2,()3%

M$'3))(+("$'+"'-(+*A-4*!(,(!'"1'NMOA-4*!(,(!'1*!"##*$)3+("$-5'3'!"#41*0*$-(2*'-8(+*'
",'68()*%($*-',"1'(#41"2($6'4*1#*3?(%(+&',"1'+*11*-+1(3%'3$)'3783+(!';(%)%(,*';3-'
)*2*%"4*)'+"'($,"1#'41"@*!+-'+01"860"8+'+0*'<"11()"15'1*631)%*--'",';0*+0*1'"1'$"+'
+0*&',3%%';(+0($'3$'()*$+(,(*)'NMO.'90*'68()3$!*'($!%8)*-'413!+(!*-',"1'-(+($6'3$)'
)*-(6$($6'4(4*-5'!8%2*1+-'3$)'?1()6*-'+"',3!(%(+3+*';(%)%(,*'43--36*5'3$)'($!%8)*'
68()*%($*-',"1'1*+1",(++($6'*B(-+($6'-+18!+81*-'3-';*%%'3-'!"$-+18!+("$'68()*%($*-'+"'
#($(#(P*'(#43!+-'+"';(%)%(,*'3$)'03?(+3+'!"$$*!+(2(+&.'
'
90*-*'68()*%($*-5'*$+(+%*)'!"#$%&'()*+(,*-%./0%1,23,4(,5%6(+)+(.*%7*08*39(+(:;'
C<==*,)(>%?G5';*1*',(1-+'!"$!*(2*)'?&'<=>9'?("%"6(-+-'31"8$)':EEQ.'90*&';*1*'+0*$'
1*2(-*)5'84)3+*)'3$)'*B43$)*)'($':EFEA:EFF'3-'3'431+'",'+0*'MALE'R!"AN"6(!3%'
S1"@*!+5'($!%8)($6'+0*'3))(+("$'",'68()*%($*-',"1',(-0'43--36*.'90(-'1*2(-("$';3-'
!"#4(%*)',1"#'3'-&$+0*-(-'",'?*-+'#3$36*#*$+'413!+(!*-'($'8-*'?&'-+3+*'3$)',*)*13%'
36*$!(*-'3$)'1*!"##*$)*)'?&'1*-*31!0'-+8)(*-'3!1"--'+0*'$3+("$5'3$)';3-'
1*2(*;*)'?&'1"3)'*!"%"6&'!"%%*368*-'($'-*2*13%'-+3+*-.'90*'68()*%($*-'31*'$"+'%(#(+*)'
+"'344%(!3+("$';(+0($'+0*'NMO-A:EFFT'($)**)'+0*&'#3&'?*'1*,*1*$!*)',"1'3$&'
+13$-4"1+3+("$'41"@*!+5'431+(!8%31%&'+0"-*';0*1*'3'?1()6*'"1'!8%2*1+'(-'?*($6'($-+3%%*)'
"1'1*4%3!*)'+"'($!"14"13+*';(%)%(,*A,1(*$)%&'!0313!+*1(-+(!-'($+"'3%%'$*;'-+18!+81*-.'
U"1'31*'+0*'68()*%($*-'-4*!(,(!'+"'MALET'+0*&'31*'$"+'%"!3+("$'-4*!(,(!'3$)'#3&'?*'
344%(*)'+"'41"@*!+-'+01"860"8+'<"%"13)".'''
'
90*'4814"-*'",'MALE'R!"AN"6(!3%'S1"@*!+'(-'+"'($,"1#'<"11()"1A;()*'4%3$$($6'3$)'
,**)'($+"'41"@*!+-'3-'9(*1':'4%3$$($6'41"!*--*-'!"##*$!*.'J!!"1)($6%&5'+0*'!"#$%
@/,,*4:(A(:;%B*4/88*,)3:(/,-'3$)'&'()*+(,*-%./0%1,23,4(,5%6(+)+(.*%7*08*39(+(:;'
",,*1'413!+(!3%'68()3$!*'+"',**)'($+"'41"@*!+A%*2*%'4%3$$($6'3$)')*-(6$.'H"1'#"1*'
)*+3(%-'"$'-(+($6'3$)')*-(6$($6'*,,*!+(2*';(%)%(,*'!1"--($6'-+18!+81*-'3$)'"+0*1'
#(+(63+("$'#*3-81*-'+0*'1*-*31!0*1-'1*!"##*$)'3'$8#?*1'",'1*-"81!*-'C-**'V"BG5'
;(+0'3'!38+("$'+"'1*3)*1-'+03+'-"#*'#(+(63+("$'-"%8+("$-'#3&'$"+'?*'2(3?%*'
+*!0$(78*-',"1'(#4%*#*$+3+("$'"$'3'0(60'2"%8#*'($+*1-+3+*'-8!0'3-'MALE.''
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!"#"$%&'"()*+$"(&,)+&&
-"(./0.0/&1.#2#.,"&3+)((.0/&!%+*$%*+"(&
&
!"#$%&#'%()*+,)-%,,%(.,#/&)0#&$&#*%)

)

)

!

o !"#$#%&#'()*+),+)-%.)/+),+)01234#'+)5677+)82"."29#):';442%&)4<'1:<1'#)
=-%.>;;?@).#42&%)-%.)#$-"1-<2;%)2%)A;'<=)*B#'2:-+)C#D;'<)<;)<=#)E#.#'-")
02&=F-G)*.B2%24<'-<2;%+),1>"2:-<2;%)A;+)E08*H!EIJKLH77H66M+)8#4<#'%)
K'-%4D;'<-<2;%)N%4<2<1<#()O;P#B-%()/;%<-%-+)
H =<<D@JJFFF+:9"=.+&;$JD';&'-B4J<#:=L#$#";DB#%<JF2"."29#J))
H K=24)'#D;'<)<;)E08*)2%:"1.#4).#<-2"#.)0;<)Q=##<4).#4:'2>2%&)4D#:2#4H
4D#:292:)&12.#"2%#4)9;')#-:=);9)<=#).299#'#%<)4<'1:<1'#)<GD#4+))
)
o *'2P;%-)R-B#)-%.)E24=)L#D-'<B#%<+)566S+)R12.#"2%#4)9;')O'2.&#)
!;%4<'1:<2;%);')/-2%<#%-%:#)<;)*::;BB;.-<#)E24=)-%.)82"."29#)/;$#B#%<)
-%.),-44-&#+)Arizona Game and Fish Department, Habitat Branch, Phoenix, AZ.
H FFF+-P&9.+&;$J=&24JD.94JO'2.&#R12.#"2%#4+D.9))
o 82"."29#)-%.)C;-.4)8#>42<#)
H T99#'4).#:242;%)B-?2%&)&12.-%:#)-%.)'#4;1':#4);%)#$-"1-<2%&)<=#)14#)
-%.)#99#:<2$#%#44);9)F2"."29#):';442%&)4<'1:<1'#4+)
H =<<D@JJF2"."29#-%.';-.4+;'&)))
)
o /-44-:=14#<<4)L#D-'<B#%<);9)K'-%4D;'<-<2;%+)5676+)L#42&%);9)O'2.&#4)-%.)
!1"$#'<4)9;')82"."29#),-44-&#)-<)E'#4=F-<#')Q<'#-B4+)/-44-:=14#<<4)
L#D-'<B#%<);9)K'-%4D;'<-<2;%+)O;4<;%()/*+)
H =<<D@JJFFF+B=.+4<-<#+B-+14J.;F%";-.4JD';3L#$JL#42&%UO'2.&#4U!
1"$#'<4U82"."29#U,-44-&#U755V76+D.9))
o W2%<4:=()X+)-%.),+)!+)!'-B#'+)5677+),#'B#->2"2<G);9)#Y24<2%&)4<'1:<1'#4)9;')
<#''#4<'2-")F2"."29#@)-)D-44-&#)-44#44B#%<)4G4<#B+)C#4#-':=)C#D;'<)A;+)8*H
CL)VVV+7+)8-4=2%&<;%)L#D-'<B#%<);9)K'-%4D;'<-<2;%+)T"GBD2-()8*+))
H K=#),-44-&#)Z%=-%:#B#%<)K;;">;Y):;BD2"#.)9;')<=24)'#D;'<)D';$2.#4)
D=;<;)#Y-BD"#4);9)#%=-%:#B#%<4)<=-<):-%)>#)B-.#)<;)#Y24<2%&)
4<'1:<1'#4)<;)'#%.#')<=#B)B;'#)91%:<2;%-")9;')F2"."29#)D-44-&#+))
H =<<D@JJFFF+F4.;<+F-+&;$JC#4#-':=JC#D;'<4JV66JVVV+7+=<B))

!"#$%&#'%()*+,)1#(2)3/((/4%)

o [QL*)E;'#4<)Q#'$2:#)4<'#-B):';442%&)&12.#"2%#4)
H =<<D@JJFFF+94+9#.+14J#%&JD1>4JD.9JQ<'#-BQ2B1"-<2;%J2%.#Y+4=<B"))
)
o /-44-:=14#<<4)L#D-'<B#%<);9)E24=)-%.)R-B#)4<'#-B):';442%&)=-%.>;;?)
H =<<D@JJFFF+B-44+&;$J.9F#"#J.#'J9'#4=F-<#'J'2$#':;%<2%12<GJ&12.%:#.;:+=<B))
)
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!"#$%&'()( (
(
*+,-./01+-2(+3(/('451+-/6(&7+282049(*:/94;+:<=(
>-045:/01?4($6/--1-5(
!
!
"#$%&!'()(!(*'!(*(%+,$,!(-&!.-$)$.(%!&%&/&*),!$*!$*01-/&'2!&.1,+,)&/34(,&'!'&.$,$1*!
/(5$*62!,1!)11!(-&!)#&!,)(5&#1%'&-!7-1.&,,&,!)#()!7-18$'&!(!0-(/&91-5!01-!
$*)&6-()$8&!7%(**$*6:!;#&!<3=>!?.13@16$.(%!A-1B&.)!4C$%)!C71*!)#&!&D$,)$*6!EFF!
7-1.&,,!(*'2!,7&.$0$.(%%+2!)#&!G@<H?!.1//$))&&:!G!.1/7%&)&!%$,)!10!G@<H?!.1//$))&&!
/&/4&-,!(*'!(00$%$()$1*,!(,!10!I>JJ!$,!(8($%(4%&!$*!!""#$%&'():!;#&!6&*&-(%!7-1B&.)!
(77-1(.#2!)(,5,!(*'!1C).1/&,!9&-&!,)&&-&'!4+!)#&!G@<H?!(6&*.$&,!(*'!
,)(5&#1%'&-,:!<*!)#$,!9(+2!)#&!<3=>!?.13@16$.(%!A-1B&.)!('8(*.&'!)#&!'&8&%17/&*)!10!
/&.#(*$,/,!01-!$*)&6-()$*6!.1**&.)$8$)+!.1*.&-*,!$*)1!)-(*,71-)()$1*!7%(**$*6!01-!
)#&!<3=>!K1C*)($*!E1--$'1-2!(,!1C)%$*&'!$*!)#&!G@<H?!K&/1-(*'C/!10!
L*'&-,)(*'$*6!MI>>NO:!;#&,&!/&.#(*$,/,!(-&!'&,$6*&'!)1!0(.$%$)()&!&(-%+!
$*.1-71-()$1*!10!)&--&,)-$(%!(*'!(PC()$.!.1**&.)$8$)+!$*!&(.#!%$0&!.+.%&!7#(,&!10!)#&!
7%(**$*6!7-1.&,,!(*'!$/7-18&!7-&'$.)(4$%$)+!$*!)#&!&*8$-1*/&*)(%!-&8$&9!7-1.&,,:!
;#&!0$8&!%$0&!.+.%&!7#(,&,!(-&Q!JO!.1--$'1-!7%(**$*62!IO!7-1B&.)!'&8&%17/&*)2!RO!
7-1B&.)!'&,$6*2!SO!7-1B&.)!.1*,)-C.)$1*2!(*'!TO!17&-()$1*,2!/($*)&*(*.&!(*'!
/1*$)1-$*6!MU$6:!VO!
!

!

*&+,-#(.Q!U$8&!%$0&!.+.%&!7#(,&,!10!(!)-(*,71-)()$1*!7-1B&.)!MEWX;!I>JJO!

!
Y&6C%(-!/&&)$*6,!(*'!&/($%!.1//C*$.()$1*!4&)9&&*!)#&!G@<H?!.1//$))&&!(*'!)#&!
7-1B&.)!)&(/2!(,!9&%%!(,!,C43.1//$))&&!/&&)$*6,!7-18$'&'!)#&!0-(/&91-5!01-!
('8$,$*62!.-$)$PC$*6!(*'!-&8$,$*6!)#&!7-1B&.)!.1/71*&*),2!(/1*6!)#&/!)#&!
$'&*)$0$.()$1*!10!)#&!@<Z,3I>JJ!(*'!)#&!'&8&%17/&*)!10!,7&.$0$.!-&.1//&*'()$1*,!
01-!/&&)$*6!7&-/&(4$%$)+!61(%,!9$)#$*!&(.#!10!)#1,&![1*&,:!<*!(''$)$1*2!)#&!7-1B&.)!
)&(/!91-5&'!.%1,&%+!9$)#!EWX;!(*'!)#&!.1*)-(.)1-!01-!)#&!EFF!7-1.&,,!ME\IK!
\<@@O!)1!$*)&6-()&!.1**&.)$8$)+!'()(!(*'!-&.1//&*'()$1*,!'$-&.)%+!$*)1!)#&!9&43
4(,&'!EFF!]C$'(*.&!K(*C(%!M#))7Q^^$=>/)*.1--$'1-.,,:.1/^O2!(!1*&3,)17!,#17!01-!
EWX;!7-1B&.)!/(*(6&-,!(*'!1)#&-!/&/4&-,!10!7%(**$*6!(*'!'&,$6*!)&(/,!)1!14)($*!
7&-)$*&*)!$*01-/()$1*!-&%()$*6!)1!(!6$8&*!#$6#9(+!,&6/&*):!G,!(!.&*)-(%$[&'!
$*01-/()$1*!'&71)!01-!)#&!<3=>!K1C*)($*!E1--$'1-2!)#&!EFF!9&4,$)&!(%,1!7-18$'&,!
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!"#$%&'(!()*+,)$+-.'&/)0$")%/"&#1)%##+2&0%3-")0+)0$")#+,")4%-2"()%/,"".)25+&)'&)
0$")677)5,+#"((8))
)
9$")677):2'.%&#");%&2%-)'&#-2."()(0%&.%,.)."('/&)(+-20'+&(<)$'(0+,'#)#+&0"=0<)%&.)
."#'('+&)!%>'&/)5,+#".2,"()0+)3")2(".)%0)"%#$)-'*")#1#-")5$%(")+*)5,+?"#0)
."4"-+5!"&0<)*,+!)5-%&&'&/)%&.)."('/&)0$,+2/$)#+&(0,2#0'+&<)+5",%0'+&(<)
!%'&0"&%&#")%&.)!+&'0+,'&/8)@)AB"%-0$1)C&4',+&!"&0D)'()+&")+*)"'/$0)#+,")4%-2"()
'."&0'*'".)31)(0%>"$+-.",().2,'&/)0$")677)5,+#"((8)9$")+20#+!"()+*)0$")EFGH)C#+F
I+/'#%-)J,+?"#0).',"#0-1)'&*+,!)0$")K'-.-'*")("#0'+&)+*)0$")677)/2'.%&#")*+,)%)B"%-0$1)
C&4',+&!"&08)9$")%##"(('3'-'01)+*)0",,"(0,'%-)%&.)%L2%0'#):E7).%0%)%&.)#+&&"#0'4'01)
,"#+!!"&.%0'+&()4'%)0$")677)!%5)(",4",)"&(2,"()0$%0)0$'()'&*+,!%0'+&)'(),"%.'-1)
%4%'-%3-")0+)5,+?"#0)0"%!()%0)0$")+20("0)+*)5,+?"#0)(#+5'&/)%&.)#%&)3")%55-'".)%()
5,+?"#0()!+4")*,+!)+&")-'*")#1#-")5$%(")0+)0$")&"=08)7'."3%,()+&)0$")K"3('0")5,+4'.")
"%(1)%##"(()0+)>"1).+#2!"&0()2&.",)0$")$"%.'&/)A;2(0)7""<);2(0)M+D8)E&#-2.".)'&)
0$'()('."3%,)%,")-'&>()0+)0$")IENFOHPP),"#+!!"&.%0'+&()%&.)0$")0",,"(0,'%-)%&.)
%L2%0'#)#+&&"#0'4'01)/2'."-'&"(<)%()K"--)%()0$")@IEQC)E!5-"!"&0%0'+&);%0,'=)
R7"#0'+&)S8PT8)@)("#+&.)('."3%,)5,+4'."()-'&>()0+)AU'#")0+)V&+KD)'&*+,!%0'+&<)
'&#-2.'&/)0$")EFGH)W'-.-'*")W%0#$)K"3('0"8)9$")K"3('0")'()!%&%/".)31)6MX9)%&.)
%&&2%-)25.%0"()K'--)3")!%.")0+)>""5)0$")('0")#2,,"&0)K'0$)0$")-%0"(0)'&*+,!%0'+&<)
.%0%)%&.)0++-(8))
)
)

!"#"$ %&'()$'*+,-*-./0/12.$30/415$

)
9+)*2,0$",)(255+,0)0$")+3?"#0'4"()+*)"#+(1(0"!F3%(".)5-%&&'&/)%&.)#++,.'&%0'+&)
%!+&/)%/"&#'"()%&.)(0%>"$+-.",(<)0$")5,+?"#0)0"%!)*%#'-'0%0".)%)(23F#+!!'00"")+*)
%/"&#1)%&.)#+!!2&'01)(0%>"$+-.",()0+)#,"%0")%&)E!5-"!"&0%0'+&);%0,'=)0+)'."&0'*1)
(5"#'*'#)#+&('.",%0'+&()*+,)K'-.-'*")%0)"%#$)5$%(")+*)5+0"&0'%-)'&*,%(0,2#02,")
'!5,+4"!"&0(8)9$'()5,+#"((<)3%(".)+&)0$")#+&("&(2()+*)(0%>"$+-.",(<)(0,"&/0$"&()
0$")@IEQC)5,+#"(()31)'!5-"!"&0'&/)0$")/+%-()+*)0$");XY)0+)!'&'!'Z")'!5%#0()0+)
K'-.-'*")0$,+2/$+20)0$")EFGH);+2&0%'&)6+,,'.+,8)9$")!%0,'=)K%()!+."-".)%*0",)%)
('!'-%,)!%0,'=)."4"-+5".)31)0$")7WCCJ)#+!!'00"")0+)#%,,1)+20)0$")/+%-()+*)0$"',)
;XY8)
)
9$")52,5+(")+*)0$")@IEQC)E!5-"!"&0%0'+&);%0,'=)K%()0+)5,+4'.")%)*,%!"K+,>)*+,)
'!5-"!"&0'&/)0$")@IEQC);XY)31)/'4'&/)%..'0'+&%-)(0,2#02,")%&.)/2'.%&#")'&)
%..,"(('&/)#+&&"#0'4'01)#+&#",&()%()5,+?"#0()+&)0$")6+,,'.+,)!+4")'&0+)9'",)O)
5-%&&'&/8)9$")!%0,'=)K%()."4"-+5".)31)%)K+,>'&/)/,+25)0$%0)'&#-2.".)!"!3",()
*,+!)6MX9<)6MXW<)Y7[7<)Y7[W7<)C6XF,"(+-20'+&(<)II6<)\+#>1);+2&0%'&)W'-.)%&.)
6-"%,)6,"">)6+2&018)X4",)0$")#+2,(")+*)('=)!+&0$()0$")K+,>'&/)/,+25)!"0)%&.)
#+,,"(5+&.".)0+)."4"-+5)%)*'&%-).,%*0);%0,'=<)K$'#$)K%()0$"&),"4'"K".)%&.)
%55,+4".)31)0$")*2--)@IEQC)#+!!'00""8)
)
9$")@IEQC)E!5-"!"&0%0'+&);%0,'=)+20-'&"()(5"#'*'#)'&520()R"8/8<)K'-.-'*")%&.)-%&.)2(")
.%0%T<)#+&('.",%0'+&()R"8/8<)K$%0)+55+,02&'0'"()"='(0)0+)'!5,+4"<)5,+0"#0)+,),"(0+,")
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!"#$"%&'(')*+%,-+.%&')%)+/0$!0,",)1234+%,-+05)/0$"1+6"7874+%90'-%,/"+%,-+
$')'8%)'0,+1)#%)"8'"13+,"/"11%#*+:0#+/0,1'-"#%)'0,+%)+"%/.+0:+)."+:'9"+(':"+/*/("+
!.%1"1+).%)+%#"+,""-"-+)0+'$!#09"4+!#0)"/)4+0#+#"1)0#"+!"#$"%&'(')*+:0#+;'(-(':"+%,-+
'$!0#)%,)+.%&')%)+/0$!0,",)14+%1+!5)+:0#).+',+)."+<=>?@+ABC+6D%&("+E37+<1+
%/)'9')'"1+',+)."+F0##'-0#+$09"+:#0$+/0##'-0#+!(%,,',8+)0+!#0G"/)+-"9"(0!$",)+%,-+
-"1'8,+%,-+10+0,4+)."+05)/0$"1+:#0$+)."+!#"9'051+!.%1"+&"/0$"+',!5)1+:0#+)."+
15&1"H5",)+!.%1"7+D.'1+%!!#0%/.+'1+/0,1'1)",)+;').+)."+=':"+F*/("+I.%1"1+%,-+JKL)"!+
I#0/"11+',+)."+FLL+M5'-%,/"+:0#+)."+>KNO+A05,)%',+F0##'-0#+6FPBD+QORR37++
+
D.'1+$%)#'S+:5#)."#+%!!('"1+)."+@/0K=08'/%(+:#%$";0#T+&*+'$!("$",)',8+)."+$%',+
0&G"/)'9"+0:+)."+<=>?@+ABC+;.'/.+'1+)0+U',/#"%1"+)."+!"#$"%&'(')*+0:+)."+>KNO+
F0##'-0#+)0+)"##"1)#'%(+%,-+%H5%)'/+1!"/'"17+D.'1+',/(5-"1+-"9"(0!$",)+0:+
$%,%8"$",)+1)#%)"8'"1+).%)+;'((+#"15()+',+)."+(0,8K)"#$+!#0)"/)'0,+%,-+#"1)0#%)'0,+
0:+;'(-(':"+(',T%8"+%#"%1+).%)+',)"#1"/)+)."+>KNO+F0##'-0#4+'$!#09"+.%&')%)+
/0,,"/)'9')*4+%,-+!#"1"#9"+"11",)'%(+"/01*1)"$+/0$!0,",)1V+6<=>?@+ABC+QOOW37+
D."+<=>?@+>$!("$",)%)'0,+A%)#'S+'1+%(10+-'#"/)(*+%//"11'&("+)0+FPBD4+#"105#/"+
%8",/'"1+%,-+0)."#+1)%T".0(-"#+8#05!1+9'%+)."+FLL+;"&1')"7++
+
X.'("+,"')."#+)."+FLL+;"&1')"+,0#+)."+>$!("$",)%)'0,+A%)#'S+85%#%,)""+%,+
',)"8#%)'9"+!#0/"114+)."1"+%#"+'$!0#)%,)+)00(1+)0+85'-"+FPBD4+)."+#"105#/"+%8",/'"14+
(0/%(+/0$$5,')'"14+%,-+0)."#+',)"#"1)"-+!%#)'"1+',+&%(%,/',8+%((+0:+)."+F0##'-0#+
9%(5"1+).%)+$%*+&"+%::"/)"-+&*+!#0!01"-+F0##'-0#+!#0G"/)17+>,+).'1+;%*4+)."+FLL+'1+%,+
"S!#"11'0,+0:+FPBDY1+/0$$')$",)+)0+0!",+%,-+/0((%&0#%)'9"+!#0/"11"1+0,+)."+
F0##'-0#+6I7+Z0[',1T'4+FPBD4+!"#10,%(+/0$$5,'/%)'0,4+\097+QORO37+
+
L)%T".0(-"#+",8%8"$",)+:0#+D'"#+Q+!#0G"/)+!(%,,',8+;'((+&"+',+)."+:0#$+0:+I#0G"/)+
="%-"#1.'!+D"%$1+/0$!01"-+0:+FPBD+%,-+(0/%(+#"!#"1",)%)'9"1+:#0$+"%/.+0:+)."+
#"105#/"+%8",/'"14+/0$$5,')'"1+%,-+1)%T".0(-"#+8#05!1+%::"/)"-+&*+)."+!#0!01"-+
!#0G"/)7+D."1"+)"%$1+%#"+,0)+-"/'1'0,K$%T',8+&0-'"14+&5)+%+:0#5$+:0#+0!",+
/0((%&0#%)'0,+-5#',8+!#0G"/)+9'1'0,',8+%,-+!(%,,',84+;').+)."+%&'(')*+)0+!#09'-"+',!5)+
%1+9%#'051+%()"#,%)'9"1+%#"+"9%(5%)"-7+D."+="%-"#1.'!+D"%$1+$%*+&"+%-9'1"-+&*+%+
D"/.,'/%(+D"%$+0#+>115"1+D%1T+]0#/"+%1+,""-"-+6>KNO+A05,)%',+F0##'-0#+FLL+QORO37+
+
<=>?@+%,-+LX@@I+/0$$'))""1+%#"+/0$$'))"-+)0+/0,)',5"+.0(-',8+%,,5%(+$"")',81+
)0+"9%(5%)"+!"#:0#$%,/"+%,-+%--#"11+5!/0$',8+!#0G"/)1+).%)+$%*+:%((+05)1'-"+0:+)."+
!5#9'";+0:+)."+I#0G"/)+="%-"#1.'!+D"%$14+15/.+%1+)."+#"!(%/"$",)+0:+1.05(-"#+
&%##'"#1+0#+9%#'051+$%',)",%,/"+!#0G"/)1+).%)+$%*+0::"#+0!!0#)5,')'"1+)0+("11",+
&%##'"#1+)0+;'(-(':"+$09"$",)+05)1'-"+0:+(%#8"#+/0,1)#5/)'0,+!#0G"/)17+D."1"+%,,5%(+
$"")',81+%(10+!#09'-"+%,+0!!0#)5,')*+:0#+5!-%)',8+%,-+%$",-',8+)."+
>$!("$",)%)'0,+A%)#'S+%1+,""-"-+)0+",15#"+')1+0,80',8+%!!('/%&'(')*+%,-+51":5(,"117+
FPBD+.%1+:5#)."#+/0$$'))"-+)0+!#09'-',8+H5%#)"#(*+5!-%)"1+)0+$"$&"#1+0:+&0).+
/0$$'))""1+#"8%#-',8+:5)5#"+!#0G"/)1+&'8+%,-+1$%((+)0+",15#"+).%)+1)%T".0(-"#+
!%#)'/'!%)'0,+/0,)',5"1+',+)."+:5)5#"7+
+
+
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!"#$%&'!"#$%&'"%()*+(+,-.-/0,"1.-2/3"
"

()**+,)*&-$"..+./&

-*)0%12&3%4%$)56%.2&

<=>3>=?@&
(9AA@(!=B=!C&
DA3&EDF=!D!&
"
456+7-/8+9"
To increase the
permeability of
the I-70 Corridor
to terrestrial and
aquatic species,
including the
development of
management
strategies that will
result in the longterm protection
and restoration of
wildlife linkage
areas that intersect
the I-70 Corridor,
improve habitat
connectivity, and
preserve essential
ecosystem
components.
(MOU Purpose
and Intent)"

%,):-;9""
• </*=*/>+"=.-.""
• $.,=":;+"/,>02(.-/0,"
?/,7*!"*07.*"*.,=":;+@"
ABCB"(.,.D+(+,-")*.,;@"
E$1@"+-7!F"
• 4G,+2;H/)"=.-."?/,7*!"
)2/8.-+"*.,=;F"
• '3/;-/,D"$%I".,="'70J
*0D/7.*"/,>02(.-/0,".,="
2+70((+,=.-/0,;""
K0,;/=+2.-/0,;"
• <H.-"0))02-:,/-/+;"+3/;-"
-0"/()208+@")20-+7-"02"
2+;-02+")+2(+.5/*/-L".,="
H.5/-.-"70()0,+,-;M"
• N0G"H.8+"G/*=*/>+"
H.5/-.-".,=")0):*.-/0,;"
7H.,D+=";/,7+"-H+"
02/D/,.*"02"*.;-":)=.-+="
.,.*L;+;M"
• <H.-"-L)+;"0>"7H.,D+;"/,"
G/*=*/>+"H.5/-.-@"
)0):*.-/0,;"02"
(08+(+,-;"(/DH-"077:2"
/,"-H+"2+.;0,.5*L"
>02+;++.5*+">:-:2+M"
"
"
"
"?70,-/,:+="0,",+3-").D+F"
"

%,):-;"
• O.2D+-";)+7/+;"
(08+(+,-;".,="H.5/-.-;""
• </*=*/>+"D:/=+*/,+;".,="
E1P;"?%JQR"S:/=+*/,+;"
>02"',H.,7/,D"</*=*/>+"
P+2(+.5/*/-LF"
• #80/=.,7+".,="
(/-/D.-/0,";-2.-+D/+;"?%J
QR"K0,,+7-/8/-L"
T+70((+,=.-/0,;F"
• '3/;-/,D"2+708+2L"+>>02-;"
?ABC<BUKV4<F"
• K002=/,.-/0,"G/-H"
KV4<@"ABC<B@"ABCB@"
E$1@"*07.*"D08+2,(+,-;@"
0-H+2";-.W+H0*=+2;"
K0,;/=+2.-/0,;"
• #2+"-H+2+")+2(+.5/*/-L"
70,7+2,;"0:-;/=+"0>"
/=+,-/>/+="$%I;M"
• <H+2+".2+"-H+2+"+3/;-/,D"
5.22/+2;"-0"G/*=*/>+"
(08+(+,-M"
• <H.-"0))02-:,/-/+;"+3/;-"
-0"/()208+@")20-+7-"02"
2+;-02+")+2(+.5/*/-L".,="
H.5/-.-"70()0,+,-;M"
"
"
?70,-/,:+="0,",+3-").D+F"

-*)0%12&3%7+/.&

-*)0%12&().72*812+).&

95%*"2+).7:&
;"+.2%.".1%&".,&
;).+2)*+./&
%,):-;"
%,):-;"
%,):-;"
• B)+7/+;";)+7/>/7"
• O+2(;".,="
• %()*+(+,-.-/0,".,="
,++=;".,="
70,=/-/0,;">20("
10,/-02/,D"P*.,"
70().-/5*+")206+7-"
E/0*0D/7.*"4)/,/0,@"
• O+2(;".,="
=+;/D,;"
/>".))*/7.5*+"
70,=/-/0,;">20("
• O+2(;".,="
• Y+G";)+7/+;"Z"
E/0*0D/7.*"4)/,/0,@"
70,=/-/0,;">20("
H.5/-.-"=.-.";/,7+"
/>".))*/7.5*+"
E/0*0D/7.*"4)/,/0,@"
PBZ'"2+*.-/8+"-0".**" K0,;/=+2.-/0,;"
/>".))*/7.5*+"
-.2D+-";)+7/+;"?02"
• #2+"-H+"(/-/D.-/0,;"
K0,;/=+2.-/0,;"
,+G"-.2D+-";)+7/+;F"
;:77+;;>:*"2+*.-/8+"
• </**")206+7-"=+;/D,;"
J"Y'P#"2+J
-0"-H+")+2(+.5/*/-L"
/()208+"02"2+;-02+"
+8.*:.-/0,"
D0.*;";+-"=:2/,D"
H.5/-.-".,="
K0,;/=+2.-/0,;"
7022/=02")*.,,/,D"
)+2(+.5/*/-LM"
• #2+"-H+2+"
.,=")206+7-"
• </**")206+7-"=+;/D,;"
:,>02+;++,"/;;:+;"
=+8+*0)(+,-M"
(/,/(/X+"/().7-;"-0"
.>>+7-/,D"H.5/-.-"Z"
J <H.-"70:*="5+"
H.5/-.-".,="
)+2(+.5/*/-L"=:2/,D"
=0,+"
)+2(+.5/*/-L"=:2/,D"
70,;-2:7-/0,M"
=/>>+2+,-*LM"
70,;-2:7-/0,M"
• #2+"-H+2+"7H.,D+;"
J N0G"70:*="."
• </**")206+7-"=+;/D,;"
-0"-H+"70,;-2:7-/0,"
;-2:7-:2+"5+"
(/,/(/X+"/().7-;"-0"
-/(+*/,+"-H.-"70:*="
5:/*-"5+--+2@"
H.5/-.-".,="
.>>+7-"H.5/-.-"Z"
7H+.)+2",+3-"
)+2(+.5/*/-L"=:2/,D"
)+2(+.5/*/-LM"
-/(+M"
0)+2.-/0,;".,="
4:-70(+;".,="P20=:7-;" 4:-70(+;".,="P20=:7-;"
(./,-+,.,7+M"
• 1/-/D.-/0,"
• 10,/-02/,D"2+;:*-;"
"
(0=/>/7.-/0,;"
• $+;;0,;"*+.2,+="
"
"
&
"
&
"
"
?70,-/,:+="0,",+3-"
).D+F"
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!"##$%"#&'()**$*+&

'#",-./&0-1-("23-*/&

'#",-./&0-4$+*&

'#",-./&!"*4/#5./$"*&

9:;0;:<=&
!6>>=!?:@:?A&
B>0&CBD:?B?&
"#$%&'%()*+!

,(&#$-).!/%*!01$*(#&.!
• 2*)%&'34!-)/.(1/56)!
7)1-)/5'6'&4!8$/6.!3$1!
&9)!#$11'*$1!
• :;$'*/%#)!.&1/&)8').!
<'&'8/&'$%!.&1/&)8').!"2=
>?!@$%%)#&';'&4!
A)#$--)%*/&'$%.+!
• A);'.)*!$1!1)3'%)*!B2C!
'%3$1-/&'$%!3$1!&9/&!
#$11'*$1!.)8-)%&!"B2C.=
D?EE+!
• 2*)%&'34!7/1&%)1.9'7!/%*!
/#F('.'&'$%!$1!)/.)-)%&!
$77$1&(%'&').!
"7)1-/%)%&!71$&)#&'$%!
$77$1&(%'&').!3$1!
/*G/#)%&!9/5'&/&+!

@$%.'*)1/&'$%.!"#$%H&+!
• I$J!9/;)!J'6*6'3)!
9/5'&/&!/%*!7$7(6/&'$%.!
#9/%8)*!.'%#)!&9)!
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Bioregion

TERRESTRIAL TARGET SPECIES
Species
Guild

Common Name*

Low Mobility
Fauna

Northern Leopard
Frog

Rana pipiens

Boreal Toad

Bufo boreas

Greater sage
grouse
White-tailed
ptarmigan
Midget faded
rattlesnake
Common garter
snake
Preble's meadow
jumping mouse
White-tailed
prarie dog

Centrocercus
urophasianus

Mobile Small
Fauna

Scientific Name

< 0.5 mi
movements
between ponds/
hibernacula
< 0.5 mi
movements
between ponds/
hibernacula

Western
Slope
Montane
(7,6009,000 ft)

Subalpine
(9,00011,400 ft)

x

x

x

x

x

x

Lagopus leucurus
Crotalus oreganos
concolor
Thamnophis
sirtalis
Zapus hudsonius
preblei
Cynomys leucurus

American Marten

Sorex hoyi
montanus
Martes americana

River otter

Lontra canadensis

Red Fox

Vulpes vulpes

Pygmy shrew

Home Range
Size

Western
Slope
Foothills
(6,0007600 ft)

x
x

< 1 mile

Alpine (>
11,400 ft)

x

x

Eastern
Slope
Montane
(7,6009,000 ft)

Eastern
Slope
Foothills
(6,0007600 ft)

x

x

x

x

x

x

.01 sq mi

x

0.0003 sq mi

x

0.023 sq mi

x

0.3 sq mi
1.2 mi (along a
river); mean HR
is 20 mi long
up to 23 sq mi (2
sq mi in urban
areas)

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Bioregion
Species
Guild
Highly
Mobile
Adaptive
Fauna

High Mobile
High
Openess
Large Fauna
Adaptive
Ungulates

Very High
Openness
Fauna

Common Name*

Scientific Name

Home Range
Size

Western
Slope
Foothills
(6,0007600 ft)

Western
Slope
Montane
(7,6009,000 ft)

Subalpine
(9,00011,400 ft)

Alpine (>
11,400 ft)

Eastern
Slope
Montane
(7,6009,000 ft)

Eastern
Slope
Foothills
(6,0007600 ft)

x

x

x

x

Coyote

Canis latrans

4 sq mi (mean)

x

x

x

Black Bear

Ursus americanus

14 sq mi
(resident
females)

x

x

x

x

Canada Lynx

Lynx canadensis

28 sq mi
(females)

x

x

x

Bobcat

Lynx rufus

3 sq mi (females)

x

x

Mountain Lion

Felis concolor

15 sq mi
(females)

x

x

x

Moose

Alces alces

2 sq mi

x

x

Mule Deer

Odocoileus
hemionus

< 1 sq mi
seasonally with
up to 60+ mile
migrations
between summer
and winter range.

x

Bighorn Sheep

Ovis canadensis

3 mile seasonal
movements

Elk

Cervus elaphus

4 km (migration
for non-resident
herds)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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AQUATIC TARGET SPECIES
!

!
!
!

Common Name
All aquatic macroinvertebrates

Scientific Name
all spp.

Conservation Status
USFSMIS
USFSSS, USFSMIS,
FWS Candidate
Species

Bluehead sucker

Catostomus discobolus

Colorado River cutthroat trout

Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus

Flannelmouth sucker
Greenback cutthroat trout

Catostomus latipinnis
Oncorhynchus clarki stomias

USFSSS, USFSMIS
USFSSS, USFSMIS,
FWS Species of
Concern
FT, USFSMIS

Lake chub
Mountain sucker
Roundtail chub

Couesius plumbeus
Catostomus platyrhynchus
Gila robusta

USFSSS
USFSSS
Candidate species

Sculpin

Various spp.

Watershed

Colorado River
Colorado River,
Eagle River, Blue
River

Colorado River
Clear Creek

Clear Creek
Colorado River
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APPENDIX C
Roadway Inventory Data Field Descriptions
The roadway inventory was conducted during the summer of 2009, with some follow-up in 2010
and 2011. All bridges and culverts one meter in diameter or larger found were inventoried. Fill
slopes bisecting natural drainages and some potential at-grade crossing areas were also
inventoried. Data was collected at 126 locations in total. This included 13 bridges, 27 divided
bridges, 1 overpass, 26 concrete box culverts, 50 pipes, 13 fill slopes, and 5 at-grades.
Each site was assigned a unique identification number and its location was recorded using a
hand-held GPS unit. For each location, two worksheets were filled out to record information on
the site’s terrestrial and road segment characteristics. Where appropriate, an additional worksheet
was filled out to document aquatic features.
Terrestrial information
A worksheet was filled out for each inventoried location to document the terrestrial
characteristics of the site. All structural dimension measurements are in meters and most were
made using a 100-meter open reel measuring tape or a Nikon Forestry 550 Hypsometer
Rangefinder. Large areas, such as the imprint of a fill slope or length of an at-grade, were
measured by pacing. Some measurements, such as length of culverts, were unobtainable in the
field. These measurements were estimated later using the ruler tool in Google Earth. Table 1
describes the variety of information collected on terrestrial characteristics at each location.

Table 1: Information collected on the Terrestrial Worksheet
LABEL
DESCRIPTION
Location ID
Unique ID for each location.
MP
Mile post for each location.
GPS ID
Unique ID recorded with a GPS unit usually the same as Location ID.
Situation
Situation type at location. Includes checkbox for structure, at-grade or fill.
STRUCTURE
Information on structure situation types.
Structure Type If situation type is structure, then structure type at location. Includes checkbox
for divided bridge, bridge, concrete box culvert, corrugated metal pipe, metal
plate arch, other or pipe culvert.
Water
If present, water type at structure. Includes checkbox for perennial, ephemeral,
wetland or none. If perennial or ephemeral water present, aquatic worksheet
filled out.
% Terrestrial
Percent of structure available for terrestrial use at location. Documented by
circling one of the following percentages: 0%, <10%, 10-25%, 26-50%, 5175%, 76-100%.
Description 1
Describes to which side (north/south; inlet/outlet) structure measurements
below refer. Noted on side.
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Width 1

Length 1

Height 1

Diameter 1

Description 2
Width 2

Length 2

Height 2

Diameter 2
Skew from
Road

Substrate
Road
Human Use
Use Type

Width of structure as measured parallel to the roadway. Width 1 is measured
from the inlet/outlet, north/south side of roadway, or for divided bridges, the
east/westbound lanes of traffic. Terrestrial structures are measured from
perspective of an animal moving through the structure.
Length of structure as measured perpendicular to the roadway. For divided
bridges, length 1 corresponds to either the east- or westbound lanes of traffic.
Terrestrial structures are measured from perspective of an animal moving
through the structure.
Height of structure measured from the inlet/outlet, north/south side of roadway,
or for divided bridges, the east/westbound lanes of traffic. For aquatic
structures, height measured to water line where full structure height not
measurable. Terrestrial structures are measured from perspective of an animal
moving through the structure.
Diameter of structure measured from inlet/outlet or north/south side of
roadway.
Describes to which side (north/south; inlet/outlet) structure measurements
below refer. Noted on side.
Width of structure as measured parallel to the roadway. If different, width 2 is
measured from the inlet/outlet, north/south side of roadway or for divided
bridges, the east/westbound lanes of traffic not measured for width 1.
Terrestrial structures are measured from perspective of an animal moving
through the structure.
Length of structure as measured perpendicular to the roadway. For divided
bridges, length 2 is measured from the east/westbound lanes of traffic not
measured for length 1. Terrestrial structures are measured from perspective of
an animal moving through the structure.
If different, height of structure measured from the inlet/outlet, north/south side
of roadway, or for divided bridges, the east/westbound lanes of traffic not
measured for height 1. For aquatic structures, height measured to water line
where full structure height not measurable. Terrestrial structures are measured
from perspective of an animal moving through the structure.
Diameter of structure measured from the inlet/outlet or north/south side not
measured for diameter 1.
Degree structure is skewed from roadway. If structure is a bridge, skew from
road was recorded as 0. The road is the structure, so the structure cannot be
skewed from road. However, the channel below the bridge may be skewed from
road.
Type of material on floor of structure. Includes checkbox for vegetation, dirt,
concrete, water, bedrock or other.
Type of road through structure. Includes checkbox for dirt, paved, private or
none.
Amount of human use at structure. Includes checkbox for light, moderate,
heavy or none.
Type of human use at structure. Includes checkbox for foot, horse, cattle,
bicycle, motorized and/or other.
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FILL SLOPE
Height
Imprint
Side measured
Describe
AT-GRADE
BMP
EMP
Length
Describe
GENERAL
Tracks
Scat
Game trails
N - Vegetation

S - Vegetation

N Side < 1m
high
S Side < 1m
high
N Side > 1 m
high
S Side > 1 m
high
Structures

Open Water

N – Roadside
Slope

Information on fill slope situation types.
Height estimated as distance between the highest and lowest point of the fill
slope.
Length measured across the widest part of fill slope where it intersects th
roadway
North/south side of highway from which fill slope is measured noted by check
box.
Detailed description of fill slope.
Information on at-grade situation types.
Mile post at which at-grade begins, measured to the nearest 1/10th mile.
Mile post at which at-grade ends, measured to the nearest 1/10th mile.
Length measured across the widest part of at-grade that is parallel to the
roadway.
Detailed description of at-grade.
Information collected for all locations.
Animal tracks present at location. Checkbox provided for several species.
Animal scat present at location. Checkbox provided for several species.
Description, including direction, of game trails present at location.
Vegetation present within 100 meters of north side of roadway. Includes
checkbox for forest, grassland, shrub, riparian, pasture, bare ground, wetland
and/or other.
Vegetation present within 100 meters of south side of roadway. Includes
checkbox for forest, grassland, shrub, riparian, pasture, bare ground, wetland
and/or other.
Percentage of vegetation within 100 meters of north side of roadway that is less
than 1 meter high. Percentage categories recorded as: 1 = 0%, 2 = < 10%, 3 =
10-25%, 4 = 26-50%, 5 = 51-75%, or 6 = 76-100%.
Percentage of vegetation within 100 meters of south side of roadway that is less
than 1 meter high. Percentage categories recorded as: 1 = 0%, 2 = < 10%, 3 =
10-25%, 4 = 26-50%, 5 = 51-75%, or 6 = 76-100%.
Percentage of vegetation within 100 meters of north side of roadway that is
greater than 1 meter high. Percentage categories recorded as: 1 = 0%, 2 = <
10%, 3 = 10-25%, 4 = 26-50%, 5 = 51-75%, or 6 = 76-100%.
Percentage of vegetation within 100 meters of south side of roadway that is
greater than 1 meter high. Percentage categories recorded as: 1 = 0%, 2 = <
10%, 3 = 10-25%, 4 = 26-50%, 5 = 51-75%, or 6 = 76-100%.
Structures, if any, present within 100 meters of north or south side of roadway.
Side of roadway noted by check box. See Roadway Segment worksheet for
information on type of structures present.
Open water, if any, present within 100 meters of north or south side of
roadway. Open water defined as greater than 10 meters wide and 1 meter deep
as estimated by researcher. Side of roadway noted by check box.
Slope measured immediately adjacent to the end of the north side roadway
shoulder. Measured in degrees.
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S – Roadside
Slope
N – Adjacent
Slope
S – Adjacent
Slope
WB In-Line
Visibility
EB In-Line
Visibility
WB Visibility
from 10m
EB Visibility
from 10m
Photo Points
General
Comments

Slope measured immediately adjacent to the end of the south side roadway
shoulder. Measured in degrees.
Slope measured approximately 10 meters out from the end of the north side
roadway shoulder. Measured in degrees.
Slope measured approximately 10 meters out from the end of the south side
roadway shoulder. Measured in degrees.
Estimated distance researchers could see looking both into and away from
oncoming traffic when standing on shoulder for westbound lanes of traffic.
Estimated distance researchers could see looking both into and away from
oncoming traffic when standing on shoulder for eastbound lanes of traffic.
Estimated distance researchers could see looking both into and away from
oncoming traffic when standing 10 meters from shoulder for westbound lanes
of traffic.
Estimated distance researchers could see looking both into and away from
oncoming traffic when standing 10 meters from shoulder for eastbound lanes of
traffic.
Documentation of photo points taken in the field. In the least, includes photos
from north and south side of roadway looking towards and away from the road.
Additional information not captured in above documentation.

Road Segment information
A worksheet was filled out for each inventoried location to document the characteristics of the
site within 1/10th mile on either side of the identified location. All measurements are in meters
and most were made using a small tape measure or the Nikon Forestry 550 Hypsometer
Rangefinder (Nikon, Inc., Melville, NY, USA). Table 2 describes the variety of information
collected at each location.

Table 2: Information collected on the Road Segment Worksheet
Label
Description
Road Segment ID
Unique ID for each road segment.
Corresponding Location ID(s)
Location ID(s), as documented on the Terrestrial
worksheet(s), for which the Road Segment worksheet is
being completed.
Name/Landmark
Nearby landmark or name associated with location.
BMP
Mile post at which road segment begins 1/10th mile from the
inventoried location.
BGPS
GPS point for segment beginning. Not documented for this
project.
EMP
Mile post at which road segment ends 1/10th mile from the
inventoried location.
EGPS
GPS point for segment end. Not documented for this project.
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Road Footprint

Width of road as measured perpendicular to flow of traffic.
Measurement includes both directions of traffic, and when
appropriate, highway on/off-ramps, chain-up stations, etc.
Uneven Lanes
Documentation that east/westbound lanes are not even with
the other noted by Y/N checkbox.
Frontage Road
Presence of frontage roads, if any, within 100 meters of north
or south side of roadway. Side of roadway noted by
checkbox.
Railroad
Presence of railroad, if any, within 100 meters of north or
south side of roadway. Side of roadway noted by checkbox.
Buildings
Type of buildings present, if any, within 100 meters of north
or south side of roadway. Includes checkbox for commercial,
residential, barn and/or other. Side of roadway noted by
circling N or S.
Segment Comments
Additional information about road segment not captured in
above documentation.
WESTBOUND/EASTBOUND
Information on east- and westbound lanes of traffic
# Lanes
Number of lanes of traffic for either the east- or westbound
direction of traffic.
Road Width
Width of road as measured perpendicular to flow of traffic.
Measurement includes either the east- or westbound lanes of
traffic, and when appropriate, highway on/off-ramps, chainup stations, etc.
Climbing Lane
Presence of climbing lane for either the east- or westbound
lanes of traffic noted by Y/N checkbox.
Shoulder Barrier Type
Type of shoulder barrier present, if any, in road segment for
either the east- or westbound lanes of traffic. Includes
checkbox for none, jersey wall, guard rail or wire fence.
Barrier Height
Height of barrier present measured at the tallest point of the
barrier within the road segment.
Photo id
ID number for any photos of barriers taken.
Barrier Contiguous Through
Documentation of whether the barrier continues through
Segment
entire road segment noted by Y/N checkbox.
ROW Fencing
Presence of fencing, if any, within the right-of-way. Includes
checkbox for 4-strand, 8’ wildlife fencing, chain link or
sound wall.
Retaining Wall
Presence of retaining walls, if any, within 100 meters of
roadway. Upslope or downslope noted by checkbox.
Slope Cut > 45!
Presence of a slope cut greater than 45 degrees within 100
meters of roadway noted by checkbox.
Slope Fill < 45!
Presence of a slope fill less than 45 degrees within 100
meters of roadway noted by checkbox.
Exit/Entrance
Presence of on/off-ramp within the road segment noted by
marking Y/N.
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Rest Areas
Pull Outs
Chain-up Station
Roadway Lighting
Other
Photo ID
MEDIAN
Median Width

Median Barrier
Undivided
Barrier Type
Barrier Height
Photo id
Divided
WB Barrier Type

WB Barrier Height
Photo id
EB Barrier Type

EB Barrier Height
Photo id
Comments

Presence of a rest area within the road segment noted by
marking Y/N.
Presence of a pull out within the road segment noted by
marking Y/N.
Presence of chain-up station within the road segment noted
by marking Y/N.
Presence of roadway lighting within the road segment noted
by marking Y/N.
Additional items present within the road segment not
documented above.
ID number for any photos taken of items in this section.
Information on the roadway median
Width of median as measured perpendicular to flow of
traffic. Measurement begins at the end of the eastbound lanes
of traffic and ends at westbound lanes (or vice versa
depending from which side it is measured).
Presence of barrier within the median noted by Y/N
checkbox.
Information on undivided highway road segments.
Type of barrier present in median, if any. Includes checkbox
for guard rail, jersey wall or wire fence.
Height of barrier present measured at the tallest point of the
barrier.
ID number for any photos of barriers taken.
Information on divided highway road segments.
Type of barrier present in median, if any, for westbound
traffic lanes. Includes checkbox for guard rail, jersey wall or
wire fence.
Height of barrier present measured at the tallest point of the
barrier.
ID number for any photos of barriers taken.
Type of barrier present in median, if any, for eastbound
traffic lanes. Includes checkbox for guard rail, jersey wall or
wire fence.
Height of barrier present measured at the tallest point of the
barrier.
ID number for any photos of barriers taken.
Additional information about road segment not captured in
above documentation.
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Aquatic Information
An Aquatics worksheet was filled out for each inventoried location identified as having a
structure with perennial or ephemeral water to document the aquatic characteristics of the site.
All structural dimension measurements are in meters and most were made using a small tape
measure or the Nikon Forestry 550 Hypsometer Rangefinder. In some cases, the lengths of
culverts were unobtainable from the field. These measurements were estimated later using the
measurement tool in Google Earth. Table 3 describes the variety of information collected at each
location.

Table 3: Information collected on the Aquatics Worksheet
Label
Description
Location ID
Unique ID for each location. Same as Terrestrial worksheet.
MP
Mile post for each location.
GPS ID
Unique ID recorded with a GPS unit.
Stream Name
Name of stream, if known, flowing through structure.
Watershed
Name of watershed in which stream is found.
Shape
Shape of structure. Includes checkbox for bridge, box, pipe,
flat-bottomed pipe or arch.
Material
Material on floor of structure or the material an animal
experiences underfoot. If bottomless (e.g., bridge or 3-sided
culvert), then ‘natural’ selected. Includes checkbox for
corrugated metal, concrete, PVC, smooth metal, natural or
other.
Culvert Skew from Stream
Degree structure is skewed from the stream channel as it flows
Channel
into/out of the structure at the inlet/outlet.
Inlet Elevation
Elevation at inlet. Not recorded for this project.
Culvert Length
Length of culvert as measured perpendicular to the roadway.
See Terrestrial worksheet for additional measurements on nonculvert structures.
Outlet Elevation
Elevation at outlet. Not recorded for this project.
Continuity of Substrate through Presence of substrate through majority of culvert noted by Y/N
Culvert
checkbox.
Baffles, Weirs, Other Internal
Presence of internal structures noted by Y/N checkbox.
Structures
Debris in Culvert
Presence of debris within structure noted by Y/N checkbox.
Shallow Water/Bank Edge
Presence of shallow water or bank edge through culvert noted
through Culvert
by Y/N checkbox.
Riprap/Bank Armoring
Presence of riprap or bank armoring within structure noted by
Y/N checkbox.
Water Flowing Under Culvert
Presence of water flowing under culvert instead of through
noted by Y/N checkbox.
Fill Eroding
Documentation of fill erosion around structure noted by Y/N
checkbox.
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Inlet
Stream Level Classification
Substrate
Type
Pool
Pool Size
Culvert Slope
Channel Slope 10m from
Inlet/Outlet
Trashrack/Screen
Debris Plugging Inlet
Ratio of Inlet Width to Channel
Width
Photo Points
Comments
Outlet
Stream Level Classification
Substrate
Configuration

Culvert Slope
Channel Slope 10m from
Inlet/Outlet
Drop
Drop distance
Pool
Pool Size
Photo Points
Comments

Information on inlet of structure
Classification of stream at inlet based on the Rosgen
Classification Scheme (Rosgen 1994, Rosgen 1996).
Type of substrate present at inlet. Includes checkbox for
bedrock, boulders, cobble, gravel, sand and/or silt/clay.
Characteristics of inlet. Includes checkbox for natural, mitered,
wingwall, headwall, apron and/or other.
Presence, if any, of pooling water at inlet noted by Y/N
checkbox.
Approximate length and width of pool if present at inlet.
Slope measured immediately at culvert inlet. Measured in
degrees.
Slope measured approximately 10 meters out from inlet.
Measured in degrees.
Presence, if any, of trashrack or screen at inlet noted by Y/N
checkbox.
Presence of debris obstructing inlet noted by Y/N checkbox.
Ratio of structure width at inlet to channel width at inlet.
Documentation of photo points taken in the field. In the least,
includes photos looking towards the inlet and away.
Additional information about inlet not captured in above
documentation.
Information on inlet of structure
Classification of stream at outlet based on the Rosgen
Classification Scheme (Rosgen 1994, Rosgen 1996).
Type of substrate present at outlet. Includes checkbox for
bedrock, boulders, cobble, gravel, sand and/or silt/clay.
Characteristics of outlet. Includes checkbox for at grade,
projecting, freefall into pool/riprap, cascade into riprap, apron
and/or other.
Slope measured immediately at culvert outlet. Measured in
degrees.
Slope measured approximately 10 meters out from outlet.
Measured in degrees.
Presence, if any, of drop at outlet noted by checkbox.
Height of drop if present at outlet.
Presence, if any, of pooling water at outlet noted by Y/N
checkbox.
Approximate length and width of pool if present at outlet.
Documentation of photo points taken in the field. In the least,
includes photos looking towards the outlet and away.
Additional information about outlet not captured in above
documentation.
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Passage Evaluation

Multiple Structures at Site

Assessment of the degree to which a crossing resembles the
adjacent stream form and function. Evaluation made relative to
connectivity function only. Includes checkbox for resembles
natural channel, adequate, indeterminate or inadequate.
Documentation of other structures at same site. Includes line
for # of identical openings, # of different openings (with ID for
additional worksheet filled out for different openings), or #
overflow pipes.
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Barriers Mapping
To map barriers throughout the corridor, we noted the presence of a barrier in the median or
within 100 meters of the roadside for each 1/10th mile road segment in our study area. 1/10th mile
road segments were defined by the starting point of a given 1/10th mile segment, such that, for
example, MP 140 represents from 140 – 140.1 or MP 228.9 = 228.9 – 229.0. Barriers cataloged
include natural barriers such as cliffs, sound walls, and retaining walls.
Driving both east and west through the study area, we manually noted whether a barrier was
present for each 1/10th mile road segment on spreadsheet created for the task. For each 1/10th
mile segment, we marked one of three columns on the spreadsheet: ‘Up’ ‘Down’ and ‘No’ to
denote an upslope barrier, a downslope barrier or no barrier, respectively. An ‘X’ signified
natural barriers, ‘SW’ meant soundwalls and ‘RW’ meant retaining walls. Following any mark
with ‘(Median)’ signified that the barrier existed in the median.
This information was then converted to GIS using a CDOT road layer split into 1 mile-long
segments using milepost as the dividing point. This process relied on the CDOT milepost layer,
which was compiled for an invasive weeds mapping project based on the physical roadside
milepost signs. However, the weedsmilepost layer does not include points for a stretch of
roadway near Evergreen. Instead, for this section, we used a different CDOT milepost layer
derived from a calculation of mileposts in a GIS using a linear referencing system. These are not
the actual physical milepost locations, but, in most cases, they lie within close proximity to the
physical milepost locations and provided a suitable surrogate where the weeds-mileposts data
was not available. In addition, in the Officer’s Gulch section, the on the ground mileposts (MP
197-199) are not 1 mile apart (198-199 going westbound is > 1 mile; and 199-200 going
westbound is < 1 mile). This section was mapped in the GIS using the weedsmilepost layer.
Once the roadway was divided into mile-long segments, these were further split into 1/10th mile
segments using the divide tool in ArcGIS. The attributes for this new layer were then manually
filled in to mirror what was noted in the field.
Wildlife Fencing
We mapped all wildlife fencing that has been installed in the corridor as of July 2011. Installed
fencing currently occurs solely in the western portion of the study area. Mapping was done by
driving east and west through the study area and taking a GPS point at each point where fencing
begins and ends. This includes each time fencing terminated resulting in a gap such as at an onramp/off-ramp. We did not map each time the fencing starts and ends at a structure (i.e. bridge or
culvert) with no resulting gap nor did we map when fencing ends in a cliff wall and starts up
again a few tenths of a mile up the road. One-way deer gates and jump-outs have also not been
mapped.

To create a GIS line layer, a CDOT road layer was split at each GPS point and each resulting line
segment was defined as either fencing or not. Additional attributes for this layer include a
description of the start and end point for each fencing segment and which side of the interstate
the segment is found.
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APPENDIX D
A Revised Analysis of Linkage Interference Zones for Terrestrial Wildlife
Along the I-70 Mountain Corridor
September 2011
Prepared by:
Paige Singer, Rocky Mountain Wild (formerly Center for Native Ecosystems)
Julia Kintsch, ECO-resolutions, LLC

INTRODUCTION
The I-70 Eco-logical Project is designed to field test the ecosystem approach developed by the
Federal Highway Administration (Brown 2006) The Regional Ecosystem Framework applies an
ecosystem-based approach to developing transportation infrastructure by protecting and restoring
aquatic and terrestrial connectivity while also improving predictability in environmental review.
The ultimate objective of the project is to develop solutions for restoring and mitigating
transportation impacts on wildlife habitat connectivity (including animal-vehicle collisions) for
terrestrial and aquatic species in each bioregion along the I-70 Mountain Corridor from Golden
(MP 258) to west of Dotsero (MP 130).
The scope of work is composed of five tasks:
1) Compile inventory data, spatial layers, and research studies on aquatic and terrestrial
wildlife and their connectivity needs along the I-70 Mountain Corridor including a)
validate and refine Linkage Interference Zones (LIZs), and b) identify aquatic
connectivity zones.
2) Monitor wildlife use of existing culverts and activity along the roadway.
3) Conduct multi-agency and stakeholder meetings to establish and review work
products.
4) Integrate conservation priorities into the transportation planning process for the I-70
Mountain Corridor.
5) Avoid, minimize and mitigate both current and future impacts by identifying and
prioritizing methods to reduce impacts on an ecosystem scale, specifically by 1)
identifying and prioritizing mitigation options, 2) identifying a process for
implementing early action conservation measures, and 3) providing criteria for
evaluating the conservation effectiveness of implemented measures.
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This report outlines the methods for validating and refining the LIZs first mapped by the ALIVE
Committee (CDOT 2004), an interagency program convened by CDOT to support environmental
streamlining for the I-70 PEIS (Solomon 2007). As a part of the I-70 Eco-logical Project and in
an effort to update the LIZs first mapped in 2004 with the most current wildlife data available,
we developed a consistent and transparent process for identifying terrestrial connectivity zones
within each bioregion along the I-70 Mountain Corridor. Recommendations for improving
permeability for terrestrial wildlife will be focused in these revised LIZs (LIZ-2011), although
additional measures may be warranted throughout the I-70 Mountain Corridor.

ANALYSIS METHODS
The analysis process for reassessing LIZs was comprised of three primary steps, detailed in the
following sections:
1) For each bioregion within the study area (Table 1), identify at least one discrete priority
zone based on identified primary criteria;
2) For each analysis segment, tally presence/absence of primary parameters;
3) Apply decision rules for delineating LIZs within each bioregion; apply secondary criteria
as appropriate.
Table 1: Bioregions along the I-70 Mountain Corridor (CDOT 2004)
Bioregion
Mileposts
Western Slope Foothills
MP 130 – 170
Western Slope Montane
MP 170 – 182
Subalpine
MP 182 – 214 & MP 216 – 226
Alpine
MP 214 – 216
Eastern Slope Montane
MP 226 – 255
Wildlife habitat data were compiled for each target species within the I-70 Mountain Corridor for
which spatial data were available. To determine which data layers to include in the analysis from
all those present in the study area, we started with any threatened and endangered, sensitive, and
other special status species found in the Corridor. From there, we added any other species
presenting a safety, barrier, or habitat fragmentation concern in the context of the I-70 Mountain
Corridor (see Table 2 for a list of all primary parameters). Appendix C details additional layers
that are present in the study area but were not included in this analysis.
All primary parameters were ranked on a standardized scale so that all values at a given location
could be summed (Table 2). Each parameter (i.e., target species or AVC data) was given a
maximum score to avoid one parameter having an unreasonable weight within an analysis
segment. This also helps maintain a balance between parameters that have more or less subparameters, or available habitat and movement data layers. Federal and state threatened and
endangered species were given a higher maximum possible score than the more common game
species. Canada lynx, Preble’s meadow jumping mouse and boreal toad were each allowed a
maximum score of 20, the highest possible. Lynx and Preble’s are both listed as threatened under
the Endangered Species Act, and boreal toad is a state endangered species and was on the
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candidate species list until the mid-2000s. River otter was given a maximum score of 12 because
of their state threatened status.
For each focal species parameter, subparameters were identified, representing the different
habitat values for that species. Available data layers for a given focal species were included in
the analysis only if the habitat was identified as important habitat (e.g., winter range, movement
corridor) for that species. In general, CDOW rankings (2008) for priority wildlife habitat for
economic species and species at risk were used as a guideline for prioritizing and scoring
subparameters (Appendix B).
In determining scores for each subparameter, habitat for species identified as ‘sensitive’ (e.g.,
boreal toad and Canada lynx) and more sensitive habitat types (e.g. boreal toad breeding sites)
were given a higher individual score than more general habitat types (e.g. overall range), unless
the CDOW rankings (2008) used for guidance dictated otherwise. Modeled wildlife linkages
(SREP 2008) were given the highest individual sub-parameter score because they indicate areas
of the landscape that are specifically important for wildlife movement and incorporate a variety
of information (e.g. local and regional expertise, landscape characteristics, wildlife habitat
preferences).
Similarly, the modeled wildlife linkages (SREP 2008) were given the highest subparameter score
for common species such as bighorn sheep and mule deer because these data layers relate
directly to movement areas for these species. Sensitive habitat types were given an individual
subparameter score based on the CDOW rankings (2008). Certain data layers, such as highway
crossings, were included even though they were not ranked by CDOW because they were
deemed important in the context of this study. These data layers were given a score based on
scores for comparable data layers (Appendix B).
The most up-to-date AVC data available from Colorado State Patrol were used for all species
except mountain lion, black bear and lynx. For these three species, a separate dataset maintained
by CDOW was used as this dataset includes all collected roadkill incidents, not just those with a
written accident report. Animal-vehicle collision data collected from both agencies were related
to the nearest 1/10th mile and summed to obtain the total number of AVCs per 1/10th mile. Each
AVC incident for all species except mountain lion, black bear and lynx were given a score of 1
with maximum score of 20 per 1/10th mile segment. This ensured that nearly all (> 99%) possible
AVC per 1/10th mile values were captured, while preventing AVC values from exerting
excessive influence in the identification of connectivity zones. Because black bear, mountain lion
and Canada lynx are priority species for CDOW, a subparameter score of 6 was given to the first
AVC per species in a given 1/10 mile segment. Each additional AVC for a given species in the
same 1/10th mile segment was given a score of 3 (applicable only to mountain lion in one 1/10th
mile segment). The AVCs per 1/10th mile layer was then given a ! mile buffer so that it could be
overlaid with the wildlife habitat subparameters for analysis purposes.
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Table 2: Primary criteria used to prioritize roadway segments. Highlighted rows indicate
parameters, with subparameters listed beneath. Each parameter has a maximum possible score,
such that the sum of multiple subparameters at a given location cannot have a value greater than
the maximum score possible for that parameter.
PARAMETER
MAXIMUM
SCORE
Subparameter
Source
Decision Rule
Individual Score
AVC
20
AVC
CSP (1993 to
1-20 AVCs per tenth of
1-20
June 2006)
a mile
BIGHORN SHEEP
10
Bighorn Sheep - LCL
CNE 2008
Presence/absence
5
Modeled Wildlife
Linkages
Bighorn Sheep –
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
4
Migration Corridor*
Bighorn Sheep –
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
4
Production Areas*
Bighorn Sheep – Severe
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
4
Winter Range*
Bighorn Sheep – Summer CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
3
Concentration Area*
Bighorn Sheep – Winter
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
4
Concentration Area*
Bighorn Sheep – Winter
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
2
Range
BLACK BEAR
10
Black Bear - AVC
CDOW (Sept Presence/absence
6
1994 to Jan
2010)
Black Bear – Fall
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
3
Concentration*
Black Bear – Summer
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
2
Concentration*
BOREAL TOAD
20
Boreal Toad – Breeding
CDOW 2006 Presence/absence. Points
10
Sites**
buffered by 100m.
Boreal Toad –
CDOW 2006 Presence/absence. Points
6
Observations**
buffered by 100m.
Boreal Toad – Survey
CDOW 2006 Presence/absence. Points
6
Sites**
buffered by 100m.
ELK
10
Elk – Highway Crossings CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
4
Elk - LCL Modeled
CNE, 2008
Presence/absence
5
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Wildlife Linkages
Elk – Migration Corridor*
Elk – Production Area*
Elk – Resident Population
Area
Elk – Severe Winter
Range*
Elk – Winter
Concentration*
Elk – Winter Range*

CDOW 2010
CDOW 2010
CDOW 2010

Presence/absence
Presence/absence
Presence/absence

4
4
4

CDOW 2010

Presence/absence

3

CDOW 2010

Presence/absence

3

CDOW 2010
LYNX
CDOW (July
1999 to July
2008)
USFS 2003

Presence/absence
Presence/absence

2
20
6

Presence/absence

6

CNE 2008

Presence/absence

10

CDOW 2006

Presence/absence

6

MOOSE
Moose – Concentration
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Area*
Moose – Summer Range* CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Moose – Winter Range
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
MOUNTAIN LION
Mountain Lion – AVC –
CDOW (Sept Presence/absence
st
1 record
1994 to Jan
2010)
Mountain Lion – AVC –
CDOW (Sept Presence/absence
2nd record
1994 to Jan
2010)
MULE DEER
Mule Deer –
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Concentration Area
Mule Deer – Critical
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Winter Range*
Mule Deer – Highway
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Crossings
Mule Deer - LCL
CNE 2008
Presence/absence
Modeled Wildlife
Linkages
Mule Deer – Migration
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Corridor*
Mule Deer – Resident
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence

7
4

Lynx AVC

Lynx – Denning, Winter
and/or Other Habitat**
Lynx - LCL Modeled
Wildlife Linkages
Lynx – Potential
Habitat**
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2
9
6

3

10
4
4
4
5

4
4
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Population Area
Mule Deer – Severe
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Winter Range*
Mule Deer – Winter
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Concentration Area*
Mule Deer – Winter
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Range*
NORTHERN LEOPARD FROG
Northern Leopard Frog –
SWREGAP
Presence/absence
Potential Habitat
2005
PREBLE’S MEADOW JUMPING MOUSE
Preble’s – Occupied
FEMA/FWS
Presence/absence
Habitat**
2010
Preble’s – Overall
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Range**
RIVER OTTER
River Otter –
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Concentration Area*
River Otter – Overall
CDOW 2010 Presence/absence
Range*

3
3
2
4
4
16
10
6
12
6
6

*Priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species at risk (rare, threatened and endangered) for HB 1298
Species Impact Assessment as identified by CDOW, updated Jan. 29, 2008. Scores for this analysis correspond to
CDOW’s habitat ranking system (Appendix B): ‘Very High’ = 4; ‘High’ = 3; ‘Moderate’=2 and ‘Low’ = 1
**High priority wildlife habitat for other species at risk (rare, threatened and endangered)

GIS Analysis Process
The first step in the GIS analysis process involved determining which wildlife habitat types, or
subparameters, are present in the study area. To facilitate this process, a ! mile buffer was
mapped around a CDOT roads layer to define the study area around I-70. The ! mile buffer was
based on methodologies from the original LIZ identification process, which also used a ! mile
buffer to evaluate habitat data adjacent to the roadway. Using this buffered study area layer, a
screen was run on several existing data layers to determine which wildlife habitat types of the
identified parameters are present in the study area (Table 2).
For the next step, all of the subparameters present were clipped to the ! mile buffered study area
and assigned scores as detailed in Table 2. Each 1/10th mile segment in the buffered AVC layers
were also given their appropriate score. All of the clipped and scored layers were merged into
one data layer using the union tool in ArcGIS. A total score for each parameter was then
calculated as the sum of the subparameters for each polygon in the study area (numerous
polygons were created as a result of the summation process of all the data layers). All parameter
totals were then checked and changed so that no parameter scored greater than its maximum
possible score for a given polygon. A final score for each polygon was then determined by
summing all of the scores across all parameters for that polygon.
The CDOT road layer was then split into 1 mile-long segments using mileposts as the dividing
point. This process relied on the CDOT milepost layer, which was compiled for an invasive
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weeds mapping project based on the physical roadside milepost signs. However, the weedsmilepost layer does not include points for a stretch of roadway near Evergreen. Instead, for this
section, we used a different CDOT milepost layer derived from a calculation of mileposts in a
GIS using a linear referencing system. These are not the actual physical milepost locations, but,
in most cases, they lie within close proximity to the physical milepost locations and provided a
suitable surrogate where the weeds-mileposts data were not available. Once the roadway was
divided into mile-long segments, these were further split into 1/10th mile segments using the
divide tool in ArcGIS. This line layer was then buffered by a ! mile to correspond to the defined
study area. Due to complexities in the GIS calculations, only the eastbound alignment was used
as the basis for buffering. Next, the acreage for each buffered 1/10th mile segment was calculated
– referred to through the remainder of this report as a “slice”. This slice layer was then unioned
with the layer containing the merged subparameters and total scores.
The polygons within the new unioned layer were dissolved within a given 1/10th mile segment
based on their total scores. To normalize the polygon scores and to prevent small polygons with
a high total score from exerting excessive influence on the final rank of a slice, the acreage of
these new polygons – defined by their common total scores – was calculated within each slice.
The acreage of each polygon was then divided by the total acreage of the slice so that a
percentage could be assigned to each polygon, representing the area of a slice occupied by that
polygon. This percentage and the total score for each polygon were multiplied together. This
layer was then dissolved into the 1/10th mile segments and the total scores of each individual
polygon in a 1/10th mile segment were summed together to obtain a final score for each slice.
At this point, the dbf file for the summed slices layer was exported and opened in Excel. In
Excel, the data were smoothed by summing a slice’s total score with that of the two adjacent
slices. This process acknowledges that one segment is likely influenced by its two neighboring
segments (Huijser et al, 2008). The slices at each end of the analysis corridor are biased in this
case because there is only one adjacent slice with which to smooth.
Based on these new, smoothed scores, the 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80 and 80-100 percentiles were
calculated. The table was then imported back into the GIS, rejoined to its spatial layer, and
exported as a new layer depicting the final analysis layer – total value per 1/10th mile slice.

Decision Rules for Defining Linkage Interference Zones Within Each Bioregion
Once the prioritization of 1/10th mile segments was completed, the next step was to create a set
of decision rules to provide a consistent process for delineating individual LIZs within the
highway corridor. The following suite of decision rules were applied to define LIZs:
•
•
•
•

The minimum length for a LIZ is ! mile (i.e., five 1/10th mile segments)
Any Very High or High 1/10th mile road segments (i.e., 60-100th percentile) are
automatically included in a LIZ.
Up to ! mile of continuous Medium-ranked road segments (40-60th percentile) are
included in a LIZ if surrounded by Very High or High-ranked road segments.
A 1/10th mile Low priority road segment (below the 40th percentile) is included in a LIZ
only if surrounded by Very High or High road segments or within an included Mediumranked segment.
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•
•

A Low priority road segment 2/10th mile long or greater marks the end of a LIZ.
A LIZ may cross bioregion boundaries.

Secondary (refining) Criteria
LIZs were then further refined to exclude heavily developed areas along the highway corridor.
Aerial imagery was used to conduct this refinement instead of the GIS land use/land cover layer,
whose classification generalizes land use. In this manner, we were able to exclude major
developed areas along the Corridor, while still including other residential areas where wildlife
may still pass (e.g., low-medium density residential areas).

ANALYSIS RESULTS
Using this analysis procedure, 17 distinct connectivity zones were identified along the I-70
Mountain Corridor. These zones, by agreement of the ALIVE Committee, are called Linkage
Interference Zones-2011 (LIZs-2011), to distinguish them from the LIZs identified in the
original assessment in 2004. Mileposts listed below indicate the starting point of a given 1/10th
mile segment, such that, for example, MP 140 represents from 140 – 140.1. Each LIZ, and the
parameters that define it, is further described in Table 3.
Western Slope Foothills Bioregion (MP 130 – 170)
LIZ-2011
Name
Zone A
Dotsero
Zone B
Wolcott West
Zone C
Wolcott
Zone D
Wolcott East

Mileposts Range
130.9-131.3
151.2-154.1
155.3-156.3
157.1- 159.6

Western Slope Montane Bioregion (MP 170 – 182)
Note: This bioregion includes the town of Vail, through which much of the roadway was ranked
Very High and High priority. These areas were excluded from consideration as LIZs despite the
high habitat values of the landscape because the extensive development in this area immediately
adjacent to the roadway precludes effective implementation of highway mitigation measures.
LIZ-2011
Name
Mileposts Range
Zone E
Dowds Junction
169.4-172.8
Zone F
Vail (East)
176.8-180.1
Zone G
Gore Creek
180.9-182.1
Subalpine Bioregion (MP 182 – 214)
LIZ-2011
Name
Zone H
West Vail Pass
Zone I
East Vail Pass
Zone J
Wheeler Junction
Zone K
Laskey Gulch
Zone L
Hamilton Gulch
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182.9 – 188.1
191.8-194.2
195.2-195.8
207.3 – 209.0
211.6-212.4
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Alpine Bioregion (MP 214 – 216)
This bioregion has an existing land bridge over the interstate where the Eisenhower and Johnson
Tunnels cross under the Continental Divide. No LIZs were identified in this bioregion.
Subalpine Bioregion (MP 216 – 226)
LIZ-2011
Name
Zone M
Bakerville

Mileposts Range
216.4 – 227.1

Eastern Slope Montane (MP 226 – 255)
LIZ-2011
Name
Zone N
Empire Junction
Zone O
Clear Creek Junction
Zone P
Beaver Brook
Zone Q
Mt. Vernon Creek

Mileposts Range
231.6 - 232.9
243.0 – 244.9
245.5-250.2
252.8 – 257.6

Table 3: Primary parameters driving how each LIZ-2011 was defined and mapped.
Subparameters for each primary parameter that are present are listed below each parameter.
Additional parameters that are present in the LIZ but had less influence on the total score are also
listed.
LIZ-2011

MILE POSTS

A – Dotsero

130.9-131.3

B – Wolcott West

151.2-154.1
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PRIMARY PARAMETERS*
Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Highway crossing
- Severe winter range
- Winter range
Mule deer:
- Critical winter range
- Severe winter range
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Animal-vehicle collisions
Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Highway crossing
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
Mule deer:
- Concentration area
- Critical winter range
- Highway crossing
- Migration corridor
- Severe winter range
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range

ADDITIONAL
PARAMETERS
AVCs, bighorn
sheep, northern
leopard frog,
river otter

Northern leopard
frog, river otter
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C – Wolcott

155.3-156.3

D – Wolcott East

157.1-159.6

E – Dowd Junction

169.4-172.8

F – Vail (East)

176.8-180.1

G – Gore Creek

180.9-182.1
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Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Highway crossing
- Production area
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Mule deer:
- Critical winter range
- Highway crossing
- Migration corridor
- Severe winter range
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Animal-vehicle collisions
Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Highway crossing
- Migration corridor
- Severe winter range
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Mule deer:
- Critical winter range
- Highway crossing
- Migration corridor
- Severe winter range
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Production area
- Severe winter range
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter, and/or other
habitat
Animal-vehicle collisions
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat

AVCs, black
bear, lynx,
moose, mountain
lion, northern
leopard frog,
river otter

Black bear, lynx,
moose, northern
leopard frog,
river otter

AVCs, black
bear, moose,
mule deer,
northern leopard
frog, river otter

Bighorn sheep,
black bear, boreal
toad, elk, moose,
northern leopard
frog, river otter
AVCs, black
bear, elk, moose,
northern leopard
frog, river otter
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H – West Vail Pass

182.9-188.1

I – East Vail Pass

191.8-194.2

J – Wheeler Junction

195.2-195.8

K – Laskey Gulch

207.3-209

L – Hamilton Gulch

211.6-212.4

M – Bakerville

216.4-227.1

N – Empire Junction

231.6-232.9

O – Clear Creek
Junction

243.0-244.9
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Lynx:
-

AVC
LCL modeled wildlife linkage
Potential habitat
Denning, winter and/or other
habitat

Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat
Elk:
- Highway crossing
- Migration corridor
- Resident population area
- Severe winter range
- Winter range
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat
Lynx:
- AVC
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat
- Denning, winter and/or other
habitat
Lynx:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Potential habitat

Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Winter range
Mule deer:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Critical winter range
- Highway crossing

AVCs, elk,
moose, northern
leopard frog

AVCs, elk,
moose, northern
leopard frog

AVCs, moose,
northern leopard
frog, river otter

AVCs, black
bear, moose,
mule deer,
northern leopard
frog, river otter

AVCs, black
bear, moose,
northern leopard
frog
AVCs, bighorn
sheep, black bear,
boreal toad, elk,
mountain lion,
northern leopard
frog
AVCs, bighorn
sheep, black bear,
elk, mule deer,
northern leopard
frog
AVCs, bighorn
sheep, lynx,
mountain lion,
Preble’s meadow
jumping mouse
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P – Beaver Brook

245.5-250.2

Q – Mt. Vernon
Creek

252.8-257.6

- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Animal-vehicle collisions
Elk:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Highway crossing
- Resident population area
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Mule deer:
- LCL modeled wildlife linkage
- Critical winter range
- Highway crossing
- Severe winter range
- Winter range
Animal-vehicle collisions
Elk:
- Highway crossing
- Resident population area
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range
Mule deer:
- Concentration area
- Critical winter range
- Highway crossing
- Resident population area
- Winter concentration area
- Winter range

Black bear, lynx,
mountain lion,
northern leopard
frog, Preble’s
meadow jumping
mouse

Black bear, lynx,
mountain lion,
Preble’s meadow
jumping mouse

* Primary parameters drive the identification of LIZs-2011. A parameter is considered to be a primary driver if the
parameter scores half or more of the maximum score possible for that parameter across at least half of the area
encompassed by that LIZ. CSP AVC data were a primary parameter when the total AVCs within the LIZ scored 20
or higher.
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A comparison of the 2011 and 2004 LIZs shows some locations identified in both analyses as
well as several that were only identified in one or the other. Seventeen LIZs were identified in
the 2011 analysis, compared to 13 in 2004. The 2004 analysis includes two LIZs for which subsegments were also identified, specifically, LIZ 6 a & b (Upper and Lower West Vail Pass) and
LIZ 9 a & b (Laskey Gulch and Hamilton to Dead Coon Gulch). While both analyses
incorporated many of the same types of data layers, the LIZ-2004 process used a variety of
techniques to delineate LIZs, including expert opinion, which was not used in the LIZ-2011
process. In addition, the specifics of the LIZ-2004 analysis process are not well documented, and
so the process is not replicable with more up-to-date datasets. Table 4 provides a side-by-side
comparison of the LIZs identified in each analysis.
Table 4: Comparison of 2011 and 2004 LIZs. For each LIZ-2011, the approximately
corresponding LIZ-2004 is listed. In some cases, there is a LIZ identified in one analysis that has
not identified in others. In other cases, two LIZs-2011 may correspond to a single LIZ-2004, as,
in general, longer segments were identified in the 2004 analysis.
LIZ-2011
Mileposts
LIZ-2004
Mileposts
Zone A (Dotsero)
130.9-131.3
LIZ 1 (Dotsero)
131.4-134.5
N/A
LIZ 2 (Eagle Airport to
142.0-145.3
Town of Eagle)
Zone B (Wolcott West)
151.2-154.1
LIZ 3 (Eagle to Wolcott) 147.3-153.6
Zone C (Wolcott)
155.3-156.3
LIZ 4 (Wolcott to Avon) 154.4-166.5
Zone D (Wolcott East)
157.1- 159.6
LIZ 4 (Wolcott to Avon) 154.4-166.5
Zone E (Dowds Junction) 169.4-172.8
LIZ 5 (Dowd Canyon)
169.5-172.3
Zone F (Vail - East)
176.8-180.1
N/A
Zone G (Gore Creek)
180.9-182.1
N/A
Zone H (West Vail Pass) 182.9-188.1
LIZ 6a&b (West Vail
181.7-188.5
Pass)
Zone I (East Vail Pass)
191.8-194.2
LIZ 7 (East Vail Pass to
190.4-194.0
Copper)
Zone J (Wheeler
195.2-195.8
LIZ 8 (Officer’s
195.5-200.9
Junction)
Gulch/Owl Canyon)
Zone K (Laskey Gulch)
207.3- 209
LIZ 9a (Laskey Gulch)
207.0-209.7
Zone L (Hamilton Gulch) 211.6-212.4
LIZ 9b (Hamilton Gulch 210.7-212.6
to Dead Coon Gulch)
Zone M (Bakerville)
216.4-227.1
LIZ 10 (Herman Gulch to 216.7-220.8
Bakerville)
Zone N (Empire
231.6-232.9
LIZ 11 (East of Empire
I-70 Exit 232
Junction)
on US 40)
N/A
LIZ 12 (Fall River)
237.2-238.2
Zone O (Clear Creek
243.0-244.9
N/A
Junction)
Zone P (Beaver Brook)
245.5-250.2
LIZ 13 (Mt Vernon
246.5-258.1
Canyon)
Zone Q (Mt Vernon
252.8-257.6
LIZ 13 (Mt Vernon
246.5-258.1
Creek)
Canyon)
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Appendix A: GIS Data Definitions
Data
Animal-vehicle
collisions (AVC)

Source
CSP (1993 to
June 2006)

Bighorn Sheep –
Migration Corridor

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Production Areas

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Severe Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Summer
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Winter
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Winter Range

CDOW 2010

Black Bear - AVC

CDOW (Sept
1994 to Jan
2010)
CDOW 2010

Black Bear – Fall
Concentration

Black Bear –
Summer
Concentration
Boreal Toad –
Breeding Sites

CDOW 2010

CDOW 2006

Definition
Animal-vehicle collision data reported to Colorado State Patrol
from 1993 to June 2006. These data are maintained by Colorado
Department of Transportation. Records for mountain lion and
black bear were removed from this dataset to avoid duplication of
the CDOW AVC data used for those species.
Migration corridor shows a specific, mappable site through which
large numbers of animals migrate, and the loss of which would
change migration routes.
Production area shows production (lambing) areas for bighorn
sheep in Colorado. Production areas are defined as that part of
the overall range occupied by pregnant females during a specific
time period in the spring. This time period is May 1 to June 30
for Rocky Mtn bighorn sheep, and February 28 to May 1 for
desert bighorn sheep. Only known production areas are mapped.
Severe winter range shows the part of the winter range where
90% of the individual animals are located when the annual
snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a
minimum in the two worst winters out of ten. Not all populations
exhibit migratory behavior during severe winters, many will stay
within the defined winter range regardless of conditions. Thus,
some populations may not have a mapped severe winter range
distribution.
Summer concentration is defined as those areas where bighorn
sheep concentrate from mid-June through mid-August. High
quality forage, security, and lack of disturbance are generally
characteristic of these areas to meet the high energy demands of
lactation and lamb rearing.
Winter concentration shows the part of the winter range where
animal densities are at least 200% greater than the surrounding
winter range density during the same period used to define the
winter range, in the average five winters out of ten.
Winter range shows the part of the overall range where 90% of
the individuals are located during the average five winters out of
ten, from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or as a
specific period which may defined for each unit.
Animal-vehicle collision data for black bear collected by the
Colorado Division of Wildlife from September 1994 to January
2010.
Fall concentration areas are defined as those parts of the overall
range that are occupied from August 15 until September 30 for
the purpose of ingesting large quantities of mast and berries to
establish fat reserves for the winter hibernation period.
Summer concentration areas are defined as those parts of the
overall range where activity is greater than the surrounding
overall range during that period from June 15 to August 15.
Breeding sites are actual sites where breeding has occurred in
recent history (since 1998).
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Boreal Toad –
Observations
Boreal Toad –
Survey Sites

CDOW 2006

Elk – Highway
Crossings

CDOW 2010

Elk – Migration
Corridor

CDOW 2010

Elk – Production
Area

CDOW 2010

Elk – Resident
Population Area

CDOW 2010

Elk – Severe
Winter Range

CDOW 2010

Elk – Winter
Concentration

CDOW 2010

Elk – Winter Range

CDOW 2010

LCL (Linking
Colorado’s
Landscapes)
Modeled Wildlife
Linkages
Lynx - AVC

SREP, 2008

Lynx – Denning,
Winter and/or
Other Habitat
Lynx – Potential

CDOW 2006

Observations are reports sent into Tina Jackson at CDOW about
boreal toad observations.
Survey sites are locations where people have done surveys, either
for boreal toads or habitat. The layer gives information about the
site visited and whether or not toads were observed. It does not
assess habitat quality. Only sites where toads were observed were
included.
Highway crossing is defined as those areas where elk movements
traditionally cross roads, presenting potential conflicts between
elk and motorists.
Migration corridor is defined as a specific mappable site through
which large numbers of animals migrate and loss of which would
change migration routes.
Production area represents that part of the overall range of elk
occupied by the females from May 15 to June 15 for calving.
Only known areas are mapped and this does not include all
production areas for the Data Analysis Unit.
Resident population Area is defined as an area used year-round
by a population of elk. Individuals could be found in any part of
the area at any time of the year; the area cannot be subdivided
into seasonal ranges. It is most likely included within the overall
range of the larger population.
Severe winter range represents that part of the overall range of
elk where 90% of the individuals are located when the annual
snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a
minimum in the two worst winters out of ten. The winter of
1983-1984 is a good example of a severe winter.
Winter concentration area represents that part of the winter range
of elk where densities are at least 200% greater than the
surrounding winter range density during the average five winters
out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or
during a site specific period of winter as defined for each Data
Analysis Unit.
Elk winter range is the part of the overall range of elk where 90%
of the individuals are located during the average five winters out
of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or during
a site specific period of winter as defined for each Data Analysis
Unit.
LCL modeled wildlife linkages are areas of the landscape that are
important for wildlife movement based on local and regional
expertise and modeling of landscape characteristics (e.g.
topography), wildlife habitat preferences and movement patterns.

CDOW (July
1999 to July
2008)
USFS 2003

Animal-vehicle collision data for lynx collected by the Colorado
Division of Wildlife from July 1999 to July 2008.

CDOW 2006

Potential habitat is defined as those areas having the highest

Lynx denning, winter and/or other habitat as mapped by USFS.
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Habitat
Moose –
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Moose – Summer
Range

CDOW 2010

Moose – Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Mountain lion AVC

CDOW (Sept
1994 to Jan
2010)
CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Concentration Area

Mule Deer –
Critical Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

potential of lynx occurrences in the state. These areas usually
contain positive, probable, or possible reports.
Concentration area is defined as the part of the range of a species
where densities are 200% higher than the surrounding area during
a specific season.
Summer range is defined as that part of the overall range where
90% of the individuals are located during the summer months.
This summer time frame will be delineated with specific start/end
dates for each moose population within the state (i.e.: May 1 to
Sept 15). Summer range is not necessarily exclusive of winter
range.
Winter range shows that part of the overall range where 90% of
the individuals are located during the winter months. This winter
time frame will be delineated with specific start/end dates for
each moose population within the state (i.e.: November 15 to
April 1).
Animal-vehicle collision data for mountain lion collected by the
Colorado Division of Wildlife from September 1994 to January
2010.
Concentration area shows that part of the overall range where
higher quality habitat supports significantly higher densities than
surrounding areas. These areas are typically occupied year round
and are not necessarily associated with a specific season.
Includes rough break country, riparian areas, small drainages, and
large areas of irrigated cropland.
Critical winter range is a delineation of those parts of mule deer
winter range that CDOW considers to be of highest priority for
protection from disturbance from development. Protection of
these parts of mule deer winter range is considered critical to
sustain mule deer populations across Colorado.
Mule deer critical winter range was created by combining subsets
of mule deer winter concentration areas, high-density mule deer
severe winter range, and Deer Data Analysis Units (DAUs).

Mule Deer –
Highway Crossings

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Migration Corridor

CDOW 2010

The high density severe winter range was created by calculating
the 2006 post-hunt population estimate divided by the total winter
range for each DAU. This was used to map to identify a "higher"
and "lower" density threshold. A logical breakpoint was 7 deer
per square km because a natural break occurred at this point and
it was near the mean density. We then used this breakpoint in
selecting those parts of the severe winter range where high deer
densities increase the importance of the habitat.
Highway crossing shows those areas where mule deer
movements traditionally cross roads or railroads, presenting
potential conflicts between mule deer and motorists/trains. (More
than six highway mortalities per mile of highway or railroad per
year is a guide that may be used to indicate highway crossings).
Migration corridors shows a specific mappable site through
which large numbers of animals migrate and loss of which would
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Mule Deer –
Resident
Population Area

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Severe Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Winter
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Winter Range

CDOW 2010

Northern Leopard
Frog – Potential
Habitat

SWREGAP
2005

Preble’s Meadow
Jumping Mouse –
Occupied Habitat

FEMA/FWS
2010

Preble’s Meadow
Jumping Mouse –
Overall Range

CDOW 2007

change migration routes.
Resident population area shows an area that provides year-round
range for a population of mule deer. The resident mule deer use
all of the area all year; it cannot be subdivided into seasonal
ranges although it may be included within the overall range of the
larger population.
Severe winter range shows that part of the overall range where
90% of the individuals are located when the annual snowpack is
at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a minimum in the two
worst winters out of ten.
Winter concentration area shows the part of the winter range
where densities are at least 200% greater than the surrounding
winter range density during the same period used to define winter
range in the average five winters out of ten.
Winter range shows that part of the overall range where 90% of
the individuals are located during the average five winters out of
ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or during a
site specific period of winter as defined for each Date Analysis
Unit.
This data layer is a product of the Southwest Regional Gap
Analysis Project. It depicts the predicted habitat for northern
leopard frog. The following assumptions are associated with this
GAP vertebrate habitat model1: 1. Species are assumed to occur
within a polygon representing potential habitat but are not
predicted to occur at any particular point within that polygon. 2.
Species are assumed to be present within a polygon, but no
assumptions are made about the abundance of the species in the
polygon. 3. Species are assumed to be present in a polygon at
least once in the last 10 years but need not be present every year
in the last decade. 4. Species are assumed to be present during
some portion of their life history, not necessarily during the entire
year.
This layer depicts the 100-year floodplain of Beaver Brook with a
300 foot buffer. FWS verified that Preble’s meadow jumping
mouse has been trapped in this area, and it is considered occupied
habitat. A 300 foot buffer was applied to the 100-year floodplain
to be consistent with how FWS determines impacts for section 7
consultation (Alison Michael, FWS, pers. comm.). The 100-year
floodplain was determined by using the Flood Zone X (FEMA,
pers. comm.) attribute from the FEMA GIS data layer titled
S_Fld_Haz_Ar which depicts the location and attributes flood
insurance risk zones on the DFIRM.
Overall range is defined as the area which encompasses the
probable range of Preble's meadow jumping mouse along the
Front Range of Colorado below 7600' elevation eastward to
include those hydrounits identified by the Preble's Technical
Working Group. Preble's meadow jumping mouse is primarily

1

Csuti, B. and P. Crist. 1998. Methods for Assessing Accuracy of Animal Distribution Maps, Gap Analysis
Program, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. http://www.gap.uidaho.edu/
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River Otter –
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

River Otter –
Overall Range

CDOW 2010

Data
Animal-vehicle
collisions (AVC)

Source
CSP (1993 to
June 2006)

Bighorn Sheep –
Migration Corridor

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Production Areas

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Severe Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Summer
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Winter
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Bighorn Sheep –
Winter Range

CDOW 2010

Black Bear - AVC

CDOW (Sept
1994 to Jan
2010)
CDOW 2010

Black Bear – Fall

associated with riparian corridors of small intermittent and
perennial streams where riparian herbaceous and riparian shrub
(primarily willow) dominate.
Concentration areas are defined as areas where river otters are
known to concentrate; otter sightings and signs of otter activity
are more frequent in these areas than in their overall range.
Overall range is defined as those areas encompassing all mapped
seasonal activity areas within the observed range of a population
of river otters.
Definition
Animal-vehicle collision data reported to Colorado State Patrol
from 1993 to June 2006. These data are maintained by Colorado
Department of Transportation. Records for mountain lion and
black bear were removed from this dataset to avoid duplication of
the CDOW AVC data used for those species.
Bighorn Migration Corridors shows a specific, mappable site
through which large numbers of animals migrate, and the loss of
which would change migration routes.
Bighorn Production Area shows production (lambing) areas for
bighorn sheep in Colorado. Production areas are defined as that
part of the overall range occupied by pregnant females during a
specific time period in the spring. This time period is May 1 to
June 30 for Rocky Mtn bighorn sheep, and February 28 to May 1
for desert bighorn sheep. Only known production areas are
mapped.
Bighorn Severe Winter shows the part of the winter range where
90% of the individual animals are located when the annual
snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a
minimum in the two worst winters out of ten. Not all populations
exhibit migratory behavior during severe winters, many will stay
within the defined winter range regardless of conditions. Thus,
some populations may not have a mapped severe winter range
distribution.
Bighorn Summer Concentration is defined as those areas where
bighorn sheep concentrate from mid-June through mid-August.
High quality forage, security, and lack of disturbance are
generally characteristic of these areas to meet the high energy
demands of lactation and lamb rearing.
Bighorn Winter Concentration shows the part of the winter range
where animal densities are at least 200% greater than the
surrounding winter range density during the same period used to
define the winter range, in the average five winters out of ten.
Bighorn Winter Range shows the part of the overall range where
90% of the individuals are located during the average five winters
out of ten, from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or as
a specific period which may defined for each unit.
Animal-vehicle collision data for black bear collected by the
Colorado Division of Wildlife from September 1994 to January
2010.
Fall Concentration Areas are defined as those parts of the overall
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Concentration

Black Bear –
Summer
Concentration
Boreal Toad –
Breeding Sites
Boreal Toad –
Observations
Boreal Toad –
Survey Sites

CDOW 2010

Elk – Highway
Crossings

CDOW 2010

Elk – Migration
Corridor

CDOW 2010

Elk – Production
Area

CDOW 2010

Elk – Resident
Population Area

CDOW 2010

Elk – Severe
Winter Range

CDOW 2010

Elk – Winter
Concentration

CDOW 2010

Elk – Winter Range

CDOW 2010

LCL (Linking
Colorado’s
Landscapes)
Modeled Wildlife

CNE, 2008

CDOW 2006
CDOW 2006
CDOW 2006

range that are occupied from August 15 until September 30 for
the purpose of ingesting large quantities of mast and berries to
establish fat reserves for the winter hibernation period.
Summer Concentration Areas are defined as those parts of the
overall range where activity is greater than the surrounding
overall range during that period from June 15 to August 15.
Breeding Sites are actual sites where breeding has occurred in
recent history (since 1998).
Observations are reports sent into Tina Jackson at CDOW about
boreal toad observations.
Survey Sites are locations where people have done surveys, either
for boreal toads or habitat. The layer gives information about the
site visited and whether or not toads were observed. It does not
assess habitat quality. Only sites where toads were observed were
included.
Highway Crossing is defined as those areas where elk movements
traditionally cross roads, presenting potential conflicts between
elk and motorists.
Migration Corridors is defined as a specific mappable site
through which large numbers of animals migrate and loss of
which would change migration routes.
Elk Production Area represents that part of the overall range of
elk occupied by the females from May 15 to June 15 for calving.
Only known areas are mapped and this does not include all
production areas for the Data Analysis Unit.
Elk Resident Population Area is defined as an area used yearround by a population of elk. Individuals could be found in any
part of the area at any time of the year; the area cannot be
subdivided into seasonal ranges. It is most likely included within
the overall range of the larger population.
Elk Severe Winter Range represents that part of the overall range
of elk where 90% of the individuals are located when the annual
snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a
minimum in the two worst winters out of ten. The winter of
1983-1984 is a good example of a severe winter.
Elk Winter Concentration Area represents that part of the winter
range of elk where densities are at least 200% greater than the
surrounding winter range density during the average five winters
out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or
during a site specific period of winter as defined for each Data
Analysis Unit.
Elk Winter Range is the part of the overall range of elk where
90% of the individuals are located during the average five winters
out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or
during a site specific period of winter as defined for each Data
Analysis Unit.
Modeled areas of the landscape that are important for wildlife
movement based on local and regional expertise and modeling of
landscape characteristics (e.g. topography), wildlife habitat
preferences and movement patterns.
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Linkages
Lynx - AVC

Lynx – Denning,
Winter and/or
Other Habitat
Lynx – Potential
Habitat

CDOW (July
1999 to July
2008)
USFS 2003

Animal-vehicle collision data for lynx collected by the Colorado
Division of Wildlife from July 1999 to July 2008.

CDOW 2006

Potential Habitat is defined as those areas having the highest
potential of lynx occurrences in the state. These areas usually
contain positive, probable, or possible reports.
Moose Concentration Area is defined as the part of the range of a
species where densities are 200% higher than the surrounding
area during a specific season.
Moose Summer Range is defined as that part of the overall range
where 90% of the individuals are located during the summer
months. This summer time frame will be delineated with specific
start/end dates for each moose population within the state (i.e.:
May 1 to Sept 15). Summer range is not necessarily exclusive of
winter range.
Moose Winter Range shows that part of the overall range where
90% of the individuals are located during the winter months. This
winter time frame will be delineated with specific start/end dates
for each moose population within the state (i.e.: November 15 to
April 1).
Animal-vehicle collision data for mountain lion collected by the
Colorado Division of Wildlife from September 1994 to January
2010.
Mule Deer Concentration Area shows that part of the overall
range where higher quality habitat supports significantly higher
densities than surrounding areas. These areas are typically
occupied year round and are not necessarily associated with a
specific season. Includes rough break country, riparian areas,
small drainages, and large areas of irrigated cropland.
Mule Deer Critical Winter Range is a delineation of those parts of
Mule Deer Winter Range that CDOW considers to be of highest
priority for protection from disturbance from development.
Protection of these parts of Mule Deer Winter Range is
considered critical to sustain mule deer populations across
Colorado.

Moose –
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Moose – Summer
Range

CDOW 2010

Moose – Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Mountain lion AVC

CDOW (Sept
1994 to Jan
2010)
CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Concentration Area

Mule Deer –
Critical Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Lynx Denning, Winter and/or Other habitat as mapped by USFS.

Mule Deer Critical Winter Range was created by combining
subsets of Mule Deer Winter Concentration Areas, high-density
Mule Deer Severe Winter Range, and Deer Data Analysis Units
(DAUs).
The high density severe winter range was created by calculating
the 2006 post-hunt population estimate divided by the total winter
range for each DAU. This was used to map to identify a "higher"
and "lower" density threshold. A logical breakpoint was 7 deer
per square km because a natural break occurred at this point and
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Mule Deer –
Highway Crossings

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Migration Corridor

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Resident
Population Area

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Severe Winter
Range

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Winter
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

Mule Deer –
Winter Range

CDOW 2010

Northern Leopard
Frog – Potential
Habitat

SWREGAP
2005

Preble’s Meadow
Jumping Mouse –
Occupied Habitat

FEMA/FWS
2010

it was near the mean density. We then used this breakpoint in
selecting those parts of the severe winter range where high deer
densities increase the importance of the habitat.
Mule Deer Highway Crossing shows those areas where mule deer
movements traditionally cross roads or railroads, presenting
potential conflicts between mule deer and motorists/trains. (More
than six highway mortalities per mile of highway or railroad per
year is a guide that may be used to indicate highway crossings).
Mule Deer Migration Corridors shows a specific mappable site
through which large numbers of animals migrate and loss of
which would change migration routes.
Mule Deer Resident Population Area shows an area that provides
year-round range for a population of mule deer. The resident
mule deer use all of the area all year; it cannot be subdivided into
seasonal ranges although it may be included within the overall
range of the larger population.
Mule Deer Severe Winter Range shows that part of the overall
range where 90% of the individuals are located when the annual
snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a
minimum in the two worst winters out of ten.
Mule Deer Winter Concentration Area shows the part of the
winter range where densities are at least 200% greater than the
surrounding winter range density during the same period used to
define winter range in the average five winters out of ten.
Mule Deer Winter Range shows that part of the overall range
where 90% of the individuals are located during the average five
winters out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring greenup, or during a site specific period of winter as defined for each
Date Analysis Unit.
This data layer is a product of the Southwest Regional Gap
Analysis Project. It depicts the predicted habitat for Northern
Leopard Frog. The following assumptions are associated with this
GAP vertebrate habitat model2: 1. Species are assumed to occur
within a polygon representing potential habitat but are not
predicted to occur at any particular point within that polygon. 2.
Species are assumed to be present within a polygon, but no
assumptions are made about the abundance of the species in the
polygon. 3. Species are assumed to be present in a polygon at
least once in the last 10 years but need not be present every year
in the last decade. 4. Species are assumed to be present during
some portion of their life history, not necessarily during the entire
year.
This layer depicts the 100-year floodplain of Beaver Brook with a
300 foot buffer. FWS verified that Preble’s Meadow Jumping
Mouse has been trapped in this area, and it is considered
occupied habitat. A 300 foot buffer was applied to the 100-year
floodplain to be consistent with how FWS determines impacts for

2

Csuti, B. and P. Crist. 1998. Methods for Assessing Accuracy of Animal Distribution Maps, Gap Analysis
Program, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. http://www.gap.uidaho.edu/
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Preble’s Meadow
Jumping Mouse –
Overall Range

CDOW 2007

River Otter –
Concentration Area

CDOW 2010

River Otter –
Overall Range

CDOW 2010

section 7 consultation (Alison Michael, FWS, pers. comm.). The
100-year floodplain was determined by using the Flood Zone X
(FEMA, pers. comm.) attribute from the FEMA GIS data layer
titled S_Fld_Haz_Ar which depicts the location and attributes
flood insurance risk zones on the DFIRM.
Overall Range is defined as the area which encompasses the
probable range of Preble's Meadow Jumping Mouse along the
Front Range of Colorado below 7600' elevation eastward to
include those hydrounits identified by the Preble's Technical
Working Group. Preble's Meadow Jumping Mouse is primarily
associated with riparian corridors of small intermittent and
perennial streams where riparian herbaceous and riparian shrub
(primarily willow) dominate.
Concentration Areas are defined as areas where river otters are
known to concentrate; otter sightings and signs of otter activity
are more frequent in these areas than in their overall range.
Overall Range is defined as those areas encompassing all mapped
seasonal activity areas within the observed range of a population
of river otters.
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Appendix B: GIS Data Score Justification

Data

Score

AVC

1-20

Bighorn - LCL Modeled
Wildlife Linkages
5

Bighorn Sheep – Migration
Corridor
4

Bighorn Sheep – Production
Areas
4

Bighorn Sheep –Severe
Winter Range
4

Bighorn Sheep – Summer
Concentration Area
3

Bighorn Sheep – Winter
Concentration Area
4

Bighorn Sheep – Winter
Range
2
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Justification of Score
The actual AVC number was used up to a maximum of
20. This ensured coverage of a substantial proportion (>
99%) of possible AVC values while preventing AVC
values from exerting excessive influence in the
identification of connectivity zones. This layer was not
ranked in House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment
(CDOW 2008).
Modeled wildlife linkages for bighorn sheep were given
the highest individual sub-parameter score because they
indicate areas of the landscape that are important for
wildlife movement and incorporate a variety of
information (e.g. local and regional expertise, landscape
characteristics, wildlife habitat preferences). This layer
was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species Impact
Assessment (CDOW 2008).
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 3.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However, this layer
was included in this analysis because it was identified as
key wildlife habitat by CDOW and CDOT (2004). The
score given to this layer for this analysis corresponds to
that given to elk and mule deer winter range which is 2.
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Black Bear – AVC
6

Black Bear – Fall
Concentration
3

Black Bear – Summer
Concentration
2

Boreal Toad – Breeding
Sites
10

Boreal Toad – Observations
6

Boreal Toad – Survey Sites
6

Elk – Highway Crossings
4

Elk - LCL Modeled Wildlife
Linkages
5

Elk – Migration Corridor
4
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Because black bear is are priority species for CDOW, a
sub-parameter score of 6 was given to the first AVC per
species in a given 1/10 mile segment. This layer was not
ranked in House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment
(CDOW 2008).
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 3.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Moderate’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 2.
Boreal toad breeding sites were given the highest
individual sub-parameter score for boreal toads because
they indicate the most sensitive areas for this species.
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008).
Boreal toad observations were treated like suitable habitat
for the species and given a score of 6, the same score
given to the lynx potential habitat layer (which was
ranked in House Bill 1298). This layer was not ranked in
House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW
2008).
Boreal toad survey sites were treated like suitable habitat
for the species and given a score of 6, the same score
given to the lynx potential habitat layer (which was
ranked in House Bill 1298). This layer was not ranked in
House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW
2008).
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However, this layer
was included in this analysis because it was deemed
important to the context of this study. The score given to
this layer for this analysis is 4 which corresponds to that
given to other “Very High” priority layers.
Modeled wildlife linkages for elk were given the highest
individual sub-parameter score because they indicate
areas of the landscape that are important for wildlife
movement and incorporate a variety of information (e.g.
local and regional expertise, landscape characteristics,
wildlife habitat preferences). This layer was not ranked in
House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW
2008).
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
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Elk – Production Area
4

Elk – Resident Population
Area
4

Elk – Severe Winter Range
3

Elk – Winter Concentration
3

Elk – Winter Range
2

Lynx – AVC
6

Lynx – Denning, Winter
and/or Other Habitat
6

Lynx - LCL Modeled
Wildlife Linkages

10

Lynx – Potential Habitat
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corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However, this layer
was included in this analysis because it was deemed
important to the context of this study. The score given to
this layer for this analysis is 4 which corresponds to that
given to other “Very High” priority layers.
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 3.
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 3.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Moderate’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 2.
Because Canada lynx are priority species for CDOW, a
sub-parameter score of 6 was given to the first AVC per
species in a given 1/10 mile segment. This layer was not
ranked in House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment
(CDOW 2008).
Lynx denning, winter and/or other habitat was considered
similar to the lynx potential habitat layer. Therefore, it
was given the same score for this analysis as the potential
habitat layer (see below). This layer was not ranked in
House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW
2008).
Modeled wildlife linkages for lynx were given the highest
individual sub-parameter score because they indicate
areas of the landscape that are important for wildlife
movement and incorporate a variety of information (e.g.
local and regional expertise, landscape characteristics,
wildlife habitat preferences). Because lynx are an ESA
threatened species, this layer was given a score double of
that of more common species. This layer was not ranked
in House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW
2008).
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
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Moose – Concentration Area

4

Moose – Summer Range
1

Moose – Winter Range
2

Mountain lion - AVC

6/3

Mule Deer – Concentration
Area
4

Mule Deer – Critical Winter
Range
4

Mule Deer – Highway
Crossings
4

Mule Deer - LCL Modeled
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priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 6 (the common
species score doubled because lynx are an ESA
threatened species).
This layer was ranked as a ‘Moderate’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). Normally, that
should mean the corresponding score for this analysis is
2. However, in the context of this study, it was deemed
that this layer should get more weight and was, therefore,
given a score of 4, like that of the concentration area layer
for mule deer.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Low’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 1.
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298
Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However,
this layer was included in this analysis because it was
deemed important to the context of this study.
The score given to this layer for this analysis corresponds
to that given to elk and mule deer winter range which is 2.
Because mountain lion is priority species for CDOW, a
sub-parameter score of 6 was given to the first AVC per
species in a given 1/10 mile segment. Each additional
AVC for a given species in the same 1/10 mile segment
was given a score of 3. This layer was not ranked in
House Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW
2008).
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However, this layer
was included in this analysis because it was deemed
important to the context of this study. The score given to
this layer for this analysis is 4 which corresponds to that
given to other “Very High” priority layers.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However, this layer
was included in this analysis because it was deemed
important to the context of this study. The score given to
this layer for this analysis is 4 which corresponds to that
given to other “Very High” priority layers.
Modeled wildlife linkages (CNE 2008) for mule deer
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Wildlife Linkages

Mule Deer – Migration
Corridor
4

Mule Deer – Resident
Population Area
4

Mule Deer – Severe Winter
Range
3

Mule Deer – Winter
Concentration Area
3

Mule Deer – Winter Range
2

Northern Leopard Frog –
Potential Habitat
4

Preble’s Meadow Jumping
Mouse – Occupied Habitat
10

Preble’s Meadow Jumping
Mouse – Overall Range
6
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were given the highest individual sub-parameter score
because they indicate areas of the landscape that are
important for wildlife movement and incorporate a
variety of information (e.g. local and regional expertise,
landscape characteristics, wildlife habitat preferences).
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008).
This layer was ranked as a ‘Very High’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 4.
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008). However, this layer
was included in this analysis because it was deemed
important to the context of this study. The score given to
this layer for this analysis is 4 which corresponds to that
given to other “Very High” priority layers.
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 3.
This layer was ranked as ‘High’ in House Bill 1298
Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for priority
wildlife habitat for economic species and species at risk
(rare, threatened and endangered). The corresponding
score for this analysis is 3.
This layer was ranked as a ‘Moderate’ priority in House
Bill 1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 2.
Northern leopard frog potential habitat was included
because this species is a UFSF Sensitive Species. Because
this is a modeled habitat layer and a sensitive species, it
received a score double that of the more general habitat
layer for common species (i.e. mule deer winter range).
This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species
Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008).
Preble’s meadow jumping mouse occupied habitat was
given the highest individual sub-parameter score for
Preble’s because it indicates the most sensitive areas for
this species. This layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298
Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008).
Preble’s meadow jumping mouse overall range was given
a score of 6, the same score given to the lynx potential
habitat layer (which was ranked in House Bill 1298). This
layer was not ranked in House Bill 1298 Species Impact
Assessment (CDOW 2008).
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River Otter – Concentration
Area
6

River Otter – Overall Range

6

Appendix D: LIZ-2011 Analysis Methods

This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 6 (the common
species score doubled because river otters are a state
threatened species).
This layer was ranked as a ‘High’ priority in House Bill
1298 Species Impact Assessment (CDOW 2008) for
priority wildlife habitat for economic species and species
at risk (rare, threatened and endangered). The
corresponding score for this analysis is 6 (the common
species score doubled because river otters are a state
threatened species).
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Appendix C: GIS Data Excluded from Ranking Process

These data are found in the study area but were excluded from the analysis for the reasons listed
in the table.
Data

Reason for Exclusion

Element Occurrence Records - Colorado
Natural Heritage Program
Land type data (i.e. State Wildlife Areas,
Roadless Areas, CNHP Potential
Conservation Areas)
SWREGAP data

Data are points and there is no consistent way to include them
in the ranking process (i.e. what buffer should be used, etc.).
Data layers are not wildlife movement related.

Bird data

Fish data

Mountain lion – CDOW mapped overall
range, peripheral range and human conflict
areas
Preble’s meadow jumping mouse –
trapping points

Boreal toad – current range

Canada lynx – BLM/FS lynx linkages and
BLM/FS mapped LAUs

Migration patterns for mule deer, bighorn
and elk
Abert’s squirrel – overall range

Appendix D: LIZ-2011 Analysis Methods

The only species for which these data are included is northern
leopard frog because no other data are available for this
species. For all other species, either other data are available, or
the species is not on the list of focal species.
The only bird species considered for inclusion in this analysis
is greater sage-grouse because they move on the ground as
well as fly. However, only historic data intersects with the
study area, so this species was also not included. Otherwise,
avian species are an acknowledged gap in this project.
Fish data will be included in our aquatic connectivity section.
Therefore, no fish species are included in this analysis to
refine the LIZs because they are a terrestrial designation.
Overall range was not included because it is too general.
Peripheral range and human conflict areas were not included
because the data definitions do not fit into the scope of this
project.
The author of this data is unknown. Tina Jackson at CDOW
does not think PMJM’s are an issue in our study area. Alison
Michael at USFWS is aware that PMJM have been
successfully trapped near Beaver Brook so a data layer was
included for that area.
This data layer is based on watersheds and is too general. Tina
Jackson at CDOW thought that the breeding sites should be
sufficient for this species. Survey sites and observation points
are also being included.
The lynx linkage data are not included because the LCL
habitat linkages are already included in the analysis. The
BLM/FS lynx linkages were used to create the LCL data.
LAUs are not included because mapped denning, winter and
other habitat is being used instead. These layers are more
specific than the LAU layer.
These data layers are lines, not polygons, and the LCL linkage
and CDOW migration corridor data are already included.
This data layer is too general, and “while the highway does
present a barrier to the squirrel, it isn’t a special concern from
a connectivity or habitat fragmentation point-of-view due to
the amount of available habitat, the large populations on both
sides of the highway and their behavior patterns” (Jeff
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Bighorn sheep – overall and summer range
Black bear – overall range and human
conflict area
Elk – overall range, summer concentration
and summer range
Moose – overall range
Mountain goat – migration corridor, overall
and summer range
Mule deer – overall and summer range
White-tail prairie dog

Black-tail prairie dog – overall range

Appendix D: LIZ-2011 Analysis Methods

Peterson, CDOT, personal communication).
Not included because too general and including several other
sensitive habitat types for this species.
Overall range is not included because it is too general. Human
conflict area is not included because the data definitions do
not fit into the scope of this project.
Not included because too general and including several other
sensitive habitat types for this species.
Not included because too general
Not including because not a focal species that presents a
connectivity issue and there are areas where connectivity is
NOT desired for this species (CDOT 2004).
Not included because too general and including several other
sensitive habitat types for this species.
Not including because the only data layer to intersect is
internal CNE data of which the original author is unknown.
No CDOW data either intersects or is to the north and south
(inferring a potential connectivity issue) of the study area.
Not including because too general and only at the very eastern
edge of the study area.
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APPENDIX F
Guidelines for Improving Connectivity for Terrestrial and
Aquatic Wildlife on the I-70 Mountain Corridor
I. CONSIDERATIONS FOR TERRESTRIAL PERMEABILITY
Medium and Large-Sized Box or Arch Culverts and Bridges
A) CREATE OR MAINTAIN FUNCTIONAL WILDLIFE CROSSINGS FOR
MEDIUM-SIZED AND LARGE ANIMALS AT AN AVERAGE INTERVAL OF 1
MILE OR LESS ALONG THE I-70 MOUNTAIN CORRIDOR, DEPENDING ON
ANIMAL MOVEMENT PATTERNS, TOPOGRAPHY AND HABITAT FEATURES
TO PROVIDE PASSAGES FOR MEDIUM AND LARGE-SIZED ANIMALS. TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS:

1. Where a drainage structure (culvert, concrete box culverts (CBC) or bridge) is
needed as part of the highway system, install, modify or maintain existing drainage
structures to accommodate wildlife movement
Where terrain permits and where it is practical:
a) Install the largest bridge (preferably) or culvert practicable for any given location
or terrain.
b) Replace a bridge with a bridge of equal size or larger. Replace a culvert with a
bridge, arch culvert, box culvert, or buried-bottom pipe of equal size or larger.1
c) Install the shortest structure practicable for a given roadway width, while
maximizing structure width (span) to maximize openness and avoid a ‘tunnel
effect’. Make structures wider rather than taller. Wide underpasses allow animals
to have a broad viewing area, which makes them feel less vulnerable.
d) Consider two shorter underpasses with a median or ‘atrium’ instead of one long
structure under four or more traffic lanes.
e) Ensure visibility from one end of a structure to the other.
1

For species-specific design and dimensional specifications, use the following references:
Clevenger, A. P. and M. P. Huijser. 2011. Wildlife crossing structures handbook: design and
evaluation in North America. Federal Highway Administration Report No. FHWA-CFL/TD-11003. Lakewood, CO. [see Chapter 4]
Kintsch, J. and P. Cramer. 2011. Permeability of existing structures for wildlife: developing a
passage assessment system. Washington Department of Transportation Report No. WA-RD
756.1. Olympia, WA. [see Tables 1 & 2]
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f) Maintain a natural substrate underneath the bridge. If concrete is necessary to
prevent scour, then it is recommended to cover the concrete with a natural
substrate. Install baffles to retain sediment and prevent scour.
g) Use flooring of native material. For passages with perennial or ephemeral water
flow, design structures to be wide enough to provide a dry pathway at least 3’
wide for animals to use on one or both sides of the waterway.
h) Engineer structures to minimize traffic noises for animals inside of or at the
entrance to a structure (e.g., use noise-absorbing surfaces inside underpasses to
reduce resonating noise, and/or use quiet pavement to reduce the extent of a
road’s noise disturbance zone).
i) Limit roadway lighting where crossing structures are located.
j) Use vegetated ‘green screens’ or other mechanisms along the sides of overcrossings to reduce highway noise and lights from animals on the structure.
k) Solid bridge railings should be installed immediately above under crossings to
reduce highway noise and lights for animals crossing below.
l) Remove barriers at structure entrances that could prevent wildlife passage
including, fencing or gates, boulders, rip-rap, or provide a pathway for wildlife
through the obstruction.
m) Maintain or restore native vegetation immediately adjacent to the structure at each
entrance to encourage wildlife activity, provide natural cover and filter traffic
light and noise. Use native vegetation seed to encourage wildlife use, promote
establishment and suppress weedy species.
n) Avoid using rip-rap or boulders to maintain aprons at the culvert entrances as
these may be difficult for hooved animals to negotiate. If a rip-rap apron must be
used, consider placing topsoil over the rip-rap along the edges so as to create a
natural path or game trail.
o) Design passage characteristics for both mobile species as well as limited-mobility
species (e.g., pile up stumps or boulders along the inside wall of a large underpass
to provide small mammal cover).

2. Locate additional structures at points where "Linear Wildlife Guideways"
intersect I-70, where wildlife prefer to cross
Linear Wildlife Guideways are natural travelways defined as topographical ridges or
drainages, sharply delineated changes in vegetation, or vegetation forming a peninsula.
The intersection of a linear guideway with a roadway often creates a well-defined,
intensely used crossing zone.
a) Maintain vegetated ridges and drainages or other sharply defined changes in
vegetation inside, and if possible outside the Right of Way.
b) Use fencing to direct animals toward underpass crossings and away from road
approaches.
c) Reduce distance to cover by maintaining natural vegetation around the inflow
and outflow of drainage structures, preferably in the form of vegetated peninsulas.
d) Secure lands adjacent to crossing structures for long-term habitat protection.
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3. Construct CBCs and bridges using natural colors and textures
a) Construct sloped side supports instead of vertical walls. Use the lowest angle
possible and natural substrate for abutment slopes.
b) If support slopes are steep and/or rip-rap must be used for abutment slopes,
construct a flat, dry pathway at least 5’ wide cut into each slope.
c) Use open support pillars instead of walls for structures with a long span.
d) Avoid the use of mesh erosion control netting, which may ensnare snakes.

4. Design and maintain fencing to prevent wildlife from crossing at high-risk areas
and to lead them to Wildlife Road Crossings
a) Fencing for large mammals should be at least 8' high, with a mesh size less than
10cm x 15cm, without gaps between the fence and the ground and, where
required to prevent animals from digging underneath, seated at least 15cm into the
ground. 2
b) Avoid constructing fencing for > 1 mile without providing suitable safe crossing
opportunities.
c) Fencing should be placed the entire length between structures and in medians
between culvert/bridge openings to prevent animals from entering the roadway
from the median.
d) Ensure that fencing is fully connected to structures without gaps.
e) Minimize “natural ladders” adjacent to the fence which could facilitate an animal
climbing over the fence (e.g. trees, large bushes, etc.).
f) Construct and/or reposition wildlife fencing such that all culvert outlets (large and
small culverts) are located outside of the ROW.
g) Construct escape ramps at regular intervals to provide escape routes for animals
trapped inside of the ROW.
h) Use control mechanisms such as double cattle guards and electric mats to prevent
animals from entering the ROW through gaps in the fencing (e.g., at
interchanges).
i) Curve fence ends back into the landscape away from the ROW and/or use boulder
piles at fence ends to discourage wildlife from crossing the roadway at fence ends.
j) Provide human access through fencing in areas where access is important to
prevent people from damaging the fencing (e.g., ladders over the fencing, small
angular passageways through the fence where a human could walk through but an
animal could not, or, for private land access only, gates).

2

For fencing specification, refer to:
California Department of Transportation Wildlife Crossing Guidance Manual (p. 61):
http://dap3.dot.ca.gov/hq/env/bio/wildlife_crossings/
Arizona Department of Transportation Wildlife Funnel Fencing Summary:
http://www.azdot.gov/highways/EPG/EPG_Common/PDF/Technical/Wildlife_Connectivity/Wil
dlife_Funnel_Fencing/Wildlife_Funnel_Fencing_Summary.pdf
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5. Where guard rails, regaining walls or jersey barriers or steep road cuts are
required, keep in mind that barrier ends tend to funnel animals onto the roadway
a) Locate the ends of barriers where there is a good line of sight to give motorists
adequate time to avoid animals that enter the roadway at these locations.
b) Consider locating wildlife crossings at the end of barriers where appropriate,
based on wildlife movement patterns, topography and habitat features.

6. Avoid offsetting culverts and bridges where multiple structures are needed under
a divided highway or where two roads run parallel to one another so that animals
have a straight line of sight through all of the structures

7. Install features to minimize or prevent human use of wildlife crossing structures
such as signs or barriers at potential access points

8. Install bird poles along wetlands or bridges to force birds to fly higher over the
roadway

9. Add features to bridges to promote day and night roosting for bats, where
appropriate
a) To function as day roosts, bridges should be greater than 10’ above the ground,
have vertical crevices 0.5 to 1.25” wide, have vertical crevices 12 inches or
greater in depth, be sealed from rainwater and debris entering from above, have
full sun exposure, and not be situated over a busy roadway passing underneath the
structure.
b) To function as a night roost, bridges constructed from pre-stressed concrete girder
spans, cast in place spans, or steel I-beams are best. Bats alo prefer vertical
concrete surfaces located between beams that provide protection from wind and
remain warm at night.

10. Develop wildlife-friendly maintenance practices, such as lead paint recovery and
timing of operations

11. Conduct monitoring of wildlife use of new and retrofitted structures (e.g.,
remotely-triggered cameras, track beds) to assess effectiveness of mitigation
measures for the purpose of making appropriate adjustments as needed and
improving designs of future mitigation measures
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Small Box or Pipe Culverts
A) CREATE OR MAINTAIN FUNCTIONAL WILDLIFE CROSSINGS AT AN
AVERAGE INTERVAL OF 1/4 MILE OR LESS ALONG THE I-70 MOUNTAIN
CORRIDOR TO PROVIDE PASSAGES FOR SMALL MAMMALS. TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS:

1. Where a drainage structure (culvert, concrete box culverts (CBC) or bridge) is
needed as part of the highway system, install, modify or maintain existing drainage
structures to accommodate wildlife movement.
Where terrain permits and where it is practical:
a) Replace small drainage culverts with culverts of no less than 3’ diameter for
small-bodied animals or 4’ for medium-bodied animals (e.g., coyotes and
bobcats), unless terrain does not permit. When installing equalizer pipes between
wetlands with small mammal ramps, pipes must be minimum 4’ diameter.
b) Install concrete pipes rather than corrugated steel, as the concrete provides a
better surface for wildlife movement and absorbs some moisture, which can
facilitate movement for some species.
c) Consider installing a low-gradient dry culvert for wildlife passage adjacent to a
steep gradient drainage culvert.
d) Culverts should be built or modified with dry ledges for use by water-shy
organisms; these ledges should be constructed to be able to withstand flood
events.
e) Routine maintenance of culverts is essential to maintain culvert functionality for
wildlife movement to remove accumulated sediment or other obstructions inside
the culvert or at the culvert entrances.
f) Maintain natural vegetation cover, including low-stature cover for amphibians.
g) Avoid using rip-rap or boulders to maintain aprons at the culvert entrances as
these may be difficult for some small animals to negotiate. If a rip-rap apron must
be used, consider placing topsoil over the rip-rap along the edges so as to create a
natural path or game trail.
h) Integrate fencing and structures to guide animals to crossing structures. Fencing at
small culverts used by medium-bodied animals (e.g., coyotes and bobcats) should
be 3-6’ high, while fencing for small-bodied animals should be at least 3’ high
with a small mesh size and entrenched into the ground several inches to prevent
animals from digging under. For reptiles and amphibians, a fine mesh fence,
concrete walls, or aluminum flashing may be used. Remove and maintain trees,
brush, etc that could allow an animal to climb over the fence.
i) Construct and/or reposition wildlife fencing such that all culvert outlets are
located outside of the ROW.
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2. Enhance existing and new structures with the installation of small mammal
ramps or rock walkways that extend the length of a culvert so that small mammals
can cross even in wet conditions. Small mammal ramps in culverts are particularly
recommended where the roadway bisects a wetland or riparian zone 3

3. Where possible, use cable median and shoulder barriers instead of jersey-style
walls. Where concrete median or shoulder barriers are required, install jersey
barriers with ‘scuppers’ or small openings on the bottom, or barriers with
intermittent gaps to allow small mammals to pass through (note: the effectiveness of
such gaps has not yet been proven or disproven).

3

For small mammal ramp guidelines, refer to:
Montana Department of Transportation Small Mammal Ramp Guidelines.
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II. CONSIDERATIONS FOR FISH PASSAGE
A) MAINTAIN OR RESTORE STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL
CONNECTIVITY FOR FISH SPECIES (BOTH ADULTS AND JUVENILES) AT ALL
ROAD-STREAM CROSSINGS. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS:

1. Design new structures at road-stream crossings to facilitate fish passage
Where practical:
a) Retain, restore or mimic the existing physical and morphological conditions in the
stream and floodplain to the greatest extent possible. Use stream simulation
techniques and appropriate reference reaches to guide the design and construction
of new or replacement structures, with the aim of creating conditions inside the
structure as similar as possible to the stream channel in both structure and
function (refer to: http://stream.fs.fed.us/fishxing/aop_pdfs.html)
b) Replace a culvert with an oversized arch culvert, 3-sided box culvert, openbottomed pipe culvert, or entrenched pipe culvert that is wide enough to prevent
channel constriction by accommodating the full channel width and allow for
design flows (i.e., natural substrate through culvert, bottom surface of structure
should be flush with grade, no drop-offs or plunge pools, and minimize turbulence
and channel constriction).
c) A bridge overpass alignment should encompass the natural floodplain, including
meanders and riparian banks, and allow for minimal use of bank armoring
strategies such as riprap or concrete wall bridge supports.
d) Minimize culvert length to the greatest extent possible within the natural course of
the stream. Where a stream crosses an extended highway footprint and associated
infrastructure (e.g., highway on/off ramps, frontage roads, adjacent developed
areas), install multiple shorter culverts rather than one long culvert.
e) Minimize the degree of forced changes in flow direction, by installing a wider
structure that accommodates a natural stream meander as it passes under the road
or by installing a curved culvert to better preserve inlet and outlet channel
alignments and to prevent bank scour, undercutting or structural failure.
f) Design culverts such that water velocity, depth and grade through the structure is
consistent with upstream and downstream channel conditions.
g) Design passages with consideration of the impacts of both high and low flows on
fish passage. Design velocity criteria to provide passage for the weakest
swimming individual (e.g., juveniles) during a range of flow conditions.
h) Provide low-flow channels in culverts where needed by installing the invert of the
culvert below the grade of the natural substrate of the stream to ensure that a
minimum water depth can be preserved through the culvert as flow levels
fluctuate (e.g., in streams where flow depth may seasonally drop below the
minimum depth required for fish passage).

Appendix F: I-70 Connectivity Guidelines
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i) Decrease maximum flow velocity through a culvert as culvert length increases
and provide rest areas for fish moving through the culvert.
j) Daylight long culverts as much as practically possible while providing best
management practices and natural riparian vegetation for controlling for the
inflow sediment and runoff from the roadway.
k) Plant and maintain native riparian vegetation at the inlets and outlets of all
crossings.
l) Maintain road sand traps to prevent the siltation and pollution of streams and
provide regular maintenance to prevent sediment build-up or debris accumulation
at culverts.
m) Construct wetlands along the highway right-of-way wherever practical to reduce
nonpoint source pollution into receiving streams and funnel roadway sediment
and runoff to sediment traps or vegetated buffer areas away from stream channels.
n) Install flared end sections on culverts to reduce erosion at the inlets and outlets of
water conveyance structures.

2. Retrofit existing culverts that are not due for immediate replacement to facilitate
fish passage.
a) Install securely anchored baffles (corner or side) or rock weirs and provide
streambed substrate inside the culvert to add roughness, reduce flow velocity,
increase flow depth through the culvert, and create pools that can act as resting
areas for fish moving through the culvert where flow criteria allows for reduced
culvert capacity. Design baffle heights and profiles with consideration for high
and low flows.
b) Install weirs to concentrate low flows into multiple pools with narrower, deeper
channels where needed to ensure that a minimum water depth can be preserved
through the culvert as flow levels fluctuate (e.g., in streams where flow depth may
seasonally drop below the minimum depth required for fish passage). Use
tailwater control weirs outside of the culvert barrel to increase flow depths in the
culvert during periods of low flow.
c) Use rocks in culverts to simulate the grade-stabilizing functions of embedded
debris.
d) Improve transitions at culvert inlets and outlets to accommodate for forced
changes in flow direction due to skewed culverts.
e) Balance control measures by installing flared end sections or control weirs for
slowing flow velocities and excessive turbulence at culvert inlets
f) Repair perched outfalls by constructing step/pool structures with natural materials
to allow for aquatic connectivity. Provide a sufficient pool depth at outlets where
fish have to jump to enter a culvert. Design jump height for specific species of
concern.
g) Maintain culvert improvements to prevent them from becoming clogged with
sediment or debris.
h) Plant and maintain native riparian vegetation at the inlets and outlets of all
crossings.

Appendix F: I-70 Connectivity Guidelines
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3. Integrate aquatic and terrestrial connectivity goals at all road-stream crossings as
appropriate (e.g., include dry pathways for terrestrial species, as needed)
a) Oversize crossing structures to accommodate both aquatic and terrestrial species.
b) Install multiple crossings at varying invert elevations that can perform as dry
crossings for terrestrial species and low flow crossings for aquatic species while
improving the morphological characteristics of the floodplain and allowing for
increased flow capacity during high runoff events. Note that multiple structures at
one site may have higher maintenance demands than a single larger structure, and
the main crossing structure must be large enough to accommodate flows,
sediment and debris.

4. Coordinate with the Colorado Division of Wildlife
a) Aquatic connectivity is not always desirable. Install or maintain aquatic barriers
where needed to control the spread of invasive species or disease and/or to protect
pure populations of native species. Likewise, remove barriers that no longer serve
their intended purpose.
b) Obtain information on the types of species occupying specific streams and design
the range of flow velocities, water depth and other attributes for those specific
species and life stages. Where such information is lacking, unless there is an
explicit need for an aquatic barrier, design road-stream crossings to facilitate fish
and aquatic organism passage.
c) To determine the most cost-effective use of funds for constructing new structures
or retrofitting existing structures, consider the road-stream crossing relative to the
entire stream network, including how it relates to other road-stream crossings or
barriers.

5. Minimize impacts to aquatic species during construction
a) Concentrate construction activities during periods of low flow to avoid critical
time periods such as fish migration and spawning seasons, and to minimize direct
impacts to wildlife and their habitat.
b) Minimize disturbance to the length of the natural stream channel and natural flow
of water as well as to the riparian banks and vegetation, and restore areas that
have been disturbed using local materials and seed.
c) Clean all equipment and gear before and after they are exposed to the stream to
prevent the transmission of aquatic nuisance species or aquatic diseases into or
out of the drainage.
d) Remove temporary fills and structures once construction is complete.
e) Install and maintain all best management structures to reduce sedimentation into a
stream during construction and remove all temporary BMP’s once natural
vegetation has been re-established.

Appendix F: I-70 Connectivity Guidelines
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
LIZ's-2011
NAME & LENGTH IN MILES

LIZ A

LIZ B

Dotsero: 0.5

Wolcott
West:
3.0

LIZ C

LIZ D

LIZ E

LIX F

LIZ G

Wolcott: 1.0

Wolcott East:
2.6

Dowds
Junction: 3.5

Vail East:
3.4

LIZ H

Gore Creek: W. Vail Pass:
5.3
1.3

LIZ I

LIZ J

LIZ K

LIZ L

LIZ M

LIZ N

LIZ O

LIZ P

LIZ Q

E. Vail Pass:
2.5

Wheeler Jctn:
0.7

Laskey
Gulch:
1.8

Hamilton Gulch:
0.9

Bakerville:
10.6

Empire Jctn:
1.4

Clear Creek
Jctn:
2.0

Beaver
Brook:
4.8

Mt. Vernon
Creek:
4.8

13

8

67

26

15

220

261

0

1 BB

1 BB
2 LX
2 ML

1 BB

1 ML

2 BB
2 ML

1 BB
3 ML

62 +
6 BB +
12 LX +
12 ML

26 +
6 BB

15 +
6 ML

220 +
12 BB +
12 ML

261 +
6 BB +
18 ML

AVCs / ANALYSIS AND ECOLOGICAL RANKINGS
COLORADO STATE PATROL
AVCs
(FROM 1993 TO 2006)

50

22

0

1 BB
1 ML

4

50

20 +
6 BB +
6 ML

M-L

VH -L

RATE - CSP DATA
[avc/mile/year)

0.62

AVC SEVERITY

4 PDO
0 INJ
0 FAT

1ST LEVEL SCREENING CRITERIA

COLORADO PARKS &
WILDLIFE AVCs FOR BLACK
BEARS, LYNX, & MOUNTAIN
LIONS

ECOLOGICAL REPORT
RANKINGS

AVCs: SPECIES INFO

4

0

2 Deer
2 UNK.

79

48

0

2 BB

79

H-VH

1.28

51

18

26

34

0

10

0

1 BB

2 LX

0

48 +
12 BB

51

18
+ 6 BB

26 +
12 LX

34

8

13

8+
6 BB

H-VH

M-H

L-VH

M

L-M

M-H

H

M

L-M

M

H

L-M

VH

VH

1.69

2.34

1.05

1.15

1.07

0.38

1.05

1.1

0.56

0.68

0.49

1.43

0.58

3.53

4.18

45 PDO
5 INJ
0 FAT

18 PDO
2 INJ
0 FAT
2 UNK.

71 PDO
8 INJ
0 FAT

42 PDO
6 INJ
0 FAT

47 PDO
4 INJ
0 FAT

16 PDO
2 INJ
0 FAT

21 PDO
5 INJ
0 FAT

31 PDO
3 INJ
0 FAT

9 PDO
1 INJ
0 FAT

10 PDO
3 INJ
0 FAT

7 PDO
1 INJ
0 FAT

53 PDO
9 INJ
0 FAT
5 UNK.

22 PDO
4 INJ
0 FAT

13 PDO
2 INJ
0 FAT

182 PDO
37 INJ
1 FAT

219 PDO
42 INJ
0 FAT

19 Deer
19 Elk
12 UNK.

1 B. Bear
1 Mtn. Lion
9 Deer
3 Elk
8 UNK.

27 Deer
21 Elk
31 UNK.

19 Deer
2 Elk
27 UNK.

10 Deer
1 Elk
40 UNK.

4 Deer
1 Elk
13 UNK.

8 Deer
4 Elk
1 Moose
13 UNK.

15 Deer
3 Elk
16 UNK.

1 Coyote
3 Deer
6 UNK.

5 Deer
1 Elk
7 UNK.

2 Deer
2 Elk
4 UNK.

19 Deer
7 Elk
1 Raccoon
35 UNK.

6 Deer
1 Other
6 Sheep
13 UNK.

3 Deer
1 Sheep
11 UNK.

1 Beaver
53 Deer
57 Elk
109 UNK.

88 Deer
73 Elk
1 Other
99 UNK.

1st: E, MD
2nd: bb, l,
ml, pmjm,
nlf

1st: E, MD
2nd: bb, l, ml,
nlf, pmjm

TARGET SPECIES BASED ON HABITAT & MOVEMENT AREA

HABITAT & MOVEMENT
AREA (MULTIPLE SPECIES)

1st: E, MD
2nd: ml, nlf

1st: E, L,
MD
2nd:
ml,nlf, ro

1st: E, L,
1st: E, L, MD
1st: L
1st: L
1st: E, L
1st: E,MD
1st: L
1st: E, MD
MD
1st: L
1st: L
2nd: bb, l, 2nd: bb, bt, 2nd: bb, e,
1st: E, L, MD
1st: L
2nd: bb,
1st: L
2nd: bb, l, 2nd: bb, l, ml,
2nd: e,ms,
2nd: bb, bs, bt, 2nd: bb, bs, 2nd: bs, l,
ml, ms, nlf, e, ml, ms, ml, ms, nlf,
2nd: ml, nlf, ro 2nd: ms, nlf, ro md, ms, 2nd: bb, nlf, ms
ml, ms, nlf,
e, md, nlf
ms, nlf, ro
ml, pmjm
ml, md, nlf
e, ml, nlf
ro
nlf
ro
nlf
ro
AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC

AADT
(<2,500; 2,500 - 10,000; >10,000)

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

> 10,000

USFS

USFS

Private

Private

Private

Private, Denver
Parks

Yes, USFS:
ideal mngmt
prescripts.

Yes, USFS on
west end
depending on
mngmt
prescripts.

PROTECTED LANDS
Landscape Level:
Maps Displayed at
1:156,000 scale

County Parcel Level & USFS
Management Prescriptions:
Maps
Displayed at 1:18,000
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BLM, Land
Trust

BLM

Yes, BLM
Yes, Land Trust
on the
and large
west, but
swaths of BLM also some
private

Private

Yes, BLM
crosses
over hwy,
limited

Private

USFS, BLM,
State

Private

Private

USFS

USFS

USFS, Private USFS, DW

Moderate;
USFS
Yes, USFS
Yes, USFS
No, nearby
Narrow strip No, Town of No, Town of
Yes, USFS
Depends on Western half
BLM but non
over two Vail immed. Vail immed.
Some Rec:
bike trail has Rec: Nonconnecting
adjacent
adjacent
seperated
Non-Motorized
location
Motorized
lands
highway
directions

Yes,
USFS &
Denver
Water

No, only
No, mostly one area Id.
No, mainly
private & that is parks
private
/OS on N
mining
side

Yes, far west
end of LIZ,
county Park/OS
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
LIZ's-2011
NAME & LENGTH IN MILES

LIZ A

LIZ B

Dotsero: 0.5

Wolcott
West:
3.0

LIZ C

LIZ D

LIZ E

LIX F

LIZ G

Wolcott: 1.0

Wolcott East:
2.6

Dowds
Junction: 3.5

Vail East:
3.4

LIZ H

Gore Creek: W. Vail Pass:
5.3
1.3

LIZ I

LIZ J

LIZ K

LIZ L

LIZ M

LIZ N

LIZ O

LIZ P

LIZ Q

E. Vail Pass:
2.5

Wheeler Jctn:
0.7

Laskey
Gulch:
1.8

Hamilton Gulch:
0.9

Bakerville:
10.6

Empire Jctn:
1.4

Clear Creek
Jctn:
2.0

Beaver
Brook:
4.8

Mt. Vernon
Creek:
4.8

1ST LEVEL SCREENING CRITERIA

RELATIONSHIP WITH EXISTING WILDLIFE CROSSING STRUCTURES

1 UP (bridge) or
OP and
UPs (PC - no
New Structure(s) - Recommended
specified #) for
small/med.
mammals

1 UP
(bridge)

Existing Structure(s) Recommended Upgrade

1 UP (CBC
to wider
CBC)

Existing Structure(s) Recommended Enhancement

3 UP (2
bridges; 1
pipe)

1 UP
(bridge) and
UPs (PC - 1 UP (bridge)
no specified OR replace
#) for
CBC
small/med.
mammals

2 UP (AC or
bridge)
UP for
boreal
1 UP (CBC)
toads
(no./type
not
specified)

2 UP - WB
1 UP (bridge, 1 UP (AC
1 UP (AC); 1 lanes (bridge
AC, or 3-sided or large
OP
or AC); 1 OP CBC)
PC)
EB lanes

1 UP (AC); 1
1 UP (bridge);
OP - need to
1 UP (AC); 1
1 UP (bridge;
confirm if it is a
OP
dependent on
wildlife
future I-70)
overpass

1 UP (pipe
to bridge)

1 UP (CBC
1 UP (pipe to to bridge); 1
UP (no
AC or bridge)
upgrades)

3 UP (2 CBC
1 UP (pipe
2 UP (CBC to to bridge; 1
to bridge or
bridge)
widen
AC)
bridge)

3 UP (CBC,
PC, bridge)

3 UP (1
CBC; 2
bridges)

1 UP
(bridge)

2 UP
(bridges)

6 UP
(bridges)

4 UP - EB
lanes
(bridges)

3 UP (bridge) 1 of 3 to
eventually
replace

1 UP
(bridge)

3 UP
(bridge or
AC; 1 UP 3 UP (2 bridges;
1 bridge or AC)
type not
specified); 1
OP

3 UP (1 CBC to
3 UP (pipe bridge; 1 CBC to
bridge or AC: 1
to AC or
pipe to bridge or
bridge)
AC)
2 UP
1 UP
(bridges) - 1
(bridge) of 2 to
eventually
eventually
to replace
replace

1 UP (CBC)

TOPOGRAPHY WHICH SUPPORTS STRUCTURE

TOPOGRAPHY WHICH
SUPPORTS STRUCTURE
(FINANCIAL AND
ENGINEERING FACTORS)

Definitions
PDO = Property Damage Only
INJ = Personal Injury
FAT = Fatality
Existing Structure - Recommended Upgrade =
structure replacement with new structure;
Existing Structure - Recommended Enhancement =
adding fencing, vegetation, etc.
New Structure - Recommended = Building new
structure(s)
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STRUCTURES:
UP = Underpass
CBC = Concrete Box Culvert
AC = Arch Culvert
PC = Pipe Culvert
OP = Overpass

AVC's:
L = Low
M = Moderate
A = Average
H = High
VH = Very High

SPECIES ABBREVIATIONS:
BB = Black Bear
BS = Bighorn Sheep NLF = N. Leopard Frog
BT = Boreal Toad
E = Elk
PMJM = Preble's
L = Lynx
ML = Mountain Lion
RO = River Otter
MD = Mule Deer
MS = Moose
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Appendix D
I-70 Wildlife Bridge Project Protected Land Mapping
(Landscape Scale and Parcel-level Scale)

Appendix D

Appendix E
I-70 Wildlife Bridge Project Level Two Screening Matrices

Appendix E

SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZs-2011
Site 1: MP151.4- Site 2: MP153.5- Site 3: MP155.7- Site 4: MP191.8- Site 5: MP192.2- Site 6: MP193.1Site 8: MP220.8- Site 9: MP222.7Site 7: MP219.5151.7
153.8
156.0
192.1
192.5
193.4
221.1
223.0
219.8 Bakerville
Wolcott
Wolcott
Wolcott
East Vail
East Vail
East Vail
Bakerville
Bakerville

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT
Primary Species –
Primary Species – Primary Species – Primary Species –
Primary Species – Primary Species – Elk, Lynx, Mule Primary Species – Primary Species – Primary Species –
Lynx
Lynx
Lynx
Elk, Lynx, Mule Elk, Lynx, Mule
Deer
Elk, Lynx, Mule Elk, Lynx, Mule Elk, Lynx, Mule
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Deer
Deer
Secondary
Deer
Deer
Deer
Species – Black Species – Black Species – Black
Secondary
Secondary
Species – Black
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Bear, Bighorn
Bear, Bighorn
Bear, Bighorn
Species –
Species –
Bear, Lynx,
Species –
Species –
Species –
Sheep, Elk, Mule Sheep, Elk, Mule Sheep, Elk, Mule
Mountain Lion
Mountain Lion Mountain Lion, Mountain Lion
Mountain Lion
Mountain Lion
Deer
Deer
Deer
Moose
Medium
MP 153.7-153.8

Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority Rankings

Very High

High
MP 153.6

Very High 153.5

High
MP 155.9

High
MP 191.8-192.0

High
MP 192.5

High
Very High
Very High
MP 155.7-155.8;
MP 192.1-192.2
156.0

High

Very High

High

Very High
MP 192.2-192.4

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction
Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across structure from
both approaches)
Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with fencing
Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to structure:
grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads; chain stations
Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone
Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along roadside;
ability to construct access ramps to bridge
Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow drifting using
southern exposure
Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and doesn’t create
tunneling effect
Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could adversely
affect the structure.
Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that require
relocation.

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme structure
slopes or skew
Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length or special
supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads
Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees
Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide effective
structure and escape mechanisms
Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material storage area,
and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without expensive lane closures

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

AGS Rail:

Land Use/Zoning:

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or environmental resources
whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory approval, such as historical resources,
wetlands/fens, or Historic mining
Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and materials,
assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for advertising or
signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future research opportunities.
Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both wildlife and
drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure into place

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends into the
landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Summary
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZs-2011
Site 1 Ranking Rationale

Site 1: MP151.4-151.8
Wolcott

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT

Primary Species – Elk,
Lynx, Mule Deer
Secondary Species –
Mountain Lion
Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority Rankings.

Entire site is rated "Very High" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Some steep slopes along north side of roadway in eastern part of segment

Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across structure from
Broad valley suitable for good sightlines
both approaches)
Existing fencing in place north and south of highway

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with fencing

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to structure: grade 1. Wide median (100' to 220' between EB and WB I-70), 2. Railroad, 3. US6, 4. Eagle River are all present in valley, creating several significant
obstacles for wildlife - single structure could not cross I-70 and all other obstacles reasonably.
breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads; chain stations
Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

No issues

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

Active rockslide zones typical within 500' north of highway; within range of roadway

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along roadside;
ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Wide, flat areas available adjacent to roadway

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow drifting using
southern exposure

Lower elevation; relatively low snow fall area

Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and doesn’t create
Good roadway sight distance in each direction
tunneling effect
Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could adversely
affect the structure.

Eagle River floodplain far away from I-70

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that require
relocation

Overhead powerlines relatively far away from roadway

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme structure slopes
Some steep slopes along north side of roadway in eastern part of segment
or skew
Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length or special
supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads

In addition to I-70 crossing: 1. Wide median (100' to 220' between EB and WB I-70), 1. Railroad, 2. US6, 3. Eagle River are all present in
valley, creating several significant obstacles for wildlife - single structure could not cross all obstacles reasons

Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees

ROW is limited to approximately 300 to 400 feet wide in this stretch of roadway. Additional easements may be required/purchased. BLM public
land.

Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide effective
structure and escape mechanisms

Fencing already exists along highway, would only require tying-in with structure. Based on Ecological Report & Google Earth

Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material storage area,
and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without expensive lane closures

Wide, flat areas available adjacent to roadway

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

No 6-lane widening

AGS Rail:

AGS in the Median

Land Use / Zoning

BLM lands; Based on available information (county zoning/county future land use/Coma) this site has available tracts of BLM land. While there
are no existing development surrounding this site, the area is identified for future residential development surrounding the BLM lands. (Based
on GIS information available to team, other information may identify different land use planning)

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
4(f) properties: Eagle Valley Regional Trails Proposed Plan trail alignment parallel to US 6 through the entire site - This trail is avoidable. The
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad from Tennessee Pass west to Glenwood Canyon was officially determined eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP in 2000 -this also avoidable. Wildlife Habitat, movement patterns and obstacles: There is an extensive Mule Deer Winter
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or environmental resources concentration south of the Eagle River, and a severe winter range area and migration corridor parallel to the north of I-70. There is also an Elk
whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory approval, such as historical resources, calving and winter range, and north-south oriented migration corridors south of the Eagle River. The parallel Denver and Rio Grande Western
Railroad and US 6 corridors between I-70 to the north, and the Eagle River to the south create concerns for north /south wildlife movement
wetlands/fens, or Historic mining
patterns. Wildlife movement between these areas would benefit from a bridge over I-70, but would to cross the railroad and US 6. Any
planned fencing in this area to guide wildlife to the bridge may be in conflict with these separate ROW's, and wildlife movement. Wetlands:
Wetlands in the area are along the Eagle River, south of US 6, and therefore avoidable.
Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and materials,
assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

Spacing between EB and WB I-70, and alignment of future AGS Rail could require longer bridge spans; with anticipated weight of landscaping
on structure, special designs may need to be implemented

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
•This site does not have as high of recreational traffic as other sites under evaluation due to the proximity of ski resorts and other recreational
attractants occurring after this site.
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for advertising or
•The site is further from the major research universities along the Front Range and therefore, more logistically challenging for research.
signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future research opportunities.
•This site does not have as high of recreational traffic as other sites under evaluation due to the proximity of ski resorts and other recreational
attractants occurring after this site; therefore, the general public may not become familiar with the structure and its use.
Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both wildlife and This site does not have any recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in regards to
improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.
drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure into place

Wide median between EB I-70 and WB I-70, and elevation difference between EB and WB will complicate these construction options

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends into the
landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community education.

Rank

Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 1
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 2 Ranking Rationale

Site 2: MP153.3153.7
Wolcott

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT
Primary Species –
Elk, Lynx, Mule
Deer
Secondary
Species –
Mountain Lion
Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority
Rankings.

Site is ranked as "Very High", "High", and "Medium" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

Medium
MP 153.7-153.8

High
MP 153.6

Very High 153.5

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

West side of segment has suitable slopes on north side of roadway. South side of roadway has slightly steep slopes, graded for railroad at foot of
slope.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across
structure from both approaches)

Fairly broad valley suitable for good sight lines

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with
fencing

Existing fencing and jumpouts already in place north and south of highway

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to
structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads;
chain stations

Median width reasonable (approx.. 50' typically between EB and WB I-70). Railroad is near enough to highway that railroad right-of-way could be
encroached by south structure landing. Eagle River is narrower in this stretch. Existing river crossing is just to west of site - may already be used by
some species to cross river. US6 is just south of river, creating another boundary. Not feasible to consider a bridge to cross I-70 plus additional
obstacles.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

At east third of site, the south side of the Eagle River is a landslide zone. This would be problematic if considering extending the structure spans over
the river.

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

Rockfall area lies above entire stretch of site, and a portion extends onto the WB I-70 lanes.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along
roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Good amount of area available on north side of I-70.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow drifting
using southern exposure

Lower elevation; relatively low snow fall area

Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and
doesn’t create tunneling effect

Good roadway site distance in each direction

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could
adversely affect the structure.

Eagle River floodplain relatively far away from I-70

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that
require relocation

No overhead lines in vicinity of I-70

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme
structure slopes or skew

Approximately 25' to 30' drop in elevation from north side of I-70 to south side; grading for landing on south side of roadway would need to be large
and expansive to make up the grade. Steep continuous slope from south side of I-70 down to railroad through entire site.

Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length or Median width reasonable (approx.. 50' typically between EB and WB I-70). Railroad is near enough to highway that railroad right-of-way will be a
hindrance. The railroad corridor generally parallel to the south side of I-70 represents an obstacle to wildlife movement to the Eagle River. US6 is
special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers;
parallel to the south of the Eagle River, representing an additional obstacle to north-south wildlife movement patterns (see Environmental Resources)
frontage roads

Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees

ROW is limited to approximately 230 to 330 feet wide in this stretch of roadway. Additional easements maybe required/purchased. BLM public land.

Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide
effective structure and escape mechanisms

Fencing already exists along highway, would only require tying-in with structure. Based on Ecological Report & Google Earth

Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material
storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without expensive
lane closures

Construction access available along north side of interstate; possible staging areas in proximity.

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening

No 6-lane widening

AGS Rail:

AGS in the Median

Land Use / Zoning

BLM lands and Eagle County lands zoned agricultural within the Eagle River Valley. Based on available information (county zoning/county future
land use/COMap) this site has no available public land. Land on either side of the highway is privately owned. Also, the area is identified for future
residential development.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION

Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or environmental
resources whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory approval, such as
historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic mining

4(f): Eagle Valley Regional Trails Proposed Plan - trail alignment parallel to US 6 through the entire site - avoidable with bridge crossing at I-70 ,
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad from Tennessee Pass west to Glenwood Canyon was officially determined eligible for inclusion in the
NRHP in 2000 - avoidable. Wildlife Habitat and movement patterns: There is an extensive mule deer winter concentration area south of the Eagle
River, and a severe winter range area and migration corridor parallel to the north of I-70. There is also an elk calving and winter range, and northsouth oriented elk migration corridors south of the Eagle River. A Wildlife crossing at I-70 in this area would be in conflict with the parallel Denver
and Rio Grande Western Railroad south of I-70, due to concerns for north /south wildlife movement patterns between I-70 and the Eagle River. US
6 paralleling the south side of the Eagle River represents an additional constraint to general wildlife movement in the area that would not be mitigated
by the Wildlife bridge over I-70. Wetlands: Wetlands in the area are along the Eagle River are avoidable.

Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

Spans for structure over I-70 would be reasonable. Accommodating slopes on south side of I-70 could require unusual construction.

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for
advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future
research opportunities.

•This site does not have as high of recreational traffic as other sites under evaluation due to the proximity of ski resorts and other recreational
attractants occurring after this site.
•The site is further from the major research universities along the Front Range and therefore, more logistically challenging for research.
•This site does not have as high of recreational traffic as other sites under evaluation due to the proximity of ski resorts and other recreational
attractants occurring after this site; therefore, the general public may not become familiar with the structure and its use.

Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both
wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

This site has a relatively high number of recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs. recorded in the area and therefore, ranks higher in
regards to improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure into
place

Grades, and lack of substantial staging areas in site area make these construction options less likely.

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends
into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community
education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 2
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 3 Ranking Rationale

Site 3: MP155.7156.1
Wolcott

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT
Primary Species –
Elk, Lynx, Mule
Deer
Secondary
Species – Black
Bear, Lynx,
Mountain Lion,
Moose
Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority
Rankings.

Site is ranked as "Very High" and "High" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

High
MP 155.9

Very High
MP 155.7-155.8;
156.0

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

Tall, steep slopes for majority of the site along the south side of I-70. The first tenth-mile to the west has a somewhat suitable slope on the
south side.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across structure
from both approaches)

Relatively narrow valley with several discontinuities and obstacles, with no clear natural paths.

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with fencing

Open areas between obstacles in this area are limited. Fences and jumpouts would be difficult to place, and may not be effective if placed at
all.

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to structure: US6 aligned very near I-70; CDOT maintenance facilities along US6; Eagle River and railroad very nearly aligned to the north of US6. An
overpass of I-70 would land wildlife very close to US6.
grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads; chain stations
Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

Most of the south side of I-70 is in a landslide zone.

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

No issues immediately adjacent to I-70.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along roadside;
Limited opportunities for roadside access on either side of I-70.
ability to construct access ramps to bridge
Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow drifting using Lower elevation; relatively low snow fall area. Roadway is aligned on the south side of the valley, which will reduce southern exposure of
structure.
southern exposure
Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and doesn’t
create tunneling effect

Entrance and departure points of site are on curves - site distance not ideal.

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could
adversely affect the structure.

Eagle River floodplain relatively far away from I-70

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that require
No overhead lines in vicinity of I-70
relocation

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme structure Significant drop from I-70 to US 6 - landing structure in this area will require large amount of fill. Would have to consider spanning US6 to
make structure practical, but would add significant expense.
slopes or skew
Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length or
US6 aligned very near I-70; CDOT maintenance facilities along US6; Eagle River and railroad very nearly aligned to the north of US6. An
special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage
overpass of I-70 would land wildlife very close to US6. No real logical landing zones south of Eagle River.
roads
Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees

ROW is limited to approximately 350 to 500 feet wide in this stretch of roadway. Additional easements maybe required/purchased. BLM
public land.

Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide effective
structure and escape mechanisms

Fencing already exists along highway, would only require tying-in with structure. Based on Ecological Report & Google Earth

Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material storage
CDOT maintenance facilities are ideal for construction staging.
area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without expensive lane closures

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

No 6-lane widening

AGS Rail:

AGS in the Median

Land Use / Zoning

Mixed development and jurisdiction patterns in the Wolcott area between MP 155 and 156 including BLM, Public Facilities, Residential
Estate, and PUD, with no consistent pattern of public lands ownership from north to south in this crossing area. Based on available
information (county zoning/future land use/COMap) this site has a small strip of BLM land which is surrounded by private land. This area is
slated for future residential development. Also, no contiguous tracts of public land on the south side of the highway.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION

Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or environmental
resources whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory approval, such as
historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic mining

Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

4(f): Eagle Valley Regional Trails Proposed Plan - trail alignment parallel to US 6 through the entire site - avoidable with bridge crossing at I70 , State Register Listed site at MP 156 along Eagle River, Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad from Tennessee Pass west to
Glenwood Canyon was officially determined eligible for inclusion in the NRHP in 2000 - avoidable. Wildlife Habitat and movement
patterns: There is an extensive mule deer winter concentration area south of the Eagle River, and a severe winter range area and migration
corridor, Parallel transportation corridors: US 6 generally parallels the north side of I-70 and represents an obstacle to wildlife movement to
the Eagle River. The Denver and Rio Grande RR is north of the Eagle river, representing an additional constraint to general wildlife movement
patterns. Wetlands: Wetlands in the area are along the Eagle River to the north of US 6, and are avoidable.

Spans for structure over I-70 would be reasonable. Scale of construction is a bigger concern here than the construction difficulty.

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for
advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future
research opportunities.

•This site does not have as high of recreational traffic as other sites under evaluation due to the proximity of ski resorts and other recreational
attractants occurring after this site.
•The site is further from the major research universities along the Front Range and therefore, more logistically challenging for research.
•This site does not have as high of recreational traffic as other sites under evaluation due to the proximity of ski resorts and other recreational
attractants occurring after this site; therefore, the general public may not become familiar with the structure and its use.

Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both wildlife This site has the highest number of recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs. recorded in the area and therefore, ranks higher in
regards to improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.
and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure into place Grade differential between north and south side of I-70 make these construction options unlikely.

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends into the
landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 3
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 4 Ranking Rationale

Site 4: MP191.8192.2
East Vail

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT
Primary Species –
Elk, Lynx, Mule
Deer
Secondary
Species –
Mountain Lion
Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority
Rankings.

Site is ranked as "Very High" and "High" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

High
MP 191.8-192.0

Very High
MP 192.1-192.2

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

(NOTE: Overpass will likely only need to span WB I-70 lanes to provide effective wildlife crossing at this site, since several suitable
wildlife underpasses along EB I-70 are already in place. Evaluations for this entire site focus on crossing WB lanes only.) West half of
site has relatively gentle grades north and south of WB I-70.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across
structure from both approaches)

Broad valley with good site lines over highway and through drainages.

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with
fencing

Appears to be room for several types of fencing/escape mechanism opportunities.

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to
structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads;
chain stations

The Tenmile Canyon Recreation Trail may be considered an obstacle, but re-aligning it closer to WB I-70 and spanning the trail may
resolve the conflict. NOTE: Future elevated AGS rail alignment currently assumed along north side of roadway. If it remains elevated,
then it would not present a future obstacle. If constructed on-grade, it could.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

The east half of the site, north of I-70 has rockfall activity.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along
roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

No ideal maintenance access locations exist right now, due to continuous slopes on both side of roadway.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow drifting
High elevation, and in high snow zone. Good southern exposure through site - no shade.
using southern exposure
Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and
doesn’t create tunneling effect

Curved section of I-70 - would not provide long distance views of structure through this area; somewhat limited site distance.

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could
adversely affect the structure.

No issues. Relatively small drainage well away from roadway.

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that
require relocation

No issues.

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme
structure slopes or skew

West end of site has favorable grading. Majority of site has steep slope along north side of roadway, with slightly less steep slopes along
south side.

Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length
The Tenmile Canyon Recreation Trail may be considered an obstacle if it remains in place. Re-aligning it closer to WB I-70 would allow
or special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers;
for a reasonably sized overpass to potentially span both the roadway and trail.
frontage roads
ROW is very wide at this site (~900 feet to 1,150 feet wide) and is designated as a Utility Corridor by the White River National Forest.
Depending on where the structure ties in on the north side of the highway, coordination with the WRNF would need to take place to make
Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees
sure no additional easements are necessary.
Based on digital terrain model (DTM) and Google earth, fencing at this site would be newly built and would need to extend more than half
Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide
a mile in either direction. Also of note is that the north side of the westbound lanes has a cut, while the south side of the westbound
effective structure and escape mechanisms
contains steep slopes down to the creek. This cut slope may possibly be a tie-in for fencing, along with the steep slope leading down to the
creek. Recommend extending fencing out farther.
Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material
storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without expensive Not a lot of roadside space in immediate area.
lane closures

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

No 6-Lane Widening

AGS Rail:

AGS

Land Use / Zoning

White River National Forest - within area of dispersed recreation management. Based on White River National Forest ownership and
management classifications, this area is protected public lands.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
4(f): The Vail Pass-Tenmile Trail is over 200 feet south of the westbound I-70 lanes, and outside of the conceptual footprint of a wildlife
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or environmental bridge in this area. The trail alignment is located along the West Tenmile Creek channel. including the median area and the eastbound Iresources whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory approval, such as 70 bridge area. Wetlands and Fens: There are no fens in Site 4, and the wetlands along West Tenmile Creek are approximately 150 to
200 feet from the south edge of the I-70 westbound lanes, out of the conceptual footprint of the wildlife bridge. The closest fens to Site 4
historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic mining
are located to south of the I-70 Eastbound lanes between Mile Post 191.8 and 191.9, and between Mile Posts 192.8 and 192.9.

Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

A large span would not be required to cross WB I-70 and potentially a re-aligned trail. A conventional structure could be used.

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
•Site is a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest from the
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for
advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future general public.
•Site is closer to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making the location more logistically suitable for on-going research.
research opportunities.
Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both
wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

This site has few recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in regards to
improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure into
Grades north and south of roadway, and lack of staging area will make these alternatives difficult.
place

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends
into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community
education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 4
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 5 Ranking Rationale

Site 5: MP192.3192.7
East Vail

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT
Primary Species –
Elk, Lynx, Mule
Deer
Secondary
Species –
Mountain Lion
Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority
Rankings

Site is ranked as "Very High" and "High" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

High
MP 192.5

Very High
MP 192.2-192.4

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

(NOTE: Overpass will likely only need to span WB I-70 lanes to provide effective wildlife crossing at this site, since several suitable wildlife
underpasses along EB I-70 are already in place. Evaluations for this entire site focus on crossing WB lanes only.) Over half site has relatively
gentle grades north and south of WB I-70.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across
structure from both approaches)

Broad valley with good site lines over highway and through drainages.

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with
fencing

Appears to be room for several types of fencing opportunities.

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to
structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads;
chain stations

The Tenmile Canyon Recreation Trail may be considered an obstacle along the east side of the site, but re-aligning it closer to WB I-70 and
spanning the trail may resolve the conflict.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

Majority of site is considered a landslide zone. A tenth-mile long stretch around MP 192.3 is not in a landslide zone.

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

No issues.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along
roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Relatively broad, flat areas in vicinity, suitable for maintenance access construction.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow drifting
High elevation, and in high snow zone. Good southern exposure through site - no shade.
using southern exposure
Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and
doesn’t create tunneling effect

At least one-quarter mile of visibility from each direction throughout site. Very good visibility for westbound traffic.

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could
adversely affect the structure.

No issues. Relatively small drainage well away from roadway.

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that
require relocation

No issues.

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme
structure slopes or skew

Majority of site has favorable slopes both north and south of the roadway, minimizing the amount of grading needed off a potential structure.

Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length
The Tenmile Canyon Recreation Trail may be considered an obstacle along the east side of the site if it remains in place. Re-aligning it closer to
or special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers;
WB I-70 would allow for a reasonably sized overpass to potentially span both the roadway and trail. No obstacles on west half of site.
frontage roads
ROW is very wide at this site (~930 feet to 1,250 feet wide) and is designated as a Utility Corridor by the White River National Forest.
Depending on where the structure ties in on the north side of the highway, coordination with the WRNF would need to take place to make sure
Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees
no additional easements are necessary.

Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide
effective structure and escape mechanisms

Based on digital terrain model (DTM) and Google earth, fencing at this site would be newly built and would need to extend at least half a mile
in either direction. Also of note is that the area on the north side of the road is mostly flat or gradually sloping. A steep slope on the south side of
the road exists down to the creek. Potential tie-ins for fencing includes the cut slope at Site 4 on the northwest side and the steep slope which
leads down to the creek.

Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material
storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without expensive Opportunities for roadside staging appear available between MP 192.3 and MP 192.4.
lane closures

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

No 6-Lane Widening

AGS Rail:

AGS

Land Use / Zoning

White River National Forest - within area of dispersed recreation management. Based on White River National Forest ownership and
management classifications, this area is protected public lands.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
4(f): The Vail Pass-Tenmile Trail is over 400 feet south of the westbound I-70 lanes between Mile Posts 192.1 to 192.5; the closest proximity is
approximately 200 feet, and outside of the conceptual footprint of a wildlife bridge in this area. The trail alignment is located along the West
Tenmile Creek channel. However, a priority would be to provide seamless wildlife movement across the creek and through the I-70 Corridor
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or environmental area, including the median area and the eastbound I-70 bridge area. Wetlands and Fens: There are no fens in Site 5 south of the westbound
resources whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory approval, such as lanes, and the wetlands along West Tenmile Creek are approximately 150 to 200 feet from the south edge of the I-70 westbound lanes, out of
the conceptual footprint of the wildlife bridge between Mile Posts 192.1 and 192.4. The closest fen to Site 5 is located to south of the I-70
historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic mining
Eastbound lanes between Mile Posts 192.8 and 192.9. General wetlands between Mile Posts 192.1 and 192.3 range from 200 to 300 feet south
of the westbound lanes of I-70, and outside of the conceptual footprint of a wildlife bridge. The area between mileposts 192.4 to 192.6, would
be an avoidance area for a wildlife bridge, where West Tenmile Creek meanders to the north adjacent wetlands would be within the footprint of
the bridge on the south side of the I-70 westbound lanes
A large span would not be required to cross WB I-70 and potentially a re-aligned trail. A conventional structure could be used.
Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for
advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future
research opportunities.

•Site is a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest from the
general public.
•Site is closer to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making the location more logistically suitable for on-going research.

Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both
wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

This site has few recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in regards to improving
an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure into
place

Grades along south side of roadway between MP 192.3 and PM 192.4 might be suitable for building up a temporary staging pad for
consideration of innovative, accelerated bridge alternatives.

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends
into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community
education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 5
Page 6 of 10

4/19/2013

SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 6 Ranking Rationale

Site 6: MP193.0193.4
East Vail

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT
Primary Species
– Elk, Lynx,
Mule Deer
Secondary
Species –
Mountain Lion
Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report Priority
Entire site ranked "high" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).
Rankings

High

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

(NOTE: Overpass will likely only need to span WB I-70 lanes to provide effective wildlife crossing at this site, since several suitable wildlife
underpasses along EB I-70 are already in place. Evaluations for this entire site focus on crossing WB lanes only.) Grades are generally
favorable for an overpass approach on the north side of the roadway, but south of the roadway, slopes are very steep through most of the site.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across
structure from both approaches)

Tenmile Creek is in a pretty deep ravine - site lines not ideal from north side of I-70 to south side of I-70.

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with
fencing

Large median between WB I-70 and EB I-70 has steep slopes, the meandering Tenmile Creek, and meandering trail, which may all
minimize effective fencing opportunities.

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to
No obstacles immediately adjacent to WB I-70. Tenmile Creek Trail in highway median cannot be spanned with structure - no re-alignment
structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage roads;
opportunities at this location due to grades.
chain stations
Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

Entire site is considered a landslide zone.

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

No issues.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along
roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Minimal room available along north side of roadway. Slopes very steep along south side of roadway.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow
drifting using southern exposure

Relatively high elevation, and in higher snow zone. Good southern exposure through site - no shade.

Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and
doesn’t create tunneling effect

At least one-quarter mile of visibility from each direction throughout site. Very good visibility for westbound traffic.

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that could
No issues. Relatively small drainage well away from roadway.
adversely affect the structure.
Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines that
require relocation

No issues.

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme
structure slopes or skew

Slopes south of WB I-70 will be difficult to overcome, without extensive grading down to Tenmile Creek Trail. Up to 100' elevation changes
are present. Single location at MP 193.25 may have usable grading on the south side of WB I-70 - the rest of the site is more problematic.

Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure length
No obstacles immediately adjacent to WB I-70. Ten Mile Creek Trail in highway median cannot be spanned with structure - no re-alignment
or special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks;
opportunities for the trail at this location due to grades.
rivers; frontage roads
ROW is very wide at this site (~975 feet to 1,200 feet wide) and is designated as a Utility Corridor by the White River National Forest.
Depending on where the structure ties in on the north side of the westbound highway, coordination with the WRNF would need to take place
Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees
to make sure no additional easements are necessary.
Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide
effective structure and escape mechanisms

Based on digital terrain model (DTM) and Google earth, fencing at this site would be newly built and would need to extend more than half a
mile in either direction. Also of note is that the area on the north side of the road is mostly flat or gradually sloping. A steep slope on the
south side of the road exists down to the creek. Potential tie-ins for fencing includes the cut slope at Site 4 on the northwest side and the steep
slope which leads down to the creek. Recommend extending fencing out farther.

Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material
storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without
expensive lane closures

Limited opportunities for roadside staging.

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

No 6-Lane Widening

AGS Rail:

AGS

Land Use / Zoning

White River National Forest - within area of dispersed recreation management. Based on White River National Forest ownership and
management classifications, this area is protected public lands, however this area overlaps with the Copper Mountain ski resort/ski area and
could be affected by any future expansions.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or
environmental resources whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory
approval, such as historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic mining

4(f): The Vail Pass-Tenmile Trail ranges from approximately 175 to over 200 feet from the south of the westbound I-70 lanes between Mile
Posts 192.9 to 193.4. Wild life fencing options and possible trail realignments would avoid conflicts. Wetlands and Fens: There are no
fens in siting area 6 south of the westbound lanes, and the wetlands along West Tenmile Creek are approximately 150 to 200 feet south of
the Westbound lanes.

Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

A large span would not be required to cross WB I-70. Grading south of bridge could require special construction to accommodate the steep
slopes. Since entire site is in a designated landslide zone, special foundation and structure design would need to be considered to
accommodate ground movement under structure.

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
•Site is a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest from the
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for
advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for future general public.
•Site is closer to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making the location more logistically suitable for on-going research.
research opportunities.
Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting both This site does not have any recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in regards to
improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.
wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure
into place

Grades, and limited roadside access make this site unsuitable for these alternatives.

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising, blends
into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for community
education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 6
Page 7 of 10

4/19/2013

SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 7 Ranking Rationale

Site 7: MP219.5219.9
(Bakerville)

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT

Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report
Priority Rankings

Primary Species –
Lynx
Secondary
Species – Black
Bear, Bighorn
Sheep, Elk, Mule
Deer
Entire site ranked "high" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

High

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
EB I-70 and WB I-70 have a narrow median between them - overpass considered in this area will span entire interstate. Slopes along
north side of highway are generally favorable. Slopes south of roadway are generally favorable for developing an approach to the
structure.

Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across Relatively narrow valley, so long site distances do not need to be maintained with overpass layout. Thickly forested areas close to both
sides of roadway.
structure from both approaches)
Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction
with fencing

There is room for fencing opportunities along north side of roadway, and along southern side of the roadway for a majority of the site.

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to
Eastbound and westbound I-70 is generally aligned vertically at the same elevation through this area. Clear Creek is over 400' away
structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage
from roadway in west half of site - less than 200' away in east half.
roads; chain stations
Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

No issues

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

The very west and east ends of the site are in rock and debris slide zones, but most of the site is clear.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room
along roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Maintenance access along north side of highway appears feasible today. But when considering potential future I-70 widening to both
the north and south, room for future maintenance access will likely be limited. It would be preferable to build to future condition today,
but would require some difficult construction.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow
drifting using southern exposure

Relatively high elevation, and in higher snow zone. Good southern exposure through site with no shade.

Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance,
and doesn’t create tunneling effect

At least one-quarter mile of visibility from each direction throughout site.

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that
could adversely affect the structure.

No issues along the west half of the site, where Clear Creek is over 400 feet away from the roadway.

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines
that require relocation

Overhead lines present along south side of I-70. Appear to be within reach of potential south overpass approach, and may be impacted.

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme
Favorable grades and slopes on both north and south sides of interstate.
structure slopes or skew
Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure
length or special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad
tracks; rivers; frontage roads

West half of site is relatively clear of obstacles. East half of side has Clear Creek close enough to roadway to create a concern. South
end of bridge landing could be too close to creek.

ROW is approximately 350 feet to 500 feet wide and is a Utility Corridor in the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest. Depending on
where the structure ties in on the highway, coordination with the ARNF would need to take place to make sure no additional easements
are necessary. Also, stream is to the south and outside of the ROW, potentially requiring additional easements if the structure is to
Site would require new fencing and minimum of 1/2 mile at site. Areas of steeper slopes exist where fencing can tie-in on the north
Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide
side of the road. South side has steep slopes down towards the creek and then levels out near the creek. However, fencing would also
effective structure and escape mechanisms
have to consider the nearness of US 6 to the south of the creek.
Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material
Chaining lot along EB I-70 just west of the site could provide a good construction staging area.
storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without
expensive lane closures

Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

6-Lane Widening

AGS Rail:

AGS in the Median

Land Use / Zoning

ARNF - Forest Management Prescription - Scenery. Based on Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest ownership and management
classifications, this area is protected public lands with dispersed recreation.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or
environmental resources whose impacts would require rime intensive
regulatory approval, such as historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic
mining

4(f) properties: The Continental Divide National Scenic Trail is south of Clear Creek through the entire site. If the wildlife bridge
spans Clear Creek, possible trail realignments would avoid conflicts. Wetlands: Wetlands associated with Clear Creek directly south
of I-70. Wetlands are generally unavoidable between Milepost 219.5 to 219.7. Wetlands not present south of I-70 in the area between
Milepost 219.7-219.8. However, a power line is approximately 175 feet from centerline that could conflict with the placement of a
wildlife bridge in this area.

Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods
and materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

A relatively conventional two-span structure can be constructed to cross I-70. Structure approach construction appears favorable.

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable
for advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility
for future research opportunities.

•Site is a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest from
the general public.
•Site is closest to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making the location more logistically suitable for on-going

Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting
both wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

This site does not have any recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in
regards to improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure Chaining lot along EB I-70 just west of the site can provide a staging area to pre-assemble structures that can be rolled into place.
Areas directly adjacent to where structures could be constructed are not very suitable for these alternatives.
into place

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising,
blends into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for
community education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 7
Page 8 of 10
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 8 Ranking Rationale

Site 8: MP220.7221.1
(Bakerville)

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT

Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report
Priority Rankings

Primary Species
– Lynx
Secondary
Species – Black
Bear, Bighorn
Sheep, Elk, Mule
Deer
Entire site ranked "very high" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

Very High

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

EB I-70 and WB I-70 have a narrow median between them - overpass considered in this area will cross entire interstate. Slopes along
north side of highway are steep through east half of site, but flatter and more favorable over west half of site. Slopes along south side
of roadway are fairly steep, but not very high - Clear Creek is directly adjacent to Interstate.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view
across structure from both approaches)

Relatively narrow valley, so long site distances do not need to be maintained with overpass layout.

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction
with fencing

Feasible along north side of roadway; not very feasible along south side of roadway where creek and frontage road meander.

Eastbound and westbound I-70 is generally aligned vertically at the same elevation through this area. Clear Creek very near roadway
Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent
interfering with a potential structure landing zone. Spanning the creek with the structure may be considered here, but would result in
to structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage
a structure almost twice as long as one spanning the interstate. Chain-up station at west end of site likely prohibits placing an
roads; chain stations
overpass near that location.
Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

No issues

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

Entire north side of interstate is in a rockfall zone.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room
along roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Maintenance access not feasible on south side of highway. Some opportunities along north side, but considering I-70 widening to
both the north and south, room for future maintenance access will likely be limited. Would prefer to build to future condition today,
but would require some difficult construction.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow
drifting using southern exposure

Relatively high elevation, and in higher snow zone. Good southern exposure through site - no shade.

Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance,
and doesn’t create tunneling effect

At least one-quarter mile of visibility from each direction throughout site.

Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that When crossing only the roadway, the south landing areas for the overpass structure are likely to be in or very near the creek
floodplain.
could adversely affect the structure.
Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines
No Issues adjacent to I-70.
that require relocation

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for
extreme structure slopes or skew

Difficult slopes along south side of I-70; few available locations to land a structure.

Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure
length or special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad
tracks; rivers; frontage roads

Clear Creek very near roadway, interfering with a potential structure landing zone. Spanning the creek with the structure may be
considered here, but would result in a structure almost twice as long as one just spanning the interstate. Chain-up station at west end
of site likely prohibits placing an overpass near that location.

Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees
Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to
provide effective structure and escape mechanisms
Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide
material storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled
without expensive lane closures

ROW is approximately 300 feet to 500 feet wide and is a Utility Corridor in the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest. Depending on
where the structure ties in on the highway, coordination with the ARNF would need to take place to make sure no additional
easements are necessary. Also, stream is to the south and outside of the ROW, potentially requiring additional easements if the
Site would require new fencing and minimum of 1/2 mile at site. Areas of steeper/cut slopes exist where fencing can tie-in on the
north side of the road. South side has steep slopes down towards the creek and then levels out near the creek. However, fencing
would also have to consider the nearness of US 6 to the south of the creek.
Chaining lot along WB I-70 just west of the site could provide a good construction staging area.

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

6-Lane Widening

AGS Rail:

AGS in the Median

Land Use / Zoning

ARNF - Forest Management Prescription - Scenery. Based on Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest ownership and management
classifications, this area is protected public lands with dispersed recreation.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or
environmental resources whose impacts would require rime intensive
regulatory approval, such as historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic
mining
Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods
and materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

4(f) properties: Continental Divide National Scenic Trail is south of Clear Creek through the entire site. The Graymont site is
located south of I-70 near Milepost 221. This site is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Wetlands: Wetlands
associated with Clear Creek directly south of I-70 through entire site. Clear Creek is directly adjacent to I-70 in several areas
throughout the site.

Not clear if two or three span structure would be required. Special foundations may be needed in proximity of Clear Creek.

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable •Site is a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest
for advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility from the general public.
•Site is closest to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making the location more logistically suitable for on-going
for future research opportunities.
Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting This site has few recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in regards to
both wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Chaining lot along WB I-70 just west of the site could provide a staging area to pre-assemble structures that can be rolled into place.
But areas directly adjacent to where structures could be constructed are not very suitable for these alternatives.

Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled
structure into place

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising,
blends into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for
community education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 8
Page 9 of 10
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SCREENING CRITERIA MATRIX
I-70 WILDLIFE BRIDGE: LIZ's-2011
Site 9 Ranking Rationale

Site 9: MP222.7223.1
(Bakerville)

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO CONNECTING WILDLIFE HABITAT

Habitat Connectivity and Wildlife Morality: Based on Eco-Logical Report
Priority Rankings

Primary Species –
Lynx
Secondary
Species – Black
Bear, Bighorn
Sheep, Elk, Mule
Deer
Entire site ranked "high" based on weighted factors in ECO-Logical Report (Priority Rankings).

High

LOCATION WITHIN/NEAR KNOWN LYNX MIGRATION
Based on best available data and more exact locations of lynx migration may alter these rankings in the future.

Consider required lynx migration patterns along I-70 corridor

LOCATION SPECIFIC ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: slopes are suitable for overpass construction

EB I-70 and WB I-70 have a narrow median between them - overpass considered in this area will cross entire interstate. Slopes along
north side of highway favorable for overpass construction over most of site. Slopes along south side of roadway are fairly steep, with
about a 20 foot fall into the flood plain. Forested continuously along north side of interstate - north overpass landing would require
significant tree removal.

Topography: allows proper sight lines for species (site allows clear view across
structure from both approaches)

Uneven terrain, and amount of obstacles make the minimize available site lines through this corridor.

Topography: allows for construction of escape mechanisms in conjunction with
Feasible along north side of roadway; not very feasible along south side of roadway where creek and frontage road meander.
fencing

Obstacles Present: can impact constructability and/or connectivity adjacent to
structure: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad tracks; rivers; frontage
roads; chain stations

Eastbound and westbound I-70 is generally aligned vertically at the same elevation through this area. Clear Creek very near roadway,
interfering with a potential structure landing zone. Spanning the creek with the structure may be considered here, but would result in a
structure almost twice as long as one spanning the interstate. Several residences along south side of creek. Frontage road on south side
of creek interferes with any structure spanning both I-70 and creek. The west end of the site provides the best opportunity to cross
interstate, creek and frontage road.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a landslide zone

No issues

Geology/geography: Site is not in an avalanche zone

No issues.

Geology/geography: Site is not in a rockslide or mudslide zone

Large area along north side of interstate is in a debris fall zone.

Maintenance: Maintenance access to bridge is available at the site: room along
roadside; ability to construct access ramps to bridge

Grades are favorable along north side of interstate for developing a maintenance access, but would likely impact forested area.

Safety: Site conducive to maintaining I-70 Safety: minimize icing and snow
drifting using southern exposure

Relatively high elevation, and in higher snow zone. Good southern exposure through site - no shade.

Safety: Sight distance along I-70 not effected - bridge visible from distance, and
At least one-quarter mile of visibility from each direction throughout site.
doesn’t create tunneling effect
Flood Hazard Zones: Site has minimal flood hazard zones in proximity that
could adversely affect the structure.

Assuming Clear Creek is not spanned by a structure, the south landing areas for the overpass structure are likely to be in or very near
the creek floodplain.

Utilities: Site does not have substantial overhead electrical transmission lines
that require relocation

No Issues adjacent to I-70. Overhead lines are located south of frontage road.

LOCATION SPECIFIC STRUCTURE COST CONSIDERATIONS
Topography: Site requires minimal off-structure grading; no need for extreme
structure slopes or skew

Slopes along south side of I-70 are mostly adjacent to private property, limiting room for proper structure approach construction. Best
available landing location for overpass of I-70 (not creek or frontage road) is near MP 222.95, where Clear Creek meanders away from
interstate.

Obstacles: Site is away from obstacles that will require additional structure
length or special supports to clear: grade breaks; median barriers; railroad
tracks; rivers; frontage roads

Clear Creek very near roadway, interfering with a potential structure landing zone. Spanning the creek with the structure may be
considered here, but would result in a structure almost twice as long as one just spanning the interstate. Chain-up station at west end of
site likely prohibits placing an overpass near that location.

Right of Way: No right-of-way or easement requirements; no land use fees

ROW is approximately 375 feet wide at the widest section on the east end of this site. ROW is split where private residences exist
between I-70 and the frontage road. Depending on where the structure ties in on the highway, there is potential for requiring easements
and purchasing of existing private homes. Coordination with ARNF would also be required. Also, stream and frontage road are to the

Fencing: Location require minimal fencing (no more than 1/2 mile) to provide
effective structure and escape mechanisms

Site would require new fencing and minimum of 1/2 mile at site. However, fencing would also have to consider the nearness of US 6 to
the south of the creek and private property.

Construction Access: Construction staging area present; will provide material
storage area, and room to work; allows deliveries to be scheduled without
expensive lane closures

Chain up area just east of site, along north side of interstate would be a suitable staging area for this site.

SITE DOES NOT PRECLUDE OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS
6-Lane Widening:

6-Lane Widening

AGS Rail:

AGS in the Median

Land Use / Zoning

Residential development south of I-70. ARNF north of I-70 - Forest Management Prescription - Scenery. Based on Clear Creek County
land use and Google Earth, this area is primarily residential right next to the highway.

LOCATION CONDUCIVE TO GETTING TIMELY CLEARANCE & CONSTRUCTION
4(f) properties: Trails are present both north and south of I-70 through the entire site. The trail south of I-70 is located south of Clear
Creek. Historic structures and associated debris are located north of I-70 near Milepost 223, which are eligible for the National Register
Environmental Resources: Location does not affect critical social or
of Historic Places. Wetlands: Wetlands associated with Clear Creek south of I-70 through entire site. Wetlands north of I-70
environmental resources whose impacts would require rime intensive regulatory
approximately near Milepost 222.8-222.9. Clear Creek generally within 100 - 200 feet from existing edge of pavement and comes as
approval, such as historical resources, wetlands/fens, or Historic mining
close as approximately 50 feet from the existing edge of pavement between Milepost 222.9 - 223.3.
Construction: Site suitable for application of familiar construction methods and
Conventional construction appears feasible in the couple of possible crossing locations identified.
materials, assuring timely FHWA and CDOT approval

LOCATION & CHARACTER CONDUCIVE TO PUBLIC - PRIVATE - PARTNERSHIP (3P)
Monument/Demonstration Opportunity: Location makes structure suitable for •Site is a relatively highly travelled corridor for recreational and commercial traffic and the wildlife overpass could garner interest from
the general public.
advertising or signage noting contributors; high exposure, high visibility for
•Site is closest to the major research institutions on the Front Range, making the location more logistically suitable for on-going
future research opportunities.
Safety: Directly helps decrease AVCs in a known high AVC zone, protecting
both wildlife and drivers - serves both conservation and driver communities

This site does not have any recorded large animal (elk, moose, black bear) AVCs recorded in the area and therefore, ranks lower in
regards to improving an area that has experienced collisions with higher likelihood of injury.

LOCATION APPROPRIATE FOR INNOVATIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY
Area available at site for launching, sliding, or rolling pre-assembled structure
into place

Chaining lot along WB I-70 just east of the site is a little too far removed for staging a rolled bridge procedure. Limited roadside space
at potential crossing locations for this type of construction.

LOCAL LANDOWNER, COMMUNITY & REGIONAL STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Public Acceptance: Site suitable for available funding sources/fundraising,
blends into the landscape and viewsheds, and provides an opportunity for
community education.

Rank
Most Favorable
Favorable
Moderately Favorable
Less Favorable

Level 2 Screening‐‐Site 9
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